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Two Democrats urge Nixon fa
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon has been urged by
two influential Democrats to appoint an independent fact-finding panel to investigate the alleged massacre of civilians by
U.S. soldiers at the South Vietnamese village of My Lai.
The proposals came separately Sunday from Sen. John C.
Stennis, D-Miss., chairman of
the Senate Armed Services
Committee, and former Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey.
Stennis said the panel should
be composed of . persons "outside the government and outside
the military " and should survey

the March 1968 incident, determine the facts and make a special report to the President.
Humphrey told newsmen the
panel should be similar to the
Warren . Commission, which
.. probed ; the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy. The
former vice president said in
Los Angeles "enough has been
said that there needs to be an
examination.'1
Stennis said the special panel's probe could be undertaken
while trials of the accused are
under way.
But the senator spoke against

a fujl-scale congressional investigation , saying "if we in the
Congress go to holding a hearing now and before that trial is
over , it will go off in different
directions, be highly confused
and totally unfair to the defendants."
Stennis spoke on the ABC interview program "Issues and
Answers."
First Lt. William L. Calley
Jr., a platoon leader in the company which led the assault on
My Lai, faces a court martial
on charges of killing 109 Vietnamese civilians. A staff ser-

geant also is charged with as- : . .
sault to commit murder.
Former Supreme Court Justice Arthur J. Goldberg and a
group of jurists Thursday urged
Nixon to appoint such a com. ' . mission. But they suggested the
probe go beyond: My Lai to the
entire area of American conduct
in Vietnam.
The Army is investigating the
My Lai charges and a special
panel headed by Lt. Gen. William Peers is holding closed
hearings to determine whether
there was a coverup of the inci- .
dent by military officials in

Vietnam.
Secretary of . the Army Stanley
J. Resor also said Sunday the
Army's general counsel is
studying two possible ways of
trying soldiers who were at My
Lai—one by military commission, the other by a general court-martial.
Resor appeared on NBC' s
"Meet the Press ," along with
Navy Secretary John H .
Chaffee.
The: Navy official said he
doesn't believe the My Lai incident will undermine the United
States ' Vietnam policy. "The

public will be satisfied that this
has been fairly investigated ,"
he said.
In Saigon , it was disclosed
Sunday the Army has impound- ,
ed daily operational records of
the Americal Division company
Involved in the alleged massaere . ' .
A spokesman said the records
were being held for possible use
in an investigation. He did not
elaborate.
In New York , U Thanti secretary-general of the United Nations, suggested all soldiers be
given copies of the 1949 Geneva

conventions against mistreatment of civilians, prisoners and :
the wounded in wartime.
At Mobile, Ala., Hep. Jack
Edwards, R-Ala., today attacked news coverage of the alleged massacre. He said a "protest must be raised over tho
premature trial and verdict of a
man who by all standards of
American jurisprudence, is still
innocent until proven guilty by a
court of law."
Edwards said newspapers are
using the words ' 'massacre''
and "Viet killings" -without th«
prefix "alleged." ,
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From Social Security increase

Million of neediest won t benefit

WASHINGTON UP) - More
than a million of the neediest Social Security pensioners probably will get no
benefit from the 15 percent
increase in payments expected to be approved by
Congress.
Those involved are the
1.181 million old persons and
others . whose Social Security benefits are so low they
are supplemented by state
welfare payments.
This is their situation , as
described by officials:

The law governing the
federal-state welfare program ..— not the Social Security program — requires
each state, in setting the
level of welfare assistance,
to consider a recipient's income. This includes any income from Social Security.
So if a person is receiving Social Security benefits and a supplemental welfare payment, a raise in the
Social Security level would
simply mean a corresponding reduction in the sup-

plement, and the pensioner
would get the same total
payment.
The House Ways and
Means Committee w a s
aware of this when it drafted . the legislation, sources
said^ but decided it could
not get into the intricacies
of welfare legislation and
still produce a Social Security increase bill in time for
enactment this year.
. However, t h e sources
said , the problem will be
considered early next year

when the committee undertakes extensive overhaul of
both the Social Security system and the welfare program.
There are ways in which
at least some states could
help the left-out recipients,
but .officials said as a practical matter they are not
likely to be used.
States could refigure their
estimates of minimum living budgets, thus giving all
their welfare recipients an
increase.

cotdtMbidth) ^

Among the more than 25
million total Social Security
beneficiaries, officials said,
are 12.4 million retired
workers, including 2.1 million receiving the minimum
payment of $55 a month , and
$1.3 million disabled workers, including 53,O0q receiving the minimum.
Widows a n d widowers
number 2.9 million and the
remainder is made up of
children and other dependents.

Three officers
Union issue may delay Senate
vote on tax reform legislation bill wounded in
LA. clash

WASHINGTON (AP ) - An
amendment that would remove
much of the political clout from
labor unions by eliminating
their tax-exempt status is presenting a major stumbling block
to an early Senate vote this
week on the tax reform bill.
Managers, of the bill , now in
Its third week of Senate debate,
say a final vote can be held
Tuesday or Wednesday. But the
amendment, sponsored by Arizona Republican Sen. Paul Fannin must be dealt with first, and
a tough floor battle is expected
over the politically charged issue.

Court refuses
to reconsider

WASHINGTON W) - The Supreme Court Tefused today to
reconsider or amplify its Oct.
29 decision that required school
districts in Mississippi to operate , at once , only "unitary
j chools."
The U.S . Circuit Court in New
Orleans followed the , decision
Nov. 6 by ordering desegregation of public schools in 27 districts by the end of 1969 and
in three other districts by next
fall.
The state, in petitioning the
Supreme Court for a rehearing
or "clarification ," said the circuit court had violated "fundamental concept of due process of law" by ordering implementation of desegregation
plans prepared earlier by the
Department ot Health , Education and Welfare without holding a court hearing.
The Supreme Court turned
down the plea without amplification .

Fannin's proposal would deny
tax-exempt status to unions and
other organizations using members' dues and assessments to
support or oppose political candidates or parties.
Fannin insists his amendment
would hit tax-exempt business
groups equally with unions, but
he concedes his. great concern is
with labor. .
"It has been estimated ," he
says, "that over $100 million
were spent by labor unions in
the last national elections, hot
including wages and salaries of
those in every-day activities
¦that are truly involved in political endeavors.
"One of the things which
makes this practice so iniquitous is that much of this money
is collected by the union leaders
under arrangements which give
a man no choice but to belong to
a union."
The AFLrCIO contends these
activities are legitimate because the funds are received in
voluntary contributions from
union members and because
they are paid out not by the labor organization itself but by a
separate group, the Committee
on
Political
Organization—
COPE.

cuniary reasons," said Sen,
George D. Aiken, R-Vt., the Senate senior Republican.
Assistant GOP Senate Leader
Robert P. Griffin, of Michigan
said "if you get a President to
veto a Social. Security and tax
relief bill, it looks like; a clever
political maneuver ."
But Griffin added "I think it
will backfire . I think the people
will see through it—if that is the
strategy:"
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield denied there is
a plot to bring on a veto.
Wisconsin Rep. John W.
Byrnes, the GOP's House fiscal
expert, also attacked the Sen-

ate s work so far on the bill.
He said unless the conference
committee which will consider
the Senate arid House versions
end up with a fiscally responsible measure , President Nixon
will have "no alternative but to
veto the bill." .
However, several senators on
both sides of the aisle told a reporter privately the sponsors of
the costly amendments expected them to be killed in the
conference committee.
These senators said the authors oE the riders simply were
toying to bank some political
credit from a favorable Senate
vote.

Mount attempt to
block Safeguard
WASHINGTON (AP ) - House
m ilitary spending critics are
mounting a last ditch campaign
to block deployment of the controversial Safeguard antimissile
system, a campaign they're almost sure to lose.
They 're also trying to strike
the Advanced Manned Strategic
Aircraft (AMSA) bomber nnd a
host of other major weapons
system from the $70 billion defense appropriation that went to
the House floor today.

deployment money faced almost
certain House defeat , the vote is
expected to be close in the Senate where Safeguard authorization was approved by only one
vote.
The House effor t is being led
by 10 members of tho Appropriations Committee who argued in
dissenting views to the bill last
week that hundreds of millions
of dollars will be wasted by deploying the system before research has been completed.

But no effort was expected
against the cluster nuclcnr warhead MIRV , which has $84 million in the defense bill.
The House Appropriation s
Committee already had moved
to steal some of the critics thunder by cutting the bill $5,3 billion , the deepest slash in a defense bill since lflfi,').
The bill contains $779 million
to begin deploy ing Safeguard
in
antlmissile-ABM-sitcs
Montana nnd Nor th Dakota.
Althou gh the effort to block

Development of MIRV—multiple independently-tnrgetnble vehicles—has been as bi g a controversy in Congress as Safeguard but critics have made no
effort to cut funds for it ,
The renson , said Rep, Jeffrey
Cohclan , D-Calif., a major
MIRV critic , Is that while opponents don 't want the weapon
completely developed so long as
n U.S.-Sovlet agreement outlawing it i.s possible , they also don 't
believe the United States should
unilaterally slop work.

Previously listed . S70S
Joseph M. Dahm ,
Rochester ...... .. 1
A Friend . . . . . . . .
. in
A Friend from Altura l
Bluebell Homemakers Club ...... 5
Luebb« Boys . . . . . . . . <.35
In Memory of
Frank & Helen .... 25
In Memory of
G. H. Fifield
Family . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Members of HHC
(P) 1st Bn. 135th
Inf . — Winona
National Guard ... 55
Winona Society of
Model Railroad
Engineers . .."..
... 53.55
In Loving Memory
of o nr parentsMr. & Mrs.
H . G. Hymes ....; ' ,: 5
Total To Date .... $867.90

die in dozen

weekend raids

SAIGON (AP) — American
air cavalrymen and airmen dogging North Vietnamese troops
abng a 100-mile stretch of the
Cambodian border north of Saigon killed 170 of them in a dozen
clashes over the weekend, military spokesmen said today.
Much of the attacking . was
done by rocket firing helicopter

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Black
Panthers barricaded their main
headquarters and exchanged
gunfire with police today. Three
officers, were wounded as a task
force of 300 surrounded headquarters.
About three hours after the
pre-dawn police raid started officers issued , an ultimatum:
Come out with your hands up or
we'll come in.
The deadline passed with only
one man following the instructions.
Grenades were tossed at police about 20 minutes after the
surrender deadline.
Police said they understood at
least four others were inside the
building, a former store located
across from the street from
Wrigley Field, the former baseball park. The area is mo>stly
Negro.
Police made no immediate
move on the building.
Sgt. Dan Cook , a police
spokesman , said the pre-dawn
raids were not connected with
recent Black Panther confrontations with police in other areas
around the nation .
He said simultaneous raids
were ordered to serve warrants
on two persons after-authorities
received information machine
guns and other weapons were
stored at the main headquarters
—located , about four miles from
downtown Los Angeles—and two
other Panther-occupied locations.

So far during floor debate, the
Senate has cut back substantially on the House-passed tax reform bill while voting for . a
number of politically popular
riders, including a big increase
in Social Security benefits .
Two leading Senate Republicans suggest these votes are
part of''a Democratic scheme to
pack the bill with costly provisions which would force President Nixon to veto it.
"I expect there arc a lot ol
people who would like to see it
vetoed , either for political or pe-

170 N Viets
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DRIVING TOR HIS LIFE . . . An American Special
Forces soldier races back into camp with his jeep-mounted
recoiless rifle. He had driven the gun to the edge of the
Bu Prang Special Forces camp airstri p, fired several rounds
at suspected enemy positions in nearby woods, and then
returned at high speed into the camp, before North Vietnamese gunners had time* to return his fi re. The camp is
located about 110 miles northeast of Saigon. (AP Photofax)

gunships, dive-bombers and artillery, and as a result, U.S. casualties were held to three killed
and 18 wounded , the spokesmen

¦said . :¦ '-

The heaviest action occurred
in War Zone C, 58 miles northwest of Saigon, and near the Bu
Dop Special Forces camp 88
miles north of Saigon.
Off icial sources said the North
Vietnamese were trying to protect the infiltration corridorr
from Cambodia , and several
fights were triggered by enemy
fire on scout helicopters flying
at treetop level.
There were no reports of any
helicopters being shot down.
About 40 American B52 bombers attacked North Vietnamese
base camps and gun positions
along the Cambodian border
during the night, unloading
more than 1,000 tons of explosives. The targets were 4V4
miles northeast of the Bu Dop
camp and within two miles of
the Cambodian border.
The camp has been the target
of sporadic shelling for more
than a month . Five rockets hit
the camp's airstrip Sunday, killing six Vietnamese and wounding 12 as they waited for helicopters. "Light" American casualties also were reported.
espite the shelling, no major
ground attack has been made on
the camp. U.S. officers maintain that heavy B52 raids and
constant air and ground reconnaissance by the 1st AirCav
have prevented the North Vietnamese from massing for such
an attack.
The U.S. Command reported
44 enemy rocket and mortar attacks across South Vietnam
from 8 a.m. Sunday to 8 a.m. today. Headquarters said only
eight caused casualties or damage , and two Americans wer«
killed and six were wounded.

Israel denies Egypt boast

FROZEN WALK . . . As a traffic light signals walk ,
two membttrs of Amalgamated Transit union continue picketing in strike that has halted bus service in Minneapolis
and St. Paul since Nov. 17. A 12-inch snowfall over the weekend made walking or driving to work today difficult . (AP
Photofax )

Pays towing
charge to get
helicopter back

TORONTO (AP ) - Reginald
Wallace came to the police
pound Sunday and paid $12 towing charges to get his helicopter
back .
Wallace was brin ging tine machine bnck from Lake Simcoe
on top of his car Saturday when
it blew off. He pushed it into a
field by the road nnd wont on
his way,
When the owner of Hie field ,
Ronald Clinker , came lining , he
called police and thoy towed the
machine a way.
Said Clinker: "The owner was
pretty .surprised when he came
buck on Sunday morning exportin g lo find it still llirro , hul
lie didn 't lenvr a note or any
thin g . "

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Israel has denied Cairo 's
claim that 250 Egyptian troops
crossed the Suez Canal and occupied Israeli positions for
about 24 hours.
"Nothing of the kind is known
to us ," said an Israeli spokesman in Tel Aviv. "No Egyptian
force entered any Israeli stronghold , neither did it remain there
or blow it up. "
Today, Israeli jets attacked
Egyptian military targets in the
central Suez Canal area for 20
minutes , the Israeli command

announced. It said all the planes
returned safely.
Egypt claimed that its troops
crossed the northern part of the
canal Saturday night nnd occup ied positions on the Israeli
side.
"Our troops succeeded In
forcing the enemy t</ retreat
three miles from the raided
area ," l.hf c o m m u n i q u e
claimed. "Both sides exchanged
artillery and tank fire. "
Cairo said the commander of
the E gyptian force "managed to
stay until 7 p.m. Sunday when

ernment of Premier Itashid
Karami , ending an eight-month
political crisis resulting from
the Lebanese army 's attempts
to curb Palestine guerrillas using villages in south Ix?banon as
bases for attack s on Israel. Karami was premier at the time ,
resigned, and hud teen trying
ever since to form a new government.
He succeeded Nov. 25 after
the
army nr.rl the guerrillas con19fi7 .
In Rolriil, the Lebanese Par- cluded an agreement restricting
liament approved Ihe new gov- the guerrillas to a certain area.

he was ordered to withdraw. "
The Egyptian force "destroyed
all Israeli fortified positions before withdrawing, " the communique said. A latier statement
said the operation "established
the combat competence of the
Egyptian soldier "and the enemy 's hesitat ion to confront him
face to face. "
The raid was the biggest action claimed by Egyptian troops
since Ihe Arab-Israeli war of

Much has happened to spark questions

Nixon to face newsmen tonight

WASHINGTON (^-President Nixon comes dow n
from his snow-covered mountain retreat today to
facn a news conference and reporters who have
had two-and-a-half months to prime themselves
with questions since their last formal meeting
with the* chief executive.
Much has happened since Nixon 's last news
con ference Sept. 20 to spark tonight' s questions
- Ihe alleged massacre of civilians by American
soldiers nt My Lai in Vietnam , the defeat of the
Haynsworth Supreme Court, nomination , Ihe
sliirt of U.S. -Soviet arms control tnlks, continued
inflation and several oilier Vietnam developments.
The President spent the last part of his weekend al his Crimp David lodge In the Maryland
mountains preparing for the !l p.m. EST news
conference , with only a few aides present. Three

lo four inches of snow fell in the nrcn before
Nixon 's scheduled departure today.
In announcing tho news conference , his
eighth since taking office , tho White House said
onl y that Nixon would have no opening remarks
and would go straight into the questioning,
The session will be carried live by the ; major
television and radio networks ,
All indications pointed away from any announcement of further U.S. t roop withdrawals
from Vietnam. For the time being, Ihe administration is standing on the fiO .OflO -plus cutback that
has alread y token place, while taking a careful
look at report s of increased North Vietnamese infiltration of the South before going further on
manpower reductions.
Upsides I lie My Lai incident , and possible
troop withdrawals , other Vietnam subjects Nixon

might be asked to discuss include the two latest
antiwar demonstrations , Henry Cabot Lodge's
resignation as chief U.S. negotiator at tho Paris
peace talks and the course of the war itself.
On foreign matters, the so-called SALT talks
in Helsinki on disarmament , a possible meeting
between NATO and Its communist counterpart , tho
Warsaw Pact alliance and trade policy provide
newsmen with possible questions .
Domestically, Nixon could face queries about
a new Supreme Court nominee to replace Judge
Clement V. llnynsworth Jr., who was defeated
by Hid Senate; Vice President Spiro T. Agnew 's
criticism o( the news media , White House relations with Congress generally, any possible new
moves he may take lo fight inflation and a host
of other matters.

The weather
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children under u.)

The. daily record
Two-state deaths
Mrs. Alex Mattson
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special) —
Mrs. Alex Mattson , 57, "Upper
French Creek, died Sunday afternoon at a La Crosse hospital
where she had been a patient
two weeks following a stroke .
The former Laura Larson was
born June 17, 1912, at Ettrick
to Mr. and Mrs. August Larson.
She was married in June, 1930.
Survivors are : Her husband ;
two sons, Arnold, Arcadia; and
Merlin, Ettrick ; one daughter,
Mrs. Leonard (Patricia) Howe,
Onalaska ; five grandchildren ;
one brother , Alfred, Kansas
City, Kan.; and three sisters ,
Mrs. Elmer (Esther) Anderson,
La Crosse; Mrs. Kilmer (Anna)
Christenson and Mrs. Neal (Rosella) Christenson, Blair.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Living Hope
Lutheran Church , the Rev . Harold Aasland officiating. Burial
will be in the South Beaver
Creek Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Fossum Funeral Home, Ettrick,
Tuesday from 4 to 9 p.m. and
at the church Wednesday from
12:30 p.m. A prayer service will
be conducted . at the funeral
home Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Rev. Robert Sheehan officiating. Burial will be In the
church cemetery.
Pallbearers will be grandsons, Michael, James and Joseph McGrath , Robert Gessner,
Ned Lance and John Gray.
Friends may call at the Johnson-Schriver Funeral Ho m e
from this afternon until time
of services.

MONDAY
DECEMBER 8/ 1969

Winona deaths

JArs. Josephine Choppesky
Mrs. Joseph (Czapiewskl)
Choppesky, 87, St. Anne Hospice, died this morning at 7:40
at the hospice.
SUNDAY
The former Josephine Weir,
ADMISSION'S
she was born here Feb. 14, 1682,
Mrs. Genevieve Frzybylski,
to Martin and Mary Brom Weir
1004 E. 2nd St.
and was married to Felix ChopMrs. Leo Schons, Galesville,
pesky at St. Stanislaus CathoWis. Rt. L
lic Church here. After their
Mrs. Rose Vogt
Bryan Scott , 571 Garfield St.
Wis. (Special ) - marriage they lived in Florida
NELSON,
Hiedee Geerdes, Rollingstone,
Funeral services for Mrs. Ed- and Ft. Smith, Ark. She had
Minn.
ward (Rose) Vogt, 88, former been a guest at the hospice
Lauri Ann Miller, 565 W. Mill
resident of rural Nelson, will be since August 1968.
'
WEATHER FORECAST . . .' Showers are forecast today j St. .
at the Randfranz Funeral Survivors are : A son, the
Mrs: Stanley Wanek , 863 E.
Home, Rochester, Minn., at 1 Rev. John C. Gioppesky SJ,
for the Northwest and South. Rain is expected in the North- I 3rd St.
p.m .. Tuesday. Burial will be in Liberty, Mo.; a brother, Hubert
east and snow in the northern Midwest. Colder weather is
DISCHARGED
the
Nelson Cemetery.
(AP
and
the
Northwest.
Weir, Winona , and three sispredicted for the Great Lakes area
James Highum , Rushford ,
Mrs. Vogt. the former Rose ters, the Misses Anna and SarPhotofax )
Minn.
Huistel, died at Rochester Sat- ah Weir and Mrs. Al (Ceil) PoMrs. Gary Wick, 5346 6th St.,
urday. She is survived by three roda , Winona. . Her husband has
Goodview.
daughters , Mrs . Elmer Nichols, diedMrs. William Stvba and baby,
and the Misses Rose and Ella
,
1014U W. Wabasha St.
Funeral services will be at
Vogt,
all of Rochester.
-j Miss Elsie Brugger , 410% E.
Readings for the .24 hours ending at noon today:
10:15 a.m. Tuesday at St. Anne
¦
¦' Maximum temperature " 34, minimum 20, noon 20, pre- : i Wabasha St
Miss Mary M. Ott
Hospice, her son, Rev. Chop; NELSON, Wis . ( Special! — pesky, officiating. Burial will
T i m o t hy Jaszewski, 1680
cipitation .64.
Kramer Di. .
Miss Mary M. Ott, 75, Aber- be in St. Mary's Cemetery.
¦ A year ago today :
Bryan Scott. 571 Garfield St.
, - " High 22, low 5, noon 20, no precipita tion.
deen, S. D., died Sunday at the Friends may call at the hosBIRTHS
Americana Nursing Home there pice after 9:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Normal temperature range for this date 31 to 15. Rec. Mr. and Mrs. George Klipof a heart attack.
ord high . 55 in 1916, record low 16 below in 1876.
Borzyskowski Mortuary has
penes, 578 W. Broadway, a
She was born June 6, 1894, charge of arrangements.
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:29, sets at 4:28,
daughter.
at Nelson to Mr. and Mrs. WilMr. and Mrs. Fred Benning
Oscar S. Huff
liam Ott. She lived here until
Jr: , 225 Washington St., a
she went to Aberdeen in 1904,
Oscar Samuel Huff , 78, forDonald
B.
Wiekett
daughter. .
where she was employed in res- merly of 853 E. King St., died at
HARMONY, Minn. (Special) taurants. She was a member 9:30 p.m. Sunday at the Veter—
Donald
B.
Wiekett,
65
died
,
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
of the Catholic Church .
suddenly Saturd ay about 3 p.m. Survivors are one brother , ans Administration Hospital,
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. - while working in a field on his John, Aberdeen, and one sis- Toman, Wis., where he had
been a¦ patient
the past 7&
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Speltz, farm.
' .• ¦• ' ¦
Mrs..
Charles
Reinhardt,
ter
,
years.
New
Last
Qtr.
Qtr.
Full
1st
Minnesota City, a son Wednes- A farmer and livestock buy- Nelson. .
Dec. 2$
Dec. 9
Dec. 23
Dec. 15day at St. Francis Hospital, La er with Wiekett Brothers , he Funeral services will be Fri- A former Swift & Co. employe
Crosse, Wis.
was born April 15, 1904, in Can- day at 10 a.m. at Stohr Funer- for 33 years, who retired in 1955
Elsewhere
ton, to Frank and Nellie Wiek- al Home, Alina, the Rev. Joseph from the fancy meats. departForecasts
High Low Pr.
ett and married Lois Casterton Bach of St. Lawrence Catholic ment, he was horn Sept. 29,
FIRE CALLS
.35
rain
.....!.
27
24
Jan . 21, 1950, in Mabel. He was Church, Alma , officiating. Bur- 1891, at Chimney Rock , Wis., to
Albany,
S.E. Minnesota
Christian.and Anetia FrederickSATURDAY
Albuquerque, clear . 40 29
a lifelong area resident.
7:25 p.m. — Goodies Corner He was a member of Canton ial will be in the Nelson Ceme- son Huff and married Alice
61
39
:.
cloudy
...
Atlanta
;
..
Travelers warning contintery.
Cafe, 151:
St., exhaust Chapter 85, Order of Eastern " Friends may call at.the Stohr Meyers June 27, 1936. He bad
ued this afternoon. A few Bismarck , snow .... 28 16 .04 system in E . 3rd
fat
fryer
ignited,
deep
Star; C a n t o n Presbyterian Funeral Home Thursday after- served in the Army during
tnow flurries still likely to- Boise, cloudy ...... 33 3.1 .. out on arrival,
no
damage.
World War I and was a memrain
........
38
35
.09
Boston,
Church and its church council; noon and evening.
night tote Tuesday. A little
ber of St. Martin's Lutheran
past master of Canton Lodge
colder tonight. Not much Buffalo, rain ....... 41 37 .63
Church.
Mrs. Clara Brynildsen
IMPOUNDED DOGS
194, AF tt AM; member of Ostemperature change Tues- Charlotte, rain ..... 45 36 .43
man Temple of the Shrine, St. EYOTA,. Minn. (Special) - . Survivors are: His wife, Sauday. West to southwest Chicago, cloudy .... 37 30 . .29
winds 15-28 m.p.h., dimin- Cincinnati, cloudy .. 50 34 .47 No. 182 — German Shepherd Paul, the Winona Area Shrine Mrs. Clara Brynildsen, 76, Eyo- er Memorial Home; two ioster
ishing a little tonight. Oat- Cleveland, cloudy ., 41 36 .46 and bla ck Labrador pup, avail- Club, Winona Scottish Rite Bod- ta , died Saturday of a heart sons, George R. Meyers, "Winolook for Wednesday, warm- Denver, clear ...... 32 11 .. able.
ies, and other civic organiza- condition at Olmsted Commun- na , and Jerome J; Meyers,
er wUb no Important ' Des Moines, sntfw .. 30 15 T Nos. 205-206 — Two tan fe- tions, and a past , member of ity Hospital, Rochester. She had Minneapolis ; six foster grandDetroit, cloudy :.... 42 34 .52 male pups, available.
precipitation.
been ill two weeks.
the Canton School Board.
children; nine foster greatFairbanks, cloudy .. 33 2
No. 223— Small tan male pup Survivors are: His wife; a The former Clara Magnusson , grandchildren; a brother, Clarcloudy
.
49
35
..
Fort
Worth,
with red collar, available.
Minnesota
she was born Jan . 17, 18S3, in
Helena, log ........ 29 3 .. | No. 225— Small, black fe- son, Richard, Babbitt , Minn.; Salem, Minn., and was mar- ence C. Huff , O sseo, Wis. ; two
sisters, Mrs. Myron -(Mabel)
Mrs.
Nellie
Jean
a
daughter
,
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Local readings

In years gone by

CIFT-WRAPPED DOWNTOWN .:. . . Clinging snow gives
Levee Plaza areas the look of a big Christmas package , complete with decorative wrapping and tissue. The view here
is east along 3rd Street from Center Street . (Daily News .
¦
photo) ;¦ '
.

Weekend accidents
take high tolls

Four persons were1 injured
and property damage was estimated at more than $5,000 as
a result of eight accidents
which were investigated by
police Saturday afternoon and
Sunday. Slippery streets were
blamed in many of the collisions.
Thomas A. Schwartz, 67, 468
E, Belleview St. was listed in
satisfactory condition at Community Memorial Hospital this
morning where he is under intensive care for possible1 abdominal injuries and face lacerations resulting from an accident
at 6:40 p.m. Saturday at West
Sarnia and Main streets. Police
said Schwartz, driving a 1963
model two-door sedan was
southbound on Main Street and
a 1968 model sedan driven by
Robert A. Fonteine, 21, 358 E.
Sarnia St. was westbound , on
Sarnia whdn they collided.
After impact the Schwartz
car spun around , continued
across the intersection and
struck a house owned by David
Peterson, Homer, Minn. Mrs.
Fonteine received bruises and
lacerations and was treated and
released at Community Memorial Hospital . Damage was $1,000
to the left side and front of
the Schwartz vehicle and $800
to the front of the Fonteine
car. Damage to the house" was
estimated at $250.
John W. Boettcher , 20, 554 E.
Wabasha St., was treated for
head lacerations at Community
Memorial Hospital and released
early Sunday morning after the
1963 model convertible he was
driving slid over a curb at the
west side of Center Street 100
feet south of Wabasha Street
and struck a metal bicycle rack
at 3:20 a.m.
Police .said the Boettcher car
was northbound. Damage to the
car was $400 and damage to
the bicycle rack , which belongs
to the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, parish , was $100.
A J958 model sedan driven by
Alva V. Riper, La Crosse, Wis.,
and a 1969 model station wagon
driven by Francis A. Losinski,
50, 1111 Gilmore Ave,, collided
almost head-on in front of 1685
Gilmore Ave. at 4:27 p,m, Sunday*. Ruben Gilbertson , 37, a
passenger in the Riper car ,
was treated for bruises and
lactations at Community Memorial Hospital and released.
Damage was $400 to the Riper car and $900 to the Losinski
vehicle. Police said Losinski
stated that he was eastbound
when a car pulled away from
the curb at the south side) of
the avenue forcing his car into

the westbound Riper vehicle.
A 1964 model sedan driven
by John G. Roessler, 22, Alma,
Wis., Rt . 2, was struck in the
left rear Sunday afternoon by
a 1966 model station wagon driven by Janika J. Eckert, 17, .
213 E. Wabasha St. Police said
the Roessler car was backing
southward from the driveway
of 1365 E. Burns Valfey Rd.
at 5:17 p.m. and the Eckert car
was eastbound . Damage was
$150 to each car .
Lee Buck , 19, Goodhue, Minn.,
driving a 1965 model two-door
sedan , left Prairie Island Road
at 9:27 p.m . Sunday and struck
a fence post. Police said the
car was westbound when it .
slid on ice . and went off the
left side of the road. Damage
was $100 to the front of the
ccr and $10 to the fence post.
A 1966 model pickup truck,
driven by William J. Fried, 559
Lake Blvd., was struck .in the
left side by a 1970 model sedan
driven by Mrs. Roger C. Glenna . 862 E. 4th St., in front of ,
559 East Lake Blvd. at 3:51
p.m. Saturday. Police said the
truck was making a U-turn
when struck by the westbound
vehicle. Damage was $100 to
the truck and $300 to the front
of the car.
A parked 1966 modeT sedan
owned by Garry A. Buerck, 34,
8453 7th Ave., Goodview, was
struck in the left rear by a
1962 model sedan driven by Vincent P. Arnold , 21, Fountain,
Minn ., on Dacota Street 21 feet
south of Wabasha Street at
10:05 p.m. Saturday .
Police said the Buerck car
was parked facing south when
struck by the southbound Arnold vehicle. Police are still investigating. Damage was $150
to each car.
A 1954 model sedan driven
by Ronald L . Corey, 17, 1761
W, Wabasha St„ and a 1959
sedan driven by Ruth M. Flanigan , 655 Main St., collided at
Sarnia Street and Mankato Avenue at 3:09 p.m. Saturday. Police said the Corey car had
been eastbound on Sarnia and
had just begun to turn north
onto Mankato Avenue when it
collided with tho westbound
Fi'n nignn vehicle. Damage was
$100 to the right rear of the
Corey car and $50 to the front
of the Flanigan vehicle.
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First snow
emergency
this evening

MEETS CST 0TW>ENTS . ..Harrison
Salisbury, New York journalist and author,
talks with College of Saint Teresa personnel
prior to a speaking engagement at the college. From left : Mary Carol Tauber, Dyers-

ville, Iowa, Barbara Posch , St. Cloud, Salisbury and Sister Yolande Schulte, chairman
of the college social science department.
(Daily News photo)

Si no-Soviet nuclear war
Satisbury says
probable>

War between China and Russia is not only possible but probable, Harrison Salisbury, assistant managing editor of the
New York Times , told a College
of Saint Teresa audience here
Sunday aftern oon.
People , who believe otherwise
haven 't lokoed at the evidence,
he said. Salisbury said moreover that it most likely would be
a nuclear war because much
nuclear hardware is being deployed along the lengthy ChinaRussia border , especially by the
Russians.
THE IDEA that the U.S. could
avoid involvement in such a
war Is illusionary, Salisbury
eaid. It would touch the skein of
U.S. . relationship at too many
points not to have widespread
effects.
For example, Salisbury pointted out, India most likely would
be an ally of Russia since it is
In a state of almost open hostilities with China at present.
Pakistan , however, maintains
active diplomatic and economic
relations with China and is antagonistic toward! India , which
might put it on the Chinese
side, he said. Both Pakistan and
India have
¦ ¦ many ties with the
¦U.S. .; ' ' -. .
It could be expected also that
the Chinese would enter Vietnam where the U.S. now is engaged, Salisbury believes, raising the possibility of confrontation with Chinese troops. North
Korea could be expected to seize
the opportunity to renew its
warfare on South Korea, to
whose preservation the U.S. is
committed.
SALISBURY I n d i c a t e d the
Russians appear to be thinking
in terms ot a first strike, a massive nuclear blow that -would
knock out Chinese governmental
and economic capabilities. The
epparent Soviet strategy also
contemplates U.S. neutrality, he
said.
Salisbury said the U.S. should
try to open lines of communications with China to help redress
the balance somewhat and throw
off the calculations of the Russians, thus reducing the threat
of attack. Further, some means
of reducing China's present isolation should be found , he said.
This would increase China's
world trade , help feed the constantly growing population and
SPONSORS BENEFIT
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
—Heimibyga Sons of Norway
Lodge No, 376 is sponsoring a
benefit party for Allen Ellingson , who lias been hospitalized
since Nov, 4 from a com picker accident. It, will be held at
the lodge hall Saturday at 8
p.m.

reduce the need for expansionism that migh arise should famine hit the Chinese agricultural
economy, Salisbury said. All
these measures -would help reduce the threat of war and all
the dangers it implies for the
U.S. arid the rest of the world,

Salisbury indicated".
SALISBURY has made several trips to the China-Russia
border regions and has observed
Soviet preparations for defense
there. He also maintains contacts -with sources both in China
and Russia. . .' : " . '

Many parts of state
get foot of snow

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
. A weather system that unloaded up to a foot of snow to
give Minnesotans a wheel-spinning weekend, moved northeastward today with a promise of
another four inches in the north.
Traffic was moving on all Minnesota roads today, but with the
going heavy or treacherous in
some areas.
Adding to today 's snow removal battle was an increase in
winds to 25 m.p.h. from the west
to northwest . Wind was expected to diminish to about 5 m.p.h.
tonight.
Weather forecasts issued early
today called for the snowfall to
become intermittent in tile south
but likely continue in most of
the north into Tuesday.
In the Twin Cities, where the

full measure of 12 inches fell,
the . snow meant another hurdle
in getting to work. With the bus
strike going into its fourth week
today, additional car traffic
moved extremely slow,
School closings in Minnesota
apparently were few. Radio station WCCO reported about 50
school closings, most of them in
western Wisconsin, also in the
snow path .

The Minnesota Highway Department reported 12-inch snow
totals at Duluth , Owatonna and
the Twin Cities early today as
more snow continued to fall.
Marshall, St. Cloud, Mankato
and Willmar had 10 inch totals
and Rochester 9, according to
the early morning road report.
Temperatures continued mild
holding in the mid or high 20s.

The season s first snow emergency will be in effect on all
snow emergency routes in the
city today from 5 to 11 p.m.,
according lo Street CommissionA virtually flawless transi1 a,m, in anticip ation of a
er Arthur Brom.
heavy load of telephone
All cars parked on the routes
tion- , to . direct distance dialcalls . for cabs and other
while the emergency period is in
ing service at the Winona oftransportation prompted by
effect will be tagged and towed
fice of Northwestern Bell
the storm.
away at owners' expense. Snow
Telephone Co. was realized
McDonell said that the
emergency routes are marked
early Sunday, Dan McDoncutover . was accomplished
by special signs. They include
without notable incidents.
ell, Winona office manager,
most of the city's arterials .
He said that a few minor
reported this morning,
Brom said the emergency is
problem s were encountered
The actual switchover to
being called so that streets can
and corrected—virtually all
new equipment installed in
be plowed to their full width.
involving interoffice trunks
conjunction with a $4 milNo parking will be allowed on
lion facility improvement
the routes from 5 to 11 regard— and that service to the
public was not affected in
program in progress for
less of whether they are alread y
any way. . "
the past year was made - at
plowed, he said.
He said that a check of
12:40 a.m., McDonell said.
Downtown streets will be
local switchboard operations
This was a few minutes
cleared tonight beginning at 11,
indicated a noticeable drop
earlier than the previouslyBrom said. Streets will be postin the volume of long discontemplated 1 a.m. instant
ed and no parking will be pertance calls placed through
cutover to the new equipmitted from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
operators, . indicating that
ment. .
Tuesday.
¦
longdistance callers were \
Some, off-street parking lots
.' A factor¦ in setting the
apparently making use of
will be available for all-night
switching time ahead was
the new direct distance dialthe snowstorm that was
parking, however. These include
ing 1 service.
providing
traffi
c
the lots at 2nd and Center, 4th
problems
COILS POP .. . The white. specks seen in this photograph
The switchboard reported
at the time.
and Center, 4th and Walnut and are he*at coils flying
through the air when they were discona heavy load of calls, most
the mid-block downtown lot.
Company
officials
decidof therri;' however, concernNo parking will be permitted nected during the Sunday morning switchover to new equiped, to make the switch
ed with question s regarding
tonight on the courthouse lot, ment at the Winona office of Northwestern Bell Telephone Co,
slightl y earlier than planthe mechanics, of:' placing
the Franklin Street lot or at Bill McCasland and Ed. Holtz of the Winona equipment staff
ned so that the new equipcalls
with the new system.
pull
the
ropes
that
release
the
coils.
Levee Park.
ment would be operative by
Emergency routes are as follows:
UCT fo conduct
Sanborn Street, Mankato Avenue to Peerless Chain Co. ;
youth events
Mankato Avenue, 2nd to Sarnia ; - . ' .
Children's winter activities
Hamilton Street, 2nd to Sar-.
will be sponsored again this
nia;
year by Winona Council No. 69,
2nd to BroadLaird Street,
¦
United Commercial Travelers,
way ;
the
council members were told
Franklin Street, 2nd to SarSaturday night at their Decemnia;
V
ber meeting at the Odd Fellows
Main Street, 2nd to Sarnia;
hall.
Huff Street , 2nd Street to
Plans -were announced by VerHighway 61-14;
non Smelser, youth chairman ,
South Baker Street, 5th to Gilfor ice skating and ice fishing
more Avenue;
contests, both at Lake Winona.
Cummings Street, 5th to GilThe skating contest is to be held
more Avenue;
at the lake rink during ChristJunction Street , 5th to Gilmas vacation if ice conditions
more Avenue;
are ' suitable.
Orrin Street, 5th to Gilmore
The fishing contest, will feaAvenue
ture prizes for various fish
Pelzer Street, 5th to Kraemer
classifications. A $25 savings
Drive ;
bond will be the grand prize.
3rd Street, Mankato Avenue
The contest date will be anto Chestnut;
nounced later, Smelser said.
5th Street, Johnson to. west
city limits;
Council members saw color ,
slides of a trip to Europe shown
Broadway, Mankato Avenue
to Junction Street ;
by Morris Bergsrud and a
Christmas party was held, Mr.
Kraemer Drive, Junction to
and Mrs. Harold Briesath were
Pelzer;
SWITCHBOARD SWITCH .'. .-. A crew of
Northwestern Bell Winona office during the
in charge.
Sarnia-Gilmore, from Mankato
of Western Electric Co. , suppliers
conversion to direct distance dialing service
Avenue to west city limits; employes
¦
¦
of equipment for ¦
Northwestern Bell Telephone
here Sunday. *>
m mtr i v i - .. ¦
Wncrest and Conrad drives.
Co., convert the Iocaf switchboard at the
"
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5Vx inches of winter s
blanket covers Winona

Winona 's winter weather
preview came a couple of
weekends earlier and was
a good deal less spectacular
than last year 's but the net

2'State app le
growers to meet
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— The Wisconsin Apple and Horticultural Council and the Minnesota Fruit Growers Association will hold their annual meeting Thursday and Friday at the
St. Paul Hilton Hotel.
A. G. Howitt , entomologist
from Michigan State University,
will discuss ultra low volume
(ULV ) and low volume (OV)
spraying for control of fruit
pests.
Other topics will include marketing apples af. the local and
national level , labor organizations and their effect on the
fruit, industry and orchard taxation.

Switchover of
phone sys tem
near flawless

effect, was about the same,
A white landscape, slippery streets and icy sidewalks were today 's aftermath of a snowfall that produced a 5%-inch cover from
Saturday until this morning.
Last year the beginning
of an alltime record December snow yield began on
the weekend of Dec. 19 and

34 to an overnight low of
20 early today and the snow
that had b e e n falling
through most of Sunday tapered off to light, intermittent flurries as skies began
to clear.
Snow flurries should continue into Tuesday with
somewhat colder weather in
prospect.
It was 20 at noon today, a
low of between 15 and 20 is
(See photo page 2A)
predicted for tonight and a
by the time two storm sys- " high of 22-30 Tuesday .
Temperatures Wednesday
tems had passed through
will be a little warmer and
the area there were 12%
no precipitation is likely.
inches of. snow on the
¦
ground.
This past weekend's snow HOSPITALIZED
was heavy and wet, dropHARMONY , Minn, (Special)
ping while temperatures , — Mrs. Charlotte Olson is a surfor the most part , were gical patient at Lutheran Hosliovering near the freezing pital , La Crosse. She fell at the
mark.
hospital breaking her hip on the
The total output of preci- day she was scheduled to repitation in melted snow turn home after surgery . Arnamounted to .64 of an inch. old Morem is a surgical patient
Temperatures
d r opaf. St. Marys Hosiptal , Rochesped from a Sunday high of ter.

Winona students
'Final' iowboat 2arrested
in La Crosse
CROSSE, Wis. — Gregory
of season passes W.LABoudette,
19, Dayton, Ohio,

The Hawkeye, possibly
the last towboat of the season, passed through Winona
about noon today pushing
four barges downstream.
The loclmaster at Winona Dam 5A said that it
should be the last towboat
plying the waters of the
Mississippi this season but
"one never knows — things
get changed around. "
He said there is no ice
above Winona Dam SA , only
slush.
At 8 a.m. today the Hawkeye passed through Lock &
Dam 4 at Alma , Wis., and
at 11:10 It was at Fountain
City, Wis. By radio contact
it was reported the craft
was expected to make the
run from Fountain City to
Winona Dam 5A In 35 minutes.
"So he 's runnning without
any problems " said the lockmaster.
Possibly the Ray-A will be
the last towboat to come
upstream Ibis winter. The
craft is expected to travel
as far as La Crosnc to pick
up some loads.

and Anthony F. Tripp, 19, Kansas City , Mo., St. Mary 's College students, were arrested by
La Crosse police Friday afternoon. The arrests were made
at the K Mart shortly before
5:30 p.m.
Police had received a report
from K Mart employes earlier
in the afternoon that a revolver
had been stolen. According to
police reports , the second incident involved a different gun.
The two were charged with
attempting to shoplift a revolver and , following the arrests,
Boudette was charged also
with carrying a concealed
weapon.
Police are continuing the investigation.

HOUSING LOCATION
LAKE CITY , Minn. (Special)
— A location has been found
for the proposed low-rent housing facility for the elderly.
Awaiting approval ol Farmers
Home Administration is an area
300 by 300 feet from 10th to
Marion Street. The promoters
sought a location nearer downtown , but found no land available.

j w & a i JlA.
w LqtesihuLxxUuLhsmlnxisJv
QxkhL&hwUL.
The Christmas sp irit really arrived with the weekend
snow , and with that comes an urgency to get those greeting
cards sent.
When doing so, let' s not. forget, those who may he overlooked at. this happy season, particularly the lonely, tho
shutins and the sick. Those on the following list like Christmas mail just as all of us do.
John Ludwig Boehlke, St, Elizabeth Hospital , Room 1J2,
Wabasha , Minn. 55981,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —*

#

Reg. Meeting Tues., Dec. 9—8 p.m.

Dinner «? 6:30 p.m.
I
I
Exemplification of Admlulon* Degree
A. L. Wlnciewikl, Grand Knight I

OLD TO NEW . . . Old equipment was cut out and the
new telep hone dialing installation became operative early
Sunday when Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. in Winona
cut. over to new equipmen t that now provides direct dialing
service for the Winona area. Cutting wires which connected
telephones to the old equipment arc Don Harlow , S. B . Wlgg,
in the lower background , and Jim Palbickl of the Winona
staff . VDa ily News phot os )

Supervisor promoted

Loretta Gcssmer, Hillcrest Nursing Home , Pla inview ,
Minn., 55964.
Mrs. Lilly Miller , Elgin Nursing Home , Elgin , Minn.
Mrs. Vera Baechler , 1341 W, 5th St., Winona , Minn. 559B7.
Edwin Anderson , Nyen Rest Home , Blair , Wis. 54616.
Clara Henry, Hillcrest Nursing Home , Plainview . Minn .
55964, formerly of Wabasha ,

Alvina Fields , Hi Unrest. Nursing Home , Plainview , Minn.
55964, formerly of Elba , Minn.
Mrs. Emma Cohlgraff , St. Elizabeth Hospital , Home ,
Room 217, Wabasha , Minn. 5598) .
William Nelson , Hillcrest Nursing Home , Plainview ,
Minn. 55961.
Tom Hnlverson , Nyen Rest Home , Blair , Wis .

Mrs. Ed Hcntges Sr., St. Joseph's Hospital , Arcadia ,
Wis. 54612.
John Lamey, Hillcrest. Nursing Home , Plainview , Minn.,
55964, formerly of Lake City,
Mrs. Margaret Buckingham , St. Klizabnlh Hospital ,
Room 307, Wabasha , Minn. 559R I .
Cora Dildine , Hillcrest Nursin g Home , Plainview , Minn.
55964, formerly of Kellogg.
Bill Stearns, Nyen Rest Home , Blair , Wis. 54616.

Anna Reisinger , Elgin Nursing Homo , Elgin , Minn.,
formerly of Wabnsha.
Blanche Knutson , Nyen Rest Home , RInir , Wis .
The Rev . Henry Dolle . St.. Elizabe th Hosp ital , Room 214 ,
Wabasha , Minn ,

GALESVILLE , Wis . - Richard L. Poss , supervisor here
for General Telephone Company of Wisconsin , has been promoted to p lant supervisor in the
Black River Falls district .
Poss and his family have lived
In Galesvil le 7Vs years. They
plan to continue living here until next summer when they will
move to Blnek River Falls.

Mabel Glnscr , Hillcrest Nursing Home , Plninivcw , Minn.,
formerly of Elgin.
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Louis Anstensen, Grand View Home , Blair, Wis. 54616.

Anna Brntland , Grand View Home, Blair , Wis .

Calhnrine Ford , Hillcrest. Nursing Home , Plainview , Minn,
Hilda Eckmnn, Nyen Rest. Homo , Blair . Wis.

,
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WINONA CHAPTER NO. S

Royal Arch Masons
MASONIC TEMPLE

NO REGULAR MEETING

SPECIAL MEETING

THURS., DEC, 11, 7:30 P.M.
Work In R.A. Degree
HALE A. STOW , E.H.P,
AH Companioni Welcome
Refro&hmenfi

Dow ntown Stores Open Until 9 Tonight
FREE PARKING 5 PJA. TO 9 P.M.

1

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL
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Sharon turns down

By EARL VVILSON
¦
NEW YORK — .- '.'I felt the need for a little religion," a
movie actress said. ''A lot of other Hollywood people are
looking for religion, too, but don't know it yet."
So shapely Sharon Farrell , who plays a prostitute in Steve
McQue'en 's "the Reivers," began taking instruction iri Catholicism, incidentally annulling her marriage to Ron Di Blasio,
once manager of Bill Cosby and Tiny Tim.
"I come from Sioux City but my family wasn't religious,"
Sharon told me. "I was never baptized . I decided I like the
pomp and ceremony of the
church. It make's sense to me. worth of rock records . . .
"Everybody in Hollywood is
Shelly Winters says her dtr.
looking for their. thing. They 're
studying their astrology charts Vittoria is taking entrance exor going to group therapy, In ams for Stanford University,
a couple of years they 'll find "and that's more important
out it's religion they want." than winning an Academy
Sharon , who got a call from Award" . . . George Lazenby,
Warren Beatty, which is about
("On Her
the highest pinnacle a single the new James Bond
")
is
already
Majesty's
Service
,
girl can reach nowadays in
Hollywood, has tried to re- feuding with the producers and
create Sioux City in Mill Val- talks of quitting ..
Richard
ley, Calif.
Brooks — whose current film is
"It's a little Sioux City, " she "Happy Ending" — says he'll tisaid. "I've got a little bit of tle his next "Preview Tonight"
acreage. I sit there and hiber- because "every time I see that
nate and concentrate on the on a marquee, there's always a
scripts I turn down because crowd going in.''
the ladies in the pictures always The big conclusion , after the
have to expose everything.
Danny Thomas Diplomat Golf
"I'm from the Middle West Handicap show (at the Diplomat
and I can't do nude things. I'd Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.), was
be red all over my body from that Milton Berle should be
blushing. I got half way to Ma- back on television . regularly.
jorca on a picture before I read Stars attending the affair includit and saw I couldn't do it. To ed Andy Williams, Art Carney,
undress in front of 1,500 extras Whitey Ford, Billy Daniels, Jack
and to be exposed all day long, Albertson and James Garner .
Of the show, Danny : Thomas
getting blistered all over from
tie sun, besides the humiliation , said, "It's going to be short, bewould be more than I could cause I'm teein' off at 7:10
a.m."
bare."
Sharon didn 't give Warren Joe Namath and Mickey ManBeatty a date. She asked him in- tle will open branches of their
stead, "Why don't you go to personnel offices in Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee and L. A. ......
church?"
Susan Uchitel, dtr. of the Hy
THE . MIDNIGHT EARL . . . Uchitels
of Voisih, is dating
Bob Hope kidded Mayor Lind- Prince Michael von Harrach of
¦ay: "How come when I'm in Austria . . . Producers of a top
town you have a garbage strike? TV show swear they'll never
Is there any connection?" Hope film in Las Vegas again — most
added , "Anyway, I don't need of the cast and crew lost a few
garbage collectors. — I carry weeks' salary at the tables
my own garbage with me" . . , George Jessel will make a
Fearless Forecast: Cassius Clay Vietnam trip, his 6th, early in
will fight Billy Joiner in.Tulsa , 7o;
Okla., for charity, within 60 days The company producing the
. . . Marty Allen, a hit at Las B'way m u s i c a 1, "Minnie's
Vegas Caesars Palace, said Don Boys" (about the Marx B-os.),
Rickles is moving to Washing- is called Quackenbush Producton: "He got a job as Agnew's tions. (Groucho played a charspeechwriter."
acter named Hugo QuackenJaclde Onassis popped into the bush in one movie) . . . A film
Colony Record Shop on B'way, actress penning her memoirs
almost unrecognized, bought $54 has had to advertise for a new
secretary; the last one quit beA~ WINONA DAILY NEWS
cause the notes she had to type
"*•
Winona, Minnesota .
up
were too purple.
MONDAY , DECEMBER 8, 1969
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Phyllis Diller says she's trying a
AM 485 W. 5th' It.
new vanishing cream : "It takes
the wrinkles off your face and
moves 'em down to where they
won't show."
Current events are so grim,
sighed a man, "that I don't
Evenings Once 7:30
know whether to -watch the 6
$1.50 -$1.25
o'clock news and not be able to
eat dinner, or the 11 o'clock
HURRY ! ENDS TUES.
news and not he able to sleep."
WILL NOT BE
That's earl, brother.
SHOWN AGAIN

Pope calls attention to
Figures show
pro mising peace signs
antiwar movement VATICAN CITY (AP) - PopePaul VI says recent ¦'promising
is increasing
symptoms" of peace include the

WASHINGTON <AP) - Justice Department figures show
the antiwar movement In the
United States is increasing the
work of the nation's courts and
federal prosecutors.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Will R. Wilson said prosecutions are being
initiated against more than 300
young men each month for refusing induction. This is about
the number for an entire year
only three years ago.
Wilson also said convictions

W

BATTER -FRIED
"FISH-ALL"
- the
...
TT >. ^^
'ALL
means all., you
can eat.
¦ ¦ -.
'_
-V ^
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FOR ME? . . . With youthful emotion composer Rudolph
Friml celebrates his 90th birthday flanked by his wife,
Kay, and a giant birthday cake at the Schubert The*atre in
New York Sunday. The American Society of Composers,

Campbell hour has a mission

NEW YORK (AP) - CBS network executives hope that the
midseason replacement of "The
Leslie Uggams Show" with Glen
Campbell's . variety hour will
help the ratings of the program
that follows, "Mission : Impossible."
After several fairly successful
seasons, the adventure, series
seems to be dropping in the ratings. .

One view is that the weak Uggams "lead-in'' affected the
program's popularity.
Another is that the angry departure of both Martin Landau
and Barbara Bainy in a salary
dispute, has something to do
with the smaller audiences .
A third opinion, offered here,
is that the format of "Mission :
Impossible" is so rigid and the
story lines so much the same

that viewers, after plenty of exposure to them, are losing inter¦
est. .;
Sunday night's hour was the
usual complicated skein of disguises and fakery in which the
heroic team saved the throne of
a good king from the plotting of
his evil brother. It featured a
phony kidney transplant operation, but that was only a slight

LONDONDERRY, Northern
DMDLEAN'S J^HSSJ Ireland
(AP) — A magistrate
granted
lawyers
for Bernadette
«K»8f«1I»W3 f j ^
^^Q
Devlin a week's delay today to
complete their defense against
13 charges accusing her of violence and incitement to riot durWfANAVUIOH- ANDUnWKOUH
ing Londonderry's August uprising.
"GONE WITH
At a two-minute hearing,
Magistrate John Shearer acTHE WIND"
cepted the defense plea for adSTARTS WED.
jou rnment of the case until next
Monday. The 22-year-old Irish
Catholic member of the British
House of Commons was not in
court and entered no plea.
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Burt Lancaster
Deborah Kerr
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ARLENE TAKES HER FIFTH . . .
Actress Arlene Dahl snuggles to her fifth
husband , Rousevelle- W. Schaum , after
their marriage Sunday evening at Marble

Collegiate church in New York City. It
was the! second marriage for Schaum , chairman of Western Video Industries Inc. He
is 37, she, 40. (AP Photofax)

Students work to
assure library
HARRISONBURG , Va. (AP)
— The campus of Eastern Mennonite College was in turmoil
for the third day in a row today,
but not a soul was complaining.
Coeds poised for inv asion of
tho home economics building
and n final assault on their goal
of baking hundreds of pies,
cakes and cookies by nightfall.

By curly Saturday, tho word
was out and so were the students , all 050 of them , all over
town.
One man paid $1,000 to a student for chopping wood. Several
others agreed to have their cars
washed and waxed for $200.
Coeds became housemaids.
Male students became butlers
Male students glrdod for pene- and yardmen. A lew even hired
tration of the town and country- out as singing messengers.
side to chop wood , wash cars, Hy 1 n.ni. today, tho drive lin<l
clean up yards , do odd repairs , netted $M ,000, a college spokesnnd knock on doors for donaman said.
tions.
It all began Friay when col- Efforts were to be redoubled
lege trustees announced they today nnd would bo capped with
were $110,000 short of the a three hour auction sale on
$400,000 needed lo approve plans
for a new $1.5 million college li- campus tonight. Thnt' .s when all
brary. Tonight was the deadline those pies, cakes and cookici,
the trustees had set for the fund as well ns hundreds of items
donated hy students and townsraising.
folk , will go on the block.

SCHAFSK0PF
TUESDAY
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| CONSTIPATED9 To make smoother , uncooked
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8:00
frosting when using nonfat dry
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NO ONE UNDER U
Admitted Unless With Adult
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Served 4 Til Mldnlght-

B A T T E R . FR I E D f=
" F I S H - A L L " with »
French F r i e s, Cole
Slaw, Dinner Rolls, and
Beverage. ALL YOU
CAN EAT.

;,

Ln.95 A€35j

REGULAR MENU SERVED EACH NIGHT 'TIL MIDNIGHT

This 90 - minute "Hall of
Fame" adaptation of a well
known story received a lavish
production—heaven, w h e r e
most of the scenes were played ,
was beautiful, all soft clouds
with backgrounds of stars and
angels with fine white rohes, big
wings and golden haloes.
Johnny Whitaker of "Family
Affair" seemed uncomfortable
playing an 8-year-old shepherd
boy who goes to heaven and
doesn't like it.
The musical score was
bouncy, undistinguished and ,
like the dialogue, tended toward
the saccharine. Some very talented, attractive performers
were mixed up in this—Fred r"
Gwynne, E.G. Marshall, Tony •
Randall and Connie Stevens.
They were wasted as was J ohnny.
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DANCE SATURDAY
TO "THE MEILOTONES"

; ' .1

President Nixon's news conference tonight' at 8 CST will upset
the network schedules in various ways. CBS will skip "Mayberry RFD" and , if necessary,
"The Doris Day Show."

DOCTOR
ZIIiYAliO

¦

variation of a familiar theme.
The greatest disaster in show
business is a comedy-fantasy
that doesn't come off. Saturday
night's "The Littlest Angel" had
the hard luck to be a musicalfantasy-comedy and was so cute
and coy about heaven and
Christmas it must have turned
away a lot of viewers.

with Mashed Potatoes ,
Rich Gravy Dumplings .
too. Vegetable, C o l e
Slaw, Dinner Rolls and
Beverage . . . THE
"ALL" MEANS ALL
YOU CAN EAT. Try Itl

1 so

. . . scrumptious servings of Baked Ham, Fish
and Chicken—all 8 combinations served family
style. ALL YOU CAN
EAT.

Television review

Served 4:30 Til 9 p.m.
- Baked "Chicken-All"

^^^^ ^

Served 4:30 Til 9 p.m.—
Family Variety Nlflht

Attorneys for
Bernadette Devlin
get week's delay

MONDAY, DECEMBER 8, 196?
"
VOLUME 114, NO. 15
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Authors and Publishers arranged the jaunt down memory
lane for the diminutive Czech-born creator of such songs as
"Eose Marie"' and "The Vagabond King." (AP Photofax)

FOR 5 YEARS

NITES: 7:15 - 9:31)
35» - SI .25 - 51.50

SPECIAL ^W SPECIAL S
WEDNESDAY
TUESDAY

Served 1:30 tft » p.m.-

CINEMA

E»J FA I!_

and the length of sentences ari
going up, too/ indicating that
judges are getting tougher.

LOOK!

. .

* WINNER OF 6^__
1ACADEMY g^Kl
•AWARDS! ^
mfflkW
WMsmmm K^SaRS*
rSaoPOMFfiooucTCHV JTBFISI

U.S.-Soviet arms limitation
talks and President Nixon's renunciation of germ warfan
weapons.
"Oh, how we would wish these
promising symptoms were preparing happy reality in the near
future," the pontiff said In a
Sunday speech from his studio
window to listeners in St. Peter's Square.

DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET

"
¦ milk , mix it with the powdered

> BRAN0
BUDS
nmtfpga

™
A/JJ

sugar — about 1 tablespoon lo
each cup of sugar ~ called for
in the recipe. Then when water
is added, in plnco of tho fluid
milk , no clumping.

ABC will follow the conference with "The Survivors" no
matter what the time. After that
broadcast, "Love,' > American
Style," may run through the
late news period.
NBC will just get a late start
on its "World Premiere" movie
Jack Webb's "The D.A.: Murder One."

#

Don t Wait Any Longer!
MAKE YOUR

HOLIDAY PARTY
RESERVATIONS NOW !
IT'S THE FUN PLACE
GOOD FOOD — GOOD BEVERAGES

PHONE 687-4111
WE WILL BE

CLOSED

CHRISTMAS EVE & CHRISTMAS DAY

tlaAty*
SUPPER CLUB

FOUNTAIN CITY , WIS.

Is Love
a dirtq uuord?

You'd think so,the way some people respond to young
^
people—and The Love Movement they 've generated.
But isn 't this Movement <in expression of the virtues
we 're always sayjng we believe in—but so rarely put
into practice? Love. Maybe we should live it more
and speak it less. Al] of us.|

f:s

Publiihod at a public lervlco
In COOp«tallon with Th« Advertl«in 0 Council , Religion In
Amer ican Lif. l
and The Inletnallonal Newipapoi Advertiting Execut ive
I

VAN DER LAAN

SLICED

DANISH
BACON
1-Lb. Can

OVEN-BAKED

HOLIDAY
COOKIES

COOKED
HAM
Boneless — Skinless

Reg. $1.09

1-Lb. Tin, Reg. $1 .69

limit 2

limif 2

g Fancy styles — Cupped

TWI N BED — SINGLE; CONTROL

ELECTRIC
BLANKET
4

Colors to Choose From

V/i -lb. Box, Reg. 97c

Compare at $12.88

WOMEN'S

MEN'S

Reg. 68c

Circular Knit

i

MEN'S

TOOTH PASTE

Family Size — 6.75-Oz.

KNIT
SHIRTS

$1.05 Tube

Lon9 Sleeve —Tu rtle Neck

TRF^T
T^TZ,

PANTIES THERMAL
_ cm UNDERWEAR
Reg. $1.87

Reg. to $4.44

Limit 2

FOUR TYPES

SKI-BOB

Ideal Stocking Fillers

C
P
Snowmobiles
TOYS
_,
• ¦ , ... .
_.
Fire Trucks, Wrecke rs, Dump
' . „
,
.
Trucks
Trucks, Cement -

" Your Choice

them go.

^

'

^^

;
FISHER-PRICE

F

Y

^

The big red barn that "Moo-Moo 's"
Compare at $11.88

ROBOTS PLA-DOH
Wind them up and watch

Look like the real things.

MOLDING COMPOUND

j ^tr^ smz><
^

4 Cans — 4 Colors
Compare
at 79c
v

rm^a

/ra ¦

;

HIAW ATHA

EXCITING

4 BLOCKS

0,fic ial Size -Official Weight

Fun for the entire fam.ly

Tray t0 Gef eacll of the co |0 rS

BasketUI YAHTZEE Kft
Compare at $5.29

Compare at $1.78

on all sides of the blocks.

Compare at 88c
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Buckley talks to alight

Monday, December 8, 1969
8A, Winona Dally News
Winona, Minnesota

Council s renewal
action gratifying
It has been gratifying to see the prompt approve
al of downtown urban renewal financing plans by
the . City Council. The council acted last week
with commendable readiness and by unanimous
vote and is to be congratulated therefor. This was
the final move needed to make available the $2,197,569 project temporary loan under which substantiar downtown renovation can begin in earnest. ,
While the council's action technically puts the
city's credit on the line and subjects the tax base
to liability for . the city 's $335,000 cash share, the
bond retirement plan still holds. That is, the funds
will come from the margin of increased tax incomes on renewed property parcels. The bonds
themselves will be sort of a hybrid type — namely
a revenue-financed issue with general obligation
backing.
Councilmen were quick to recognize the . implied
gamble in ail (his. At worst, the taxpayers could
be stuck with a $335,000 cast contribution to downtown improvement. But it should not come to this
and both council and housing authority are determined to see that no such thing comes about.
As many bets as possible will be well hedged.
Authority policy is firmly pegged to the principle
that demolition starts only when redevelopers are
rounded up and in the corral. Under such conditions about the only way those property values
— ' and tax returns — can go is up.
Not that the council acted in haste — far fro m
It. If anything the matter has been agonized over
too much and delayed for top long. Councils of
various complexions have viewed renewal plans with
varying degrees cf suspicion and timidity for the
past five years. And those trying times, thank goodness, are past. By now it must be a relief to all,
even those opposed , to know that the decision is
made.
As Councilman Barry Nelson remarked , it all
boils down to whether the city has faith in its
future. It's about the same as fighting or giving
up; as swimming or sinking; as rising or falling.
So : let's think constructive thoughts and get on
with it. "— F.R.U.

By one standard
teachers law OK
Some teachers and others haven 't been particularly; pleased with the operation of the teacher
bargaining law passed by the 1967 sessipn of the
legislature. For one thing the critics found it distressing that teachers and boards still were negotiating, sometimes with the help of an arbitration panel, even after sessions had begun in the
fall quarter .
The Minnesota Education Association , which was
among the sponsors of the legislation , has found
itself caught in a little cross-fire. Militant teachers
dissatisfied with board and arbitration panel offers
reported themselves "sick" to bring pressure; meanwhile such boards were under pressure to keep
schools operating.
Now the MEA, gauging the law by the measure it knows best, says that the annual ra te of
improvement in teacher salaries since passage of
the rneet-and-confer law has been more than double what it was prior to its passage.
Its statistics show that from the 1960-61 school
year through 1966-67 the annual percentage rate of
Improvement for a beginning teacher with a bachelor 's degree was 2.9 (1961-62), 2.9 ( 1962-63), 3.3
(1963-64), 2.7 (1964-65), 2.7 (1965-66) and 3.2, while
for the same teacher at the maximum level it was
3.C, 2.9, 3.9, 2.2., 3.9 and 3.5.
Beginning with the 1967-68 school year , comparable figures show, for a beginning bachelor-degree
teacher: 5.6 (1967-68), 13.3 (1968-69) and 8.2 (1969-70);
at the maximum: 6.5, 11.4 and 8.4.
Master 's • degree teachers earned comparable
gains.
Step adjustments (automatic annual increments>
average approximately an additional A percent in
non-iirban areas and 6 percent for urban schools ,
which means that actual salary increases last year
were about 12.4 percent to 14,4 percent — for example — for teachers nt the top of the bachelor 's
degree category.
But , says the MKA , these gains have
eroded by inflation and the relat ive economic
of the teacher has remained unchanged.
sweeping genera lization is authored by its
dent , Robert F. Arnold.

been
status
That
presi-

It Ihe top bachelor tej ichers got 12.4 lo l i t
percent more last year , across Ihe state , it would
sretn they 're keeping pretty well ahead of Inflation
That, kind of economic pain constitutes . n pretly
good reason for teachers to endorse the mecl-ninlconfe r law. — A.B.
Fear thou not; for I 3m with tficc; he not
dismayed; for I am thy God; I will strengthen
thee; yea; I will hel p thce. —h.vsh 41:10.

Winona Daily News
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HONOLULU - Adm. John McCain is busy in the same excruciatingly geometric way that the powerful get busier as their responsibilities increase.
He is technically in charge of the
Pacific area; indeed even Gen.
Abrams who is directly in charge of
the Vietnamese operation reports directly to CINCPAC Hawaii (Commander-in-Chief Pacific) according
to the chart, which is to say to
Adm. McCain.

THE ADMIRAL is a man of formidable character and charm. He
might have served as the character
around whom the entire concept of
the tigh t ship was crystallized . He
is of the school tha t understands the
nature , of duty, and is quite pre*
pared to face the consequence , as . a
realistic matter , that duty can be
unpleasant , which isn 't exactly how
he would put it, given as he is to
saltier description . He does not wear
publicly his private badge of sorrow, which the visitor is discreetly
informed about , namely that he has
a son, a prisoner of the North. Vietnamese, shot down in action , in uncertain health, held virtually incommunicado.
He is asked , at one point during a

expert in many matters that come
under discussion.

JS^SItimmm ^mm ^LW ^LWm\up

WHEN A (question is put to tht

briefing session, what might have
been the response to the seizure of
the Pueblo. He answers — mind that
you understand this well — purely
in terms . of American military capacity, and he declines to. weigh the
political question which he tells you
is outside his competence. And he
therefore lists what might have been
done when the Pueblo was seized.
(The admiral is not among those
who would enthusiastically have heralded the courage of Commander
Bucher.) A visitor objects that at is
inconceivable that the President
would take action which might have
resulted in the death of a hundred
crewmen off . the Pueblo. Hell , the
admiral says, several hundred Americans risk their lives every day flying through enemy flak.
He stands there by his charts, assisted by staff officers of medium
and very high rank , including a vice
admiral who turns over the leaves of
the briefing pad , which informs the
visitor how we are doing in almost
every aspect of the Vietnam operation , and by a lieutenant general,

admiral 'to which he does not have
the answer, his mode is to tilt his
head skyward, at about 10 o'clock.
"I don 't have the specific answer to
that question . . . " H e pauses then ,
pregnantly, for maybe up tp 10 seconds. He is confident that before the
10 seconds elapse, a member of his
staff will come forward with the answer, the specific answer. One has
the feeling that if the 10 seconds
go by, and the admiral is left to resume the briefing without the answers to the question, a private execution will take place at dawn the
next day.
Oh , says the : admiral , relaxed at
his home, but never losing something of the coiled-wire tension appropriate to the CINCPAC, America has made a lot of mistakes, no
doub t about it. But I do not understand (a theme which would become
re current) why America doesn't take
heart over the achievements which
we are able now to record . For instance? Well, for instance, the replacement rate of the enemy troops.
The rate is down , way down over
what it was a year , let alone two
years ago. For instance? The num-

ber of Vietnamese who are under
the direct control of the enemy. The
figure rose, during the height , of the
Tet offensive in 1968, to 33 percent.
The figure is down now to an incredible 8 percent.
BUT THE ADMIRAL, speaking in

a Southern accent but exercising
Yankee skepticism, cautions the visitor to take carefully such statistics
as these. It is impossible to vouch
for them with any sense of statistical certitude. What he does vouch
for is the graph - The relative figures. There is no doubting that ,
ever since the great offensive which
-was to have heralded the end of resistance to the communists, the enemy has gone down and down and
down.
Why is it , the admiral wonders,
that more Americans do not take
pride in these achievements, which
although they may not be conclusive, surely seem to indicate how
considerable, and how measurable,
is our progress? If you discover the
reasons — the admiral waved his
hand as the visitor headed for the
midnight shuttle to Saigon .— let me
know. The visitor though t this the
least he could do, under the circumstances, for CINCPAC
The Washington Star Syndicate

How to really bring us together
WASHINGTON - Because of Vice
President Agnew's belligerent oratory and the administration 's recent
counteToffensive against antiwar dissenters, it is now fashionable to
charge Mr. Nixon and his associates
with trying to ''polarize" the citizenry. The irony of this is often remarked upon, since the President
had proclaimed that he hoped to
"bring us together.".
In fact, it was apparent long ago,
to anyone who looked closely, that
the Nixon administration was choosing a strange way to unify a country torn by racial animosity.
This was apparent, as David Ginsburg put it in a hard-hitting speech
he recently delivered in Pittsburgh ,
when there became visible "a series
of signals to the South that the imminent threat of integration was
over; that Brown v. the Board of
Education would henceforth be enforced with more deliberation than
speed ; that voting rights would be
put on a back burner ; that there
would be fewer blacks in high government office, and all the rest. This
was a program for liquidating old
political debts and coining new; political currency. It had potentially
explosive and disastrous results. . ."

into the racial situation in America. But since that monumental effort , in 1967 and early 1968, he has
discerned two significant shifts in
the racial "battleground."
After the climatic big-city riots
following the murder of Martin Luther King in April 1968, Ginsburg
told his Pittsburgh audience, public
disorders began to occur mostly in
small cities, while in major urban
areas the action shifted to the black
high schools.
The result of this transition , Ginsburg said , was that "the quantity of
racial disturbances has been rising
steadily during the past two years
with hundreds of small outbursts
taking place during the hot months
. ' . . .•; but the most important thing
about this period of transition is
what did not happen. After the summer of 1967 all the experts - black
militants, college professors,, and
Pentagon counterinsurgency types
alike— were predicting a switch
from ghetto rioting to guerrilla tactics in white neighborhoods - . - < . but
that' s not what . happened. "

GINSBURG It well qualified to
make such a judgment; he was executive director of President Johnson 's Commission on Civil Disorders, a body which probably inquired as closely as anyone ever has

RATHER , Ginsburg said, Impartial investigation showed that black
violence in America was not conspiratorial nor revolutionary but was
directed toward winning a place in
Ihe American system. In fact, "the
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frustration and rage that erupts in
ghetto riots is a conservative, not a
radical force. It seeks to participate in the system, not to destroy it.
The proof lies in ¦.¦ the fact that despite the intense emotional beat generated within the Negro community
by ' the .'. .black revolt and the Black
Power movement, radical elements
have so far ben completely unable
to take charge."
That being the case, Ginsburg
said , "again, the scene of the acti on is shifting — the new battlegrounds are the police forces, the
fire departments,, the corporate
headquarters, the craft unions and
the military'. This Is where, the real
p ayoffs will come — in the institutions that control employment, and
with, it income, advancement and
status."
It is precisely for this reason
that the politics of polarization ¦'—
the insistence upon a "great silent
majority" opposed to black aspirations, liberal thought, and intellectual
approaches — being practiced by
thev Nixon administration is so irresponsible, dangerous and self-defeating. Obviously, the way to get things
done in a democracy Is to pull as
many groups as possible together
in support of common Interests. Ginsburg brilliantly defined the most
pressing of these interests :
"THE REALITY of bad schools
which can 't teach kids to read in lilywhite suburban areas any better
than black center-city ghettos.

"The reality of housing costs
which are out of reach of even middle class professionals, black and
white , who now find themselves
frightened out of the cities and
priced out of the suburbs.
"The reality of crime that creates a terrifying sense of insecurity for all who cannot afford the private security systems that are available only in the 'best' neighborhoods.
"The reality of skyrocketing medical and hospital costs, auto insurance costs and utility charges.
"The reality of a legal system
that alienates everyone it touches
except the very rich who can keep
out of its reach.
The reality of inflation that steals
the savings of every working man ,
without regard to color.
"The reality of a tax system whose
highest rewards are reserved for
those with the highest incomes. "
ONLY OP THE last two of thesa

realities can it fairly be said that
the Nixon administration is proceeding vigorously and with generous regard for a broad spectrum of popular interests. It would be better politics and better government if Mr.
Nixon really tried to "bring us together" on these issues rather than
giving his tacit consent to the barren and divisive tactics that would
array the great silent majority
against everybody else.
New York Timts News Service

Nixon sees real danger to GOP
WASHINGTON - The only genuine and vital struggle presently going on in American politics is not
between Republicans and Democrats. Rather , it is between the
loose centrist coalition that has been
raised up by President Nixon and a
thus-far unformed far right typified
by such as George Wallace of Alabama,
Extraordinary as lt may sound ,
the Democratic party in the official
sense has been so weakened by a
wholly unrepresentative top leadership as to become, for tho time at
least , almost Irrelevant. If this were
all Mr. Nixon had to worry about ,
he would be just about home free.
FOR NO current candidal for tho

1972 Democratic presidential nomination can possibly claim to speak
for the bulk of his own party, or
even for an effective majority of it.
The fact is that from substantially
the whole of the present list of Democratic availables — Sens. Edmund
Muskie of Maine and George McGovcrn of South Dakota , and , conceivably if hardly realistically, Fred
Harris of Oklahoma and Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts — has
come only the same song. And it
is also a song wholly rejected by
vast numbers of their party ,
These, the Johnny-one-note politicians of 1969, have been absorbed
into a mutually admiring New Left
which is running an ideological opera based almost exclusively upon

official Democratic leadership in the
Senate is so persistently attacking.
THIS HOUSE action i« in truth a

a far-out anti-Vietnam war score.
They are singing loudly, but mostly
to each other.
How much these fellows really
speak for the blood and bones ot
the old party donkey can be illustrated in a dozen ways, apart from
Mr. Nixon 's recent dramatic leap
forward in the polls. Perhaps, the
clearest example of ajl lies in the
feat of the nationally unknown Rep.
James Wright of Texas in managing
to bring the Democratic House of
^Representatives into a massive endorsement of precisely the moderate
IVIxon war-peace policies which the

'Well , naturall y, I'd like to hel p — but all I have is tied up in Swiss banks '

flat repudiation of every current
aspirant for the Democratic nomination short of Hubert Humphrey.
While for the most part occupying
the sam« telephone booth with
the McGoverns, the Harrises and so
on, Humphrey is nevertheless far
more restrained on the single issue
of the war.
These being the plain realities , the
Inevitable consequence is that for
practical purposes President Nixon
himself has long since discerned
that his true danger must He with
the right-wingers and specifically the
constituencies of such as George
Wallace. This is why the administration has been putting on such a
push, mainly through Vice President
Spiro Agnew, to disperse the latent
Wallace-like forces and to capture
such of them — in the Middle West
and West as well as the South —
as may be reclalmable to a politics
of mlddleness.
That Wallace himself now grasps
the true :name of the present game,
even though the Democratic New
Left does not and may never until
it is too late, is apparent in his hurried recourse, to the television tube
to brand as far too soft a Nixon approach In Vietnam which the New
Left tirelessly denounces as far too
tough. George Wallace , in short ,
sees that his potential following is
being cut into by tho Nixon peopleas, of course, Ihe polls, too , are
clearly showing now.
SO THE COUNTRY it loft with
two extraordinary spectacles. Here
is what is actually and traditionally
the nation 's biggest major party, the
Democrats, led into futility by leaders who have lost far too many followers, even among the elected politicians. And here is a state of affairs in which tho head of the other
major party finds little to give him
trouble save a possible third party
not even yet in being.
(United fYnlure Syndicate )

Harvard
paradox

CAMBRIDGE , Mass. - One of the
most interesting paradoxes in America today is that Harvard University, the oldest institution of higher
learning in the United States , in its
333rd year , is now. engaged in a
serious ', debate about what a university should be, and whether It is
measuring up.
Like the Roman Catholic Church
and other ancient institutions, it is
asking — still in private rather than
in public — whether its past assumptions about authority, faculty, .
admissions, courses of study, are ;
really relevant to the problems of
the 1970s.
THE CONTRAST between its outward appearance and its inner mood
is startling; A visitor coming up out
of the subway into Harvard Square .
these days cannot . escape the feeling that he has either stumbled into
an 18th Century masquerade ball or
a modern -pageant of fun and fantasy. .
It is full of life and movement
and gaiety : A parade of Walter Mitty
figures : Bearded and biblical , a
strange mixture of characters out of
Broadway and off the old frontier,
but one wonders what £s behind
these magnificent facades — behind
the beards and the elaborately plain
makeup of the girls, and the dignified fronts of the old buildings that
look so secure. What are they all
proclaming — or hiding?
About the only thing that can be
said is that mos t of them are searching, and this comes clear in conversations with thoughtful men and
women in the faculty, in the administration , and . in the student
body.
SHOULD HARVARD - or any other university — be an intellectual
sanctuary, apart from the political
and social revolution of the age, or
should it be a laboratory for experimentation with these political and
social revolutions ; or even an engine of the revolution?
The issue was defined hy Walter
Lippmann , a distinguished Harvard
graduate , 33 years ago , on the occasion of the 30Oth anniversary of
the founding of the university.
"If the universities are to do their
work ," . he said on that occasion ,
"they must be independent , and they
must be disinterested . , , they are
places to which men can turn for
judgments which are unbiased by
partisanship and special interest. Obviously, the moment the universities
fall under political control , or un- .
der the control of private Interests,
or the moment they themselves take
a hand in politics and the leadership of government , their value
as independent and disinterested
sources »¦of j udgment is Impair'
ed. ..
THIS IS PART of the argument

that is going on at Harvard today.
Another part is the argument of
the militant and even many moderate students: That a university is
the keeper of our ideals and morals, and should not be "disinterested" but activist in bringing the nation 's ideals and actions together.
It is interesting to come back to
Harvard at the end of the 60s and
listen to this debate. At the beginning of the 60s, Harvard was excited by the prospect of John Kennedy, a Harvard man , in the White
House. It seemed then th at the man
of action , surrounded by the men of
thought from his own university,
would achieve for John Kennedy
what Princeton and the Now Jersey politicians had not achieved for
Woodrow Wilson.
But Harvard' s men at the end of
the 60s seem more troubled and less
sure about personal , political, and
academic purpose than they did at
the beginning. They are not even
clear about how they should debate
and resolve their problems, but
they are struggling with them privately, and how they come out is
bound to influence American university and political life In the comma
decade.
Ntw Ycrk T/flioi Ntw* Service

Thomas A. Martin ,
Director

Breitlow-Martin
Funera l Home
376 EAST SARNIA
WI NONA, MINN.
Phono D«y or Night 454-1940

Nov.
3
speech
made
small
gain
GST to be teacher
NIXON HANDLING OF WAR

Not :
Postive Negative Sure

examination point

'

The College of Saint Teresa
has been designated as a test
center for National Teacher Examinations Jan. 3.1, 1970, Sister
Romana "Welch , department of
education chairman , announced
today.
College seniors preparing to
teach, and teachers seeking positions in schools that encourage or require applicants to submit teacher examination scores
along with other credentials ,
are eligible to take the tests.
Last year more than 107,000 candidates took the examinations .
They are prepared and administered by Educational Testing
Service, Princton , N . J .
Designation of the college as
a test center will give prospective teacliers in this area an opportunity to compare their
scores with those of candidates
throughout the country, Sister
Romana said .
At the one-day session a candidate may take the common examinations, which include tests
in professional education and
general education, and one of
the seventeen teaching area examinations designed to evaluate
understanding of subject matter
and methods applicable to the
area he may be assigned to
teach.
Information on registration
procedures and
registration
froms may be obtained from
sister Romana or directly
from the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing
Service , Box 911, Princeton ,
N.J. 08540.
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Timely Gifts
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A sober, In-depth second took at the net effect of President Nixon's Nov. 3 speech shows that he picked up only
moderate gains in support of his Vietnam policy.
Positive: support for his "handling of the war " now stands
at 51 to 44 percent positive compared with 51 to 46 percent
on the negative side before his TV address. Thus, as a
result of the President taking his case to the people, 6 percent
of the public! shifted its position on Vietnam. A total of 57
Eercent report that they now feel part of the "silent majority"
ehind Mr, Nixon on the war.
ON THE SPEECH itself , 56 percent of the public reported they saw Mr. Nixon , just about the same number
(57 percent ) who said they followed the November anti-war
demonstrations. When asked if they approved or disapproved
of the substance of the President's address, by 78 to 12 per- .
cent most people came down on the approval side.
However , this pattern of approval of Mr. Nixon's Vietnam position is tempered by a 45 to 34 percent plurality
which agreed with the statement that "his whole plan depends on the ability of South Vietnam to defend itself without U .S. fighting men and I doubt it will work." Also, only
by the narrowest 44 to 43 percent does the public reject the
view that President Nixon "doesn't seem to have a 'plan
for getting U.S. fighting troops out of the war soon. " These
substantial minorities coincide with the 46 percent reported
last week who said they backed the aims of the anti-war
demonstrations.
The essence of what Mr . Nixon 's appeal to the nation
did was to convince 82 percent of the public that "he seemed
to genuinely want to end the war as quickly as possible,"

'
¦ ¦

Goodview on-street
parking now illegal

Findings of county
study to be reported
LA CROSSE, Wis . - The
firm engaged by the Mississippi River Regional Planning Commission, Candoub , Fleissig &
Associates, Chica go, will present
the conclusion of its study of
the several-county area Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the courthouse
in La Crosse.
There will be a speaker from
the Upper Mississippi River
Recreation Task Force and a report on the state meeting of
planning commissions in Wisconsin at Waukesha this fall.
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MODEL RAILROAD . . . William F.

Holdeni, left , and James Meier , members of
the Winona Society of Model Railroad Engineers, man the controls Sunday at the
16th annual pre-holiday Goodfellows show
and open house featuring Winona 's "0"

Agree Disagree Sure
'

"
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Positive
He seemed genuinely to want to
end the war as quickly as possibfe .. 82
He. has tried every way possible to get
a settlernent through negotiations ... 67
He . made me feel that I should
support him as part of the
"silent majority " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
He was right in saying he would
never agree to an American
defeat in Vietnam . . . , . . ; . . . . . . . . . .56
Negative
/ ¦; :
His whole plans depends on the ability
of South Vietnam to defend itself
without U.S. fighting men and I doubt
it will work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
He didn 't seem to ha\e a plan for
getting U.S. fighting troops out of
the war soon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
He seemed to be following the same
policies as President Johnson
followed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .37
He 's trying to make anyone who disagrees with him on Vietnam as a
traitor to the country . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5
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THE RESULTS indicate that a majority of 52 percent
differentiate between his course in Vietnam and that of his
predecessor , Lyndon Johnson. However , this is down from
62 percent who saw such a. difference before the November
3rd speech.
The public appears to be saying that President Nixon
ought to be given a chance to make his plan in Vietnam
work , although skepticism about the success of Vietnamization runs to well over four in ten across the nation.

spent for additional local aids, shared taxds and tax relief. "
York said , "The Republican leadership in the legislature,
recognizing a rising local tax burden, has made an effort
to alleviate that burden ."
The accompanying report indicates, by municipality, the
real property
tax relief increases provided for in the 1969-71
¦
budgets ' ' .
BUFFALO COUNTY
Percent of
Increase Increase
Towns
1968
1M9
? 781
: 19.3
$ 4 ,829
Alma . .........$ 4,048
975
22.9
5,240
Belvidere ..... 4,265
19,8
816
4,S39
Buffalo ........ 4,223
21.6
85.')
4 ,807
Canton
3,954
835
20.0
5,4)17
Cross ......... 4,182
10.0
574 .
Dover . . . . . . . . . . 5,754
6,328
724
12.5
Gilmanton .... 5,813 . . 6, 537
19.7
8,454
3,393 '
GldncOfl
. 7,061 5,2
366
Lincoln
3,193
3, 359
510
13.8
Maxville ...... 3,707
4, 217
607
26.4
2,902
Milton
2,295
. 4,924
433
9.6
Modena
4,491
4,794
839
21.2
Mondovi
3,955
4,452
700
18.7
Montana ...... 3,752
Naples . . . . . . . . 4,840
5.544
804
16.6
Nelson
8,520
10.317
1,707
21.1
6,548
Waumandee ... 5,494
1,054
19,2
Villages
Cochrane
4,085
4 ,720
635
15.5
Cities
12,1
Alma
7,88,1
8,835
952
Buffalo City ., 3,608
4 ,193
5H5
16.2
Fountain City
7,218
8,214
998
J3.8
Mondovi
21,559
23,080
2, 121
9.8
•

Woman hurt in
2-car collision

LA CRESCENT, Minn. - A
woman was injured at an intersection collision in La Crescent Sunday at 7:10 a.m.
Gregory Kuhnmuench , 25, Waukesha , Wis., was driving south
on Elm Street and Ralph Roraff , 62, La Crescent , accompanied by his wife , Ann , was traveling cast on 7th Street and
making a left turn.
Kuhnmuench collided with the
left front of the Roraff vehicle
and spun it around on the packed snow, according lo Jerry Olson , La Crescent chief of police ,
who cited him for failure to
yield. He posted a $54 bond.
Mrs . Roraff received a fracture of the left leg, broken ribs
and possible internal injuries
and was taken to Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse. The m e n
weren 't injured.
Olson estimated $850 damage
to the 1865 Roraff car and $280
to the 1968 Waukesha car,

Albany
Durand
Frankfort
Lima
Pcpiri
Stockholm
Watorvillo
Waubcck
Villages
Pepin
Stockholm
Cities
Durand
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Truckers —

"Gel-Acquainfed Day "

I
( Formerly Swift '* Buylno Station)
WINONA
I
OLD HY". 6! • WEST OF

R.fl
25,7
6.8
7.1
10.5
17.2
5.5
26.4

fi ,802
7B8

7, 150
880

348
38

5.1
4.9

25,483

28,057

2 ,574

10.1

flow
PHDD BROTHERS
KWDD STORE, Inc.
V & S HARDWARE
576 E. 4th St. Ph. 452-1007

Finds Way That Both Relieves Pain
nnd Shrinks Piles In Most Cases

I
1

CQME AND M£ET YOU R FR |END5
^
LEB CONWAY , Mgr.
LARRY EATON , A«5f , Mgr. |
'
I
I ,
PHONE 507-452-2855

MMMMMMHHBHHMHHMMHHBHBBBH

....

432
964
237
440
1,585
358
406
492

Science Shrinks Painful
Hemorrhoids
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

ARM0UR BUY,NG STAT,0N

DRAWING FOR DOOR PRIZES

PEPIN COUNTY
5 ,02«
5 ,460
3, 749
4 ,713
3,460
3 ,697
6,192
6 ,632
0 ,559
10 , 144
.... 2,086
2,444
.... 7,333
7,739
1,8G3
2,355

AtlvrrllsTtienl

Monday ' Dec ' 16
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Remodeling
told in Blair

gauge model railroad .
Due to inclement weather,, 400 people attended in comparison's to last year's attendance of more than 1,400. The sum of $33.55
was donated to the Goodfellows Christmai
fund. (Daily News photo)

been partitioned off and a large
share of it will be used to -expand the present Gamble store
recently purchased by William
Kindschy.
The main sales area of the
jewelry and g ift shop will be
approximately 25 by 25 feet with
rooms in the rear for storage.
The ceiling has been lowered
several feet and -the walls will
be paneled . A new floor will he
installed along with carpeting.
Lee hopes to . open on a temporary basis the firs t part of
next week . Remodeling will continue. The rear of the gift store,
to be used by the Gamble store,
will be finished at a later date.

will remain the same, the interior of the building has. been
completely done over with new
counters, front and back , new
paneling on the walls, and the
ceiling has been lowered several feet. Ames hopes to reopen
for business the latter part of
this week.
A new front has been recently
added to the building housing
the Larson Plumbing Store, and
the former Stone Dairy Supply.

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)-Blair
business places have been either remodeled or added to in the
past few weeks. Two new businesses will be opened and two
others vastly improved.
The building housing the former State Theater has been
More Se curity With
purchased by Donald Johnson
and is being completely remodeled to house a cocktail lounge,
Johnson purchased the license ACROSS the street , tho East
At Any Time
Don't be so afraid that your f»U»
of the former Elbow Room tav- Side Cafe , owned by Clifford
will come loose or drop Just at
ern which was owned by LeRoy Ames will have an entirely new teeth
the wrong tLme. For more security
interior and an addition has and moro comfort , Just sprinkle a
Dahlby.
little FASTEETH on your platM.
been made on the northeast cor- FABTEETH
holds both upper* »nd
THE iheater building has been ner to house rest room facile lowere firmer lonpter. Maltes eating
easier. FASTEETH is alkaline. No
remodeled with a complete new lies.
(tummy, pasty taste I Den.turei that
are essential to health. See your
front , a cloak room and two enWhile the general arrange- fit
larged rest rooms near the ment of the counter, and tables dentist regularly. Oct FASTEETH.
front , leading to a 50 by 25 foot
barroom. A new electric heating
unit has been installed with
built-in air conditioner and air
filter system.. The last half of
roUR FR
the flo or has been raised sevWILL BE
VI
r
n
m
u
u
i
*
/
eral inches and will be filled
with tables. The 50 foot Ushaped bar will extend from
the rear of the building toward
the front. Johnson hopes to be
open for business in about two
weeks; The building which was formerly the Elbow Room Tavern ,
is being completely remodeled
on the inside and when finishHy 61 at Homer — Just T Mil* . I
ed will be occupied by the Stanley Lee jewelry and gift store.
sooth - of ' Emll' Ller 't Otter Farm ]
j ^^^The rear of the building has ^^S^^^^^
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THIRD IN DEER KILL
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
— Jackson County ranked third
in the number of deer killed by
gun in the lflflf) season , with
Waupacn Counly first and Marinette Courtly second.
¦
PATIENT TRANSFERRED
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
— Elmer Brown , Blair , was
brought to Tri-County Memorial Hospital hero Saturday and
transferred to tho Veterans
Hospital , Fort Snclling, for cancer trcntrncnt.
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MADISON, Wis. — Assemblyman Stanley York (RRi-ver Falls) reported today that real property tax relief
granted to local municipalities, in Buffalo County had increased by 16 pdrcent, in Pepin County by 11 percent, and
Pierce County by 10 percent.
According to York, the legislature appropriated $130,142,000 in the 1969-71 budget for direct real property tax relief.
This includes' - a $17.5 million increase over the previous
biennium.
The total increase in real property tax relief in 1969
for.Buffalo County amounts to $19,152; for Pepin County,
$7,874, and for Pierce County, $23,878. Additional increases
are anticipated in personal property tax relief , state aids,
and shared taxes.
"Although the 1969-71 budget was increased by $393.6
million," York said. "73 percent of that increase will be

CORDLESS WALL CLOCK
Impressive decorator styling.
Genuine red velvet Insert.
"Dual-Jewel" translator move30.00
ment. 18V." hlflh.

j j j1
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Approve ... —
78
Disapprove ...................................... 12
Not .sure . . : . . . . . . . . . . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Such a single measurement obviously is not adequate
to test public opinion on such a complex and crucial issue.
Therefore a balance series of eight statements were read
to the cross-section: -:
"Now let me read yon some statements which have
been made about President Nixon 's speech about policy
on Vietnam. For each , tell mc if you tend to agree or
disagree. "
STATEMENTS ON NIXON POLICY SPEECH

THESE RESULTS appear to give a green light from
the public to President Nixon 's announced plan: To phase
out American combat troops from Vietnam and to turn the
burden of fighting over to the South Vietnamese government.
This process is called by the President the "Vietnamization
of the war.
The idea of turning the war over to the South Vietnamese
government to fight is enormously appealing to the American
people. Fully 82 percent of the public favors a program for
a phased U.S. troop -withdrawal.
The only rub is that most Americans simply do not
have confidence that the ARVN (Saigon troops) can ade^
quately replace our own combat forces. An earlier Harris
Survey showed that by a 45 to 20 percent margin most people
in this country.befieve that , if Saigon takes over the fighting,
Sought Vietnam is likely to go communist.
The Nixon November speech , therefore , both enhanced
the President's credibility : for "sincerely wanting to end the
war as quickly as possible " and perhaps bought him some
added time in which to either strengthen the ARVN or to
negotiate a settlement.
One of the ironies of that speech was that it put Mr.
Nixon and his critics both , on the same side of expressing a
desire to liquidate U.S. involvement in the war . One remaining question is how to accomplish that task on "honorable
terms," which most people equate with preventing a communist take-over of South Vietnam. The other is just how
much time Mr . Nixon still has before he might lose his
present majority support.

Goodview village clerk Rex A.
Johnson said today that parking on Goodview streets between
the hours of 1 a.m. and 7 a.m.,
during the months November
through April , is illegal.
He said citizen cooperation in
Observing this ordinance would
facilitate snow removcl.
¦
.
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Tax relief to rise m next biennium

SPEED-READ IV
For businessman, students or
the modern home. Telle timet
at a glarvoe In large, easily
readable numbers. Fascinating
lo watchl Beautiful walnut
grained case..Electric. t'W
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51
44
5
46
51
3
8
35
. 57
¦
47
45
8 ' ¦ ¦. .
"President Nixon said that he could take two courses
hi getting peace in Vietnam. One was to try to negotiate with the communists at Paris or privately. The
other was to withdraw American combat troops while
training the South Vietnamese to take over the fighting.
He said he had just about given up on getting anywhere
on negotiations. But he was backing a policy of phased
withdrawal while training the South Vietnamese to take
the place «f U.S. fighting men. Ir general , do you approve or disapprove of President Nixon 's Vietnam pol:
". icy?" .
.
NIXON SPEECH PROPOSAL
Total Public

"How would yen rate the job President Nixon has
been doing in handling the >var in Vietnam—excellent,
pretty good, only fair, or poor?"

^LADY'S "MEMENTO''
Exquisite clock for home dtff>
oration or ' travel. :£rfOht: 0old
colored case hold* two plotures In framee. Case only i'/u" ,
wlda when closed. 30 hour bell
alarm.
14.00

70 Levee PI axe West

November
...
October
................
September .
June , i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...^. . .. . . . .,

A CROSS-SECTION of 1,445 households was snrTeyed
between N ovember 16th and 21st, and was asked :
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Your money back if this isn 't ihe most lifelike
CM ever. M
- m iof your child
NotI '|usri«„
an «U
oldportrait
fashioned tinted or colored picture , but
"Living Color "! The comp lete portrait comes
rili/o—copturod in amazing full-color realism
with Eastman Professional Ektacolor film.

'A m\\\\\\\m

ifir

^TVEIL

Co,or asfes?
inc. WW

* Chooie from actual finiihed
portrait s—not proofs .
• &!ra prints ovallobl. at roasonoblo prices.
No obligation to boy,
r
' Groups taken at 99< per child.
• Ago llmlli 5 wee ks to 12 years ,
* Limit: one per child—
two per family.
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MON., DEC. 8-10 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
TUES-, DEC. 9-10 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
WED., DEC. 10-10 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

Woman s club
plans party
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St. Matthew's Woman's Club
will meet in the social rooms of
the church Thursday at 7:30
p.m. for their Christmas party,
Christmas carols will be sung
and Mrs; Don Kiekbusch will
read "The Salsburg Advent
Singers." Mrs. Morris Hueblein
will talk on "Christmas in Germany. "
A free will offering will be taken for charity and a bake sale
will be f ea t u r e d. The
Mmes. Walter Skeels, Kenneth
Spittler, Elmer Stuhr and David Tschabold are in charge of
the program.
Hostesses will be the Mmes.
Arthur Boll, John Caldwell,
Ralph Harris, Ott o Knaak, Clarence Miller, Lorenz Russert,
Harold Schuppenhauer and Harry Strehlow. '
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FOR TUESDAY, DEC. 9
Your birthday today: The coming year is full of changes
and new opportunity. Your environment includes many factors
that were never there before. The younger you are, the
more dramatic and important the decisions yon must make
rather soon. Romantic ties become deeper and stronger.
Today's natives are usually clever, sympathetic and quick to
adapt to changes.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your unwillingness to tolerate delay may be easily noticed. Personal plans and friendly
cooperation are favored.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): People you care about
make hasty comments and are rather trying. Think before
answering. ,
GEMINI (May 21-Juj e 20): Extra energy is necessary
to settle home routines. Make sure everybody concerned
understands your arrangements; Your mate has some' ideas
which could solve many problems.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Whatever you are working
on attracts general attention; be sure you are doing your
share*. If anything is owed to you, try to collect
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Easy money is a little beyond
reach today and requires creative efforts to obtain. Close
relatives cause some stir.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Property and living quarters
claim your attention. You probably are quite dissatisfied.
Take your time figuring out what to. dp, but get busy on the
situation.

: ¦

Lanesboro school
present concert

.
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Women s guild plans
parry in Lewiston

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) : Your jud gment is sharper than
usual. Contacts made during journeys are interesting, and
rewarding. Silent partners and older advisers are less
optimistic, difficult to convince.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Involving friends in deals
Is not advisable now. There is still something you don't
know about the projects you are considering. Keep; checking.

LEWISTON, .Minn. (Special)The Women's Guild of St. Paul's
United ' Church of Christ will
hold its annual Christmas party
Thursday with dinner at 6:30
p.m. in the church dining room.
Committee chairmen are Mrs.
Delia Lawrenzy Mrs. Richard
Stenzel, Mrs. Marvin Simon
and Mrs. j . D. Ferguson.
A gift exchange is planned
and an offering will be received
for a children's home.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec..21); Friends and relatives
can provide you additional introductions, but you must build
new connections to support your projects. Progress is uneven
but balances out by the dnd of the day.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Everyone, seems to
move a bit more slowly today than you would like. Be
patient and ketfp out of the publicity scramble.

CORRECTION
The music department of the
Gale-Ettrick schools will present its winter concert Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. at the high
school. A deadline in Sunday 's
paper incorrectly stated t h e
date as Thursday.

: AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Give whoever has earned
it his just deserts, without malice. Do not, under any conditions , take your tensions home. .
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Your career is promising,
with better chances of cooperation . You also have more
vigor, so make that extra special effort.

CORRECTION
The Order of Eastern Star
GARDEN CLUB PARTY
will hold its Christmas party
A PRACTICAL GIFT I
Saturday, at 6 p.m. at the MaCITY, Minn. (Special) sonic Temple. The date was in! FOR CHRISTMAS g —LAKE
Members of the Trillium Gar- correctly given as Wednesday
would love to have \ den Club held a progressive in Sunday' paper .
\\ Morn
s
her carpet or furniture g
Christmas
party
Wednesday
.
,' cleaned.
S
CHURCH PARTY
Hosting the party were Mr. and
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
Mrs. Arlan Johnson, Dr. and — The auxiliary of Bethany LuS . ' . FURNITURE & RUO
& Mrs. David Sontag and Mrs. Ar- theran Church met Wednesday
s
CLEANING
§ thur Werner. A donation was for its annual Christmas party.
* Serving You for 12 Years M given 'or lights for the munici- Donations were given to the
shut-iris, men in the service,
i
PHONE 452-2048
» pal Christmas tree donated by and Bethany Lutheran Home,
Watertown , Wis.
^Ea&^gacggigaisgtBatgaiBaias^ Mr. and Mrs. Fred Johnson.
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Frozen Holly Salad

Mrs. Thomas W. Burns
719V4 E. 5th St.
1—3 oz. pkg. cream cheese" ]A C. chopped green olives
1. C. mayonnaise or salad . 'Vt C. shredded citron
'Ms C. crushed pineapple, :
dressing
1 C. cream , whipped
drained
1 small bottle
maraschino
¦
cherries
METHOD: Soften cheese arid mix with mayonnaise.
Add whipped cream , cherries, olive's and citron; Mix well
and to Vb of the mixture, add the pineapple. Place the
pineapple mixture in bottom of refrigerator tray, cover v
'.with remaining mixture* and freeze for three hours. Unmold
with pineapple mixture on top. Slice and serve on lettuce,
garnished with additional mayonnaise, tinted and thinned
with maraschino cherry juice.

By ARLEEN ABRAHAMS
Associated Press Writer
Try to say the word Pussycat
without smiling. It's practically
impossible.
Smiles, softness and feminity
are the methods the Pussycat
League, the nation 's newest
feminist organization, plans to
use to gain more equal rights
for women.
"We Pussycats believe the
lamb chop is mightier than the
karate chop," purrs attractive
statuesque brunette Jeannie
Sakol. Miss Sakbl, a writer, humorist and New York advertising agency vice president , describes her brainchild as "a
feminine movement as opposed
to a militant feminist movement
"We believe in basically the
same causes as the militant
feminist organizations such as
NOW (National Organization for
Women) WITCH (Women's International Conspiracy From
Hell) and the Women's Liberation movement," she explains.
"What we're opposed to are
their methods for achieving
isuch desirable objectives as
equal pay for women, day-care
centers for working mothers,
child guidance centers and
abortion reform." She points out
that "the abortion scene in my
new novel, 'Gumdrop, Gumdrop, Let Down Your Hair' is as
horrible as I could make it so
that women will realize that
abortion must be .legalized get
erally ; that they must have a
right to determine what happens to their own bodies. "
Upset by the militant feminist
movement which she fears is
taking its toll on masculinity,
Jeannie envisioned an organization ''which would use our feminity rather than deny it. We
will represent the millions of
American women who believe
that the way to achieve a better
society is by working with men ,
not against them.
¦; "By being sweet, soft, and
smelling good and using our attributes to persuade, not force,
men to work for women's
rights, we'll wind up with more
than equal rights."
To officially set up the Pussycat League, Jeannie enlisted the

Millions of women wear too much girdle •..
do you?

SPOT CHECKS
by WarnerV
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help of Mrs. Sydney Goldberg
(Lucianne) , blonde , mother ol
two infant sons and a former
Washington lobbyist, and Joan
Elbaum, red-haired practicing
attorney and graduate of Harvard Law School.
Jeannie, who has lectured on
sex at various colleges and
whose humorous essays arid articles appear regularly in magazines, claims that the research
she did for a story on "What
Turns a Man On" helped her
formulate some of the League's
tactics.
"I'll never forget one man
saying that when he looked
down at the immaculately
combed blonde head of Ms girl
while she was polishing his
shoes, he was so taken and so
impressed that he'd have granted her anything her heart desired."
That's why in the hospitality
suite the League is taking in Albany, N.Y. during the nest legislative session's hearings on
abortion reform , Pussycats will
be on hand to shine shoes for
harried legislators,; sew on buttons and render other feminine
assistance. .
"In the relaxing atmosphere
of the' suite, amidst candlelight
and my, home-made meat loaf ,
we'll discuss abortion reform
with the legislators, without
yelling or browbeating," says
the crusading feminine feminist.
League chapters plan to exchange information on other
tactics that produce- results on
other issues via a quarterly
newsletter.
"For too long :women have
neglected the power of enticement," says curvaceous , 30ish
Jeannie. "Who says a woman
can't be intelligent, productive
in business and still retain her
feminity? The militants say that
if a woman has a brain , she'll
throw away her black satin
nightgown. I say she'll buy
two."
What do Pussycats think
about the militant attempts to
integrate male-only hangouts?
\ Jeannie's smile reaches almost to the "I Am A Pussycat"
button on the collar of her
drdss. "Men s h o u l d have
such male only sanctuaries. Of
course, any man who would
rather sit on a hard bar stool in
a cigar-smoke laden saloon and
slap another man's back—rather than be wined, and dined by a
sexy female who's only too happy to rub liis back—deserves
the all-male hangout. "
But Jeannie emphasizes that
being a Pussycat doesn't mean
being subservient or groveling
or fitting the Playboy bunny
concept, which she describes as
"the joyless pursuit of a woman
based on the idea that women
are like paper cups, something
to use and then throw away. "
Pussycats favor the joyful loving pursuit of men—with one
catch. "I'll shine your shoes,
but you buy me daisies on the
way home from work," says
Jeannie. "What the Pussycat
League is really striving for is
to educate men to understand
that what we women want is
mutual affection and respectsocial , civic and economic."
Why hasn ' t a woman who possesses such obvious adiniration
for the male sex ever married?
"Perhaps I was too much of a
romantic ," she muses.
"Let's say I was always getting divorced , never married.
But now that I've had my first
novel published (Her two other
books "The Inept Seducer and
"What Ahout Teen-Age Marriage?" are nonfiction) I've
dono what I wanted to in my career. Now I can get married ."

AT HAND, $15

MR. LEATHER'S BIG
ROOMY 2-HANDLER.
BLACK, HAY, BROWN.

COZY ONE, $9

BRUSHED ESTRON * INPEACH , WHITE OR
BLUE. LACE TRIM.
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REAL FUR, $13

EVERY ONE WANTS
CHAINS IN GOLD OR
SILVER METAL.

IMPORTED ITALIAN
LAMB IN WH ITE
BLACK OR B ROWN.

WARMUPS, EA. $4

HELM ETS & MITTENS
TO GO WITH. GAY
COLORED WOOL,
.
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GOWN,

$9

A FORM FIT-ROGERS
IN GREEN CRYSTAL OR
BLUSH-ALL-OVER.
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MINI , ?9

ANGELIC, $6

CLINGY, $12

VESTED, $9

SHIRT ft BIKINI IN
DACRON ® -COTTON.
PINK OR BLUE.

I CHRISTMAS
I
GIFT
I
|PORTRAITS jf
$ Tho Gift ONLY YOU can

SLITHERY CLING
IN RED , WHITE ,
NAVY NYLO N KNIT.

W
jf? give. The deadline for nn- ft
w pointments is fust np- Jfl
W proachlng. So phono NOW. W

FOUNDATIONS - SECOND FLOOR

..

SUDDENLY,$2

GIFT CONVECTION.
NON-IRON WHITE
DACRON ® S; COTTON.

CROCHETED , $14

LATTICE WORK OF
SCARLET OR MI ST
WOOL BY TAMI .

Women 's Guild Plans Party
In Lewiston
LEWISTON , Minn. (Special)
— The Ladies Aid of St. Paul's
United Church of Christ will
hold their annual Christmas party Thursday, a turkey dinner
nt noon in tho church dining
room.

Have you lier-n ovcr-Rinllcd , wearing lots of control J'UH I lo fix one little flaw? Here's sweet relief:
"Warner 's* new Sj iot Checks '". Each slims you down ri jdiLwlierc you need it with livel y stretch.
White
S-M-L-XL. $12. (ny lon ; nylon-spiuulex) You'll findilhere. Hurry in!

( hoa te's

the joy of QivinQ

Use Femin \\y to Work With
to
Men For Women 's Rights

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special )
— The Lanesboro High School
band and chorus will present
their annual Christmas concert
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Lanesboro Community Hall. ' :
The program will feature selections by the band ranging
from the time of Mozart to . the
present. The choral part of the
program will be highlighted"by
the presentation of a Christmas
cantata telling the birth of
Christ. Concluding the program
will be performances by several
brass ensembles.
The concert is free of charge,
Refreshments will be served in
the basement of the hall follow. ing the concert.
.
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Dear Abby:

Nubby's job

jffll(' l^^
fl/ JUSt Arrive(,! ill11

should have limit

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My husband is in a profession which
caters to women. (It' s a personal service", but please don't
say what kind.) He is of Italian descent and speaks the
language very well , although he was born and raised in the :
U.S.A. . . .
One of his clients recently returned
from a vacation in Rome. She is fiftyish
and married to a rich man. Sfo' s very
attractive and obviously a swinger because
while in Rome she met and had an affair
with an Italian. (Don 't ask me how an
American woman who can't speak Itali an,
and an Italian man who can't speak English
ever got to this point , but they did.) Well,
this woman got a love- letter from this Italian
man, and since it was written in Italian
she asked my husband to translate it for
her. Then she dictated a letter to her lover
Abby
in English, and my husband wrote it for
her in Italian.
At first I thought this was funny, but I don't think it's
funny anymore. (The Italian is also married.)
I told my husband I didn't think he* should he doing
this. He thinks I'm "square." What do you¦ think ?
.-¦ .. ;.. "SQUARE"
DEAR "SQUARE ": If you're "square "i I want to .
be in all four of your corners. ;
¦
^^^^^" ¦¦^"¦"—¦""^" ¦¦¦¦¦^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^¦^¦i^B^BWWW ^IM^^Ml^BRKSWStfcS-A-
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BREAKFAST WITH SANTA . . . About 150 deliglited
children from Winona area were able to visit with Saata
aad tell him personally what they would like at Christmas
time, at a breakfast sponsored by the" Mrs. Jaycees at the
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart Saturday. Children and par-

China preparing
for war with
Soviets: travelers

- .v-C-X.

ents were served a pancake breakfast before chatting with
Santa. The Mrs. Jaycefes . hope to make it annual event.
Mrs. Robert Czaplewski and Mrs. Gary Hanson were cochairmen of the project . Proceeds went to the Winona Day
Care Center for working mothers. (Daily News Photo)

I Arlene

DtihI wed
for fifth time

THE LOCKHORNS

NEW YORK (AP) ^- Actress
Arlene Dahl has married for the
fifth time. The bridegroom Sunday
was Rounsevelle W.
Schaum, chairman of Western
Video Industries, Inc.
The ceremony was performed
by Dr. Norman Vincent Peale at
Marble Collegiate Church.
It was . the second marriage
for Schaum, 37.
Miss Dahl, 40,. previously was
married to Lex Barker , Fernando Lamas, Christian R. Holmes
III and Alexis Lichme. v

HONG KONG (AP) - Communist China is making extensive preparations for war with
Russia, travelers arriving from
the mainland said today.
The reports also said the Peking regime has asked everyone
to eat less and put the food they
lave in reserve.
Peking, the reports said, has
announced that the food reserve
campaign is an integral part of
the all-out war preparations and
Is ordering regional cadres to
push the . program more vigorously.
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52'54 LEVEE PLAZA WEST

~k NO DETERGENTS „„« t..,»«, ..».
NO ROTARY BRUSHES „,.d „w
* fibers and distort pile.
EXTRACTS THE SOIL *, We
Not scrubbed deeper into the carpet.
remove it by the bueketfuls.
THOROUGH &
* MOST
HYGIENIC CARPET GLEANING
CARPET STAIN REPELLENT
* — PROTASIS
:
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HAMMOND ORGAN & PIANO STUDIOS
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JNVITE YOU TO CALL

SCOTT MASON

WINONA
FOR

AREA

SALES

DETAILED

REPRESENTATIVE

INFORMATION

ON

THE

LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW AND USED
PIANOS AND ORGANS IN SOUTHEASTERN
MINNESOTA!
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What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off .
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 697O0, Los Angeles, Calif,,
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped , addressed
envelope.

Patrick Kennedy
decides mommy
should see him

Widow of Pike
says she saw
vision of death

PASADENA, Calif . (AP) The widow of former Episcopal
Bishop James A. Pik e says she
saw a vision the day her husband 's body was found in the
Judean desert and "it made mo
almost envious."
In the vision , she told a standing-room crowd at All Saints
Episcopal Church Sunday, ''I
saw all the people who previously had died waiting for him. It
was very strange. "
Diane Kennedy Pike and her
husband were in Israel in September doing research on Christ
when Pike became lost in the
desert.
"When Jim died ," said the attractive 32-year-old blonde , "I
was walking through the desert ,
and suddenly I knew that death
had no power over me , nnd I
felt his body, and I felt not one
tiny, tiny , tiny bit of fear . . . .
"This means that what we

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mrs.
Edward M. Kennedy was
smoothly narrating Prokofiev 's
"Peter and the Wolf" at a
Christmas concert of the Washington National Symphony Sunday when a voice from the audience interrupted her,
"Hi , Mommy, " yelled out her
2-year-old son , Patrick , several
times afte r recognizing his
•
mother on stage.
His mother smiled and attempted to continue but lost her
place momentarily. She recovered and her husband , Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,
took Patrick on his lap and pacified him.
can expect is that we will be,
here and in this living moment ,
free from the power of death
forever. "
Mrs . Pike 's husband originally had agreed to speak nt. Sunday 's forum.
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SCOTT MASON
Scott's twelve yrars experience in the field of music includes three years of orfjan instruction with Mrs , James
Jahn and six years with Mr. Sam Ellson, both certified
Hammond Orfian instructors. Prior lo moving to Winona ,
ho was employed by our Rochester store the past three
years and is familiar with all type * of . music. He is a
certified Hammond Organ instructor and is well qualified
to help you select the proper oi Rnn , piano or stereo for.
your home this Christmas ,

CALL 454-4703
INFORMATION ON

• HAMMOND & RODGERS ORGANS
(Pricod from $555)

• MASON & HAMLIN, YAMAHA
KNABE, GEORGE STECK, KIMBALL

AND BODINE PIANOS

(Priced from $645)
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• SEEBURG CONSOLE STEREOS
(Priced from $995)

WE WELCOME TRADE-INS AND
OFFER FREE DELIVERY TO
WINONA AND SURROUNDING AREA
•
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Phone 454-4494 (Winona)
Minnesota City, Minn.
(Locally Owned by Lyle Ziegeweid)

CONFIDENTIAL TO EARL: Money IS important. Butonly because* it enables you to buy the things that are more
important than money.
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CARPET
STEAM CLEANING

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE IN ALABAMA
DEAR VOICE : It's better to seek protection for
yourself and your children than to live" in fear of your
life and to be continually abused by such a man. True,
a peace warrant is no use to a dead woman, but being
the prisoner of a maniac is no life either.
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DOWNTOWN ON LEVEE PLAIA

ll,

DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with your advice, but
riot when you told the woman whose husband beat her up
^ sticks around to let her husband
a lot,: "Any woman who
beat her up whenever he" feels like it is sicker than he is."
I ought to know because I was a prisoner of such a
husband for 12 years. He was crazy jealous over nothing
and put me in the hospital more times than I care to remernber. I couldn't take it any more, and I finally got up
the nerve to leave him.
He found me, put one bullet in my hip, one in my leg,
and then he killed himself. I survived , and hope to raise
my three wonderful children.
But I just want you to know, Abby, that there are some
men you CAN'T leave. And a peace warrant is no use to a
dead woman.
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DEAR NERVOUS : A "healthy appetite" doesn't
necessarily indicate good mental health. Your husband' s sudden "strange ways" could be a signal that
there is . something "wrong" with him. By all means, .
get him to a doctor for a thorough examination from
the neck both ways.
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DEAR ABBY: Lately my husband just loves to go to
these discount stores to buy groceries for me. Abby, my
kitchen cupboards are filled with things I have no use1 for .
I would prefer to buy my own groceries as no one knows
better than I what I need in my kitchen.
Also , lately, he won 't allow me to wash his socks and
underwe/ar. .He washes them out himself every night. I
tell him I can do It like I always did , once a week, but he"
says f "lose" them for him.. Now, Abby, I've been married
to this man for nearly 40 years and I haven 't lost any of
his laundry yet.
:.
We raised four nice children who are all married and
gone now, and there are1 just the two of. us home. He retired
last year and this should be the happiest time of our lives,
but his strange ways are making me nervous. What should
I do? Don 't tell me to send him to the doctor . If you could
:
sed him eat , you'd know he wasn't sick .
NERVOUS IN MAINE
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ORDER YOUR IMPRINTED CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW! WIDE SELECTION !
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115 No. Broadway

Rochester , Minn.

Phono 289-0481
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
TILL 9:00 P.M. — 5:30 ON SATURDAY5

What was good enough for dad not
WiddwecWressmaker
Mill tax rate
for
rebellious
sons shows increase stands against Smith
good enough

By JURATE KAZICKAS
Associated Press Writer
They wear long hair , seize
dean's offices, march in peace
demonstrations. Some smoke
pot , prefer jail to the draft.
Anti-establishment.
Their names are Rockefeller,
Hearst, . Taft , Laird , Luce,
Saltonstall, ScranSehlesinger,
ton. - .¦¦ ¦
Establishment.
They are both, the rather rebellious sons of rather noted fathers of the nation 's elite.
What was good enough for
Dad may not be good enough for
them.

"Th« implications of superiority denoted by the Establishment is pernicious and one
should fight it." So spoke Rick
Taft , a student.a Yale where his
family, including President William Howard Taft , his greatgrandfather , have long attended.
"The Establishment is that
group of people which has the
balance of power and unfortunately is more concerned with
holding that power for themselves rather man using it to
solve the problems of the country .". That was Tom Saltonstall,
latest of the endless line of Massachusetts Saltonstalls at Harvard .
As a bow to his father , however, Tom cut his locks during his
father 's recent campaign for the
House of Representatives.
As a group, Establishment
sons still find their way to Dad's
ojd school. But, in interviews
with a . number of them, they
emerged as iconoclastic, idealistic, hot unaware of their illustrious surnames and not una-

to certain ideals and traditions
rather than looking for solutions
to all our urgent problems."
A fundamental disagreement
with these traditional views has
led some of these young men to
demonstrate actively against
the Establishment.
Joe Seamans, 21, son of the
John Laird, a Wisconsin soph- secretary of the Air Force, paromore who marched in the Oc- ticipated in the marches during
tober Vietnam moratorium and the October moratorium. .
Andy Sehlesinger , William
is the son of Defense Secretary
Randolp h Hearst III and SeaMefvin Laird , agreed .
"I think the right way is to go mans were involved in the takethrough the system to change it , over of the administration buildnot around it or to blow it up." ing at Harvard during the
Likewise Peter Galbraith , 20, spring of 1969, narrowly escapHarvard 73, son of John Ken- ing arrest by jump ing out of a
neth Galbraith , Harvard profes- window.
sor and former ambassador to "At the . time, revolting
administration
the
India. "I believe in 100 per cent against
nonviolence and see myself seemed like the thing to do. Harworking within the Establish- vard can be so dull sometimes,"
Andy Sehlesinger recalled. His
ment to effect change. "
Doug Rogers , a more tradi- father , Arthur Jr ., is an eminent
tionally cropped, Yale law stu- scholar and was an -adviser to
dent and son of the secretary of President Kennedy. ;"I guess. I
state, says he wants to be part wouldn 't do it again ," reflected
of the Establishment "only in Andy.
the sense that I can be in a posi- William Randolph Hearst III
tion to change laws to help the said he used to attend SDS
meetings at Harvard , but this
people."
Christopher , "Kit" year finds he seems to have lost
Henry
Luce, whose father , Henry Luce interest in such activism. "I
III , is the publisher of Time haven't found any political ormagazine, says he hopes to be ganization I can really identify
better than the Establishment. with now."
"Those effete snobs (referred to The shadow cast by a successpublicly by Vice President Spiro ful father looms large for these
Agnew) are so much more pa- offspring. Because of their
triotic than those who sit around name, many feel they must
doing ¦nothing for their coun- climb m ountains. But they insist
try ." ' "¦
the mountains will be of their
Morris Abrams, a j unior at choosing the path theirs to deHarvard and son of the presi- termine, and the summit perdent of Brandeis University haps a place; their forebearers
said: "That generation seemed would never have planted the
more concerned with devotion family flag.
Melvin Laird' s son want s to
go into teaching, William Scranton's son, Joseph, possibly into
television, Galbraith's son into
politics, and Sen. Eugene McCarthy 's son, Michael , into anything but politics. ' ¦¦ > . - ¦
Young Rockefeller says he's
almost positive he won't go into
business. He's now studying urban .p lanning at Harvard.
"The pride in my name is
mingled," said the quiet , curly
haired and bespectacled young
are certain things
nicity may have several sources man. "There
Rockefellers have done
that
the
— a response to the black revo- that have perhaps perpetuated
lution , political emphasis on the things that I don 't like about
"the great silent majority " and the system now.
the "forgotten American," or "Sure I think my father 's a
growing recognition of Ameri- success, but being the president
ca's cultural pluralism.
of a bank isn't necessarily my
The participants here agree idea of success."
that no longer are Irish-AmeriKit Luce, a lanky, long-haired
cans, Polish-Americans or Ital- freshman at Yale, said he does
ian - Americans so eager to not envision a business c areer
merge their identities in the in publishing to follow the family tradition in the Time-Life emmythical melting pot.
"The climate is changing," p ire. "I'd rather write poetry or
said Arthur Mann , Professor of philosophic prose," he says.
History of the University of Chi- Young Hearst, who says he'll
decides
cago. "It's now 'in' to be eth- use a pseudonym if he
to become a writer, feels he'd
nic." :
do things differently if he had
IF THERE Is agreement on his father 's power as a newspathe resurgence, there is no per magnate. "At least I would
agreement on how one should make a newspaper that black
people could read without feelview it.
they 're from another counRepresentatives of ethnic as- ing
try. "
sociations, community action
To these Inheritors of prestigroups and some clergymen
gious
family names , status is
clearly see it as a long-overdue
recognition of the differing life sometimes equated with irrelevstyles , attitudes and problem ance, "a damn bore," a nuisance, even a burden.
of hyphenated Americans.
But , said Michael McCarthy,
But to liberals , academicians "most people my age don 't
and foundation officials , the seem to be so impressed by who
phenomenon is, at host , a mixed your father is."
blessing. Some1 of Ihem see
It would be wrong to say (hat
"white backlash ," resistance to these men are in total revolt , or
reform , potential support for that they don 't pay grateful
George C. Wallace 's presiden- homage to their fathers.
tial ambitions or , at worst , the
"My father has established in
seeds of American Fascism.
me an ideal of determining a
commitment and of following it
THIS conference , officiall y through , " said Josh .Javits , son
called Consultation on Ethnici- of Jacob , New York senator,
ty, was in part an attempt to
Dick Rockefeller said his fabridge thi s gap.
ther 's influence made him realSponsored by the American ize how crucial it was to spend
Jewish Committee , it is the his life constructively nnd make
second national meeting on the a contribution to society . "For
subject organized by the com- me," said Dick, "the burden of
mittee. The first , held at Ford- success is not so heavy as the
ham University in New York in burden of service. "
Tom Saltonstall , who would
June , 190(1, is widely credited
with sparking now interest in like to do volunteer work after
graduation from Harvnrd said ,
white working America.
father has inbred in me a
The committee picked Chica- "My
social conscience, a genuine
go for this meeting because , concern
for the people."
perhaps , no city in America has
Generation gaps?
so many well-organized "white
Doesn t everyone have a
ethnics ." Pierre Devise , direc- generation .gap with his partor of a Chicago regional hos- ents?" asked William Hearst,
pital study, told the conference
Dick Rockefeller said , "I
Unit the Chicago metropolitan guess my father and I look nt
area has 319,000 Polish-Ameri- things in n very different way,
cans and ll(i ,0()0 Russian Ameri- like religion and thosn traditioncans — many of Ihnm repre- al American ideals like capitalsented by energetic nnd deter- ism. "
mined ethnic and neighborhoo d
The war Is a passionate conassociations.
cern. More than half interware that the Establishment
might be due for an overhaul.
But a peaceful one .
"You 've got to work from
within the system to change it,"
said Richard Rockefeller , Harvard , '71, son of David , Harvard , '36. and president of the
Chase Manhattan Bank.

viewed said they would choose
jail rather than fight. Michael
McCarthy, despite his father 's
disagreement , said he has received conscientious objector
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
status.
—The
mill rate for the 1969 tax"I absolutely won't go if I'm
drafted ," declared Tom Salton- es in Whitehall shows an install.
crease of about $7.18 per $1,000
Dick Rockefeller said he according to City Clerk A. E.
would resist the draft; even to
the extent of going to jail for it. Berg. The 1969 rate will be
"I don't care about the publici- ;7775855, about $77.75 per $1,0.00,
ty, " he said. "Maybe it'd be a as compared to .7057174 in 1968,
good ; thing to encourage others Based on a $6,000 assessment
in protest in order to change the the increase (without state,
draft laws."
Although all the sons con- credits) is $43.12.
demned the use of narcotics, Rates for the different catemore than half said they occa- gories will be state, .0039810;
sionally smoked marijuana , de- county, .1972404; city .2101520;
scribed by one as "the liquor of school .3662121. •' . . " ' ' '
The factor for state credit on
our generation ." .
"My father just assumes that Part B, real estate and personeveryone my age has tried pot al property is $17,933, or about
and leaves it at that ," said one. $5.33 per $1,000 valuation. This
"Sure I smoke pot and I'm years apportionment factor in
sure my father knows , but he calculating Class -A personal
hasn 't said much about it ," said property is 59 percent. ;
another.
: Amounts to be raised for the
And when these sons become various categories are: state ,
$1,488.37, an increase of $11.29;
fathers ?
"I'll say to my kids as my county, $73,741.41, the increase,
father said to me ," said Josh $6,757.44; city, $78,568.59 an inJavits, " 'You 've been given a crease of $8,798.05; school ,
lot. What you do with it is your ' $136,914:13, a $15,548.67 increase .
own business."
I Total increase is $31,215.45;

in Whitehall

New York Times News Service
EUREKA SPRINGS, Ark. This little Ozark town, which
took Gerald L. K. Smith into
its midst five years ago, is
showing the first signs of alarm
at his expanding influence over
community life.
The concern obviously does
not yet pervade the population
of 1,700 but until recently the
town gave outsiders the appearance of being united behind
Smith, who frequently has been
attacked as holding anti-Jewish
and anti-Roman Catholic views .
NOT A WORD of critcism has
ever crept into the weekly
newspaper , the Times-Echo,
and newsmen who came here
to interview townspeople could
detect no concern that the community was becoming the center of operations for one of the
nation 's most prolific religious
propagandists .
Then Mrs. Georgia Ziffzer , a
gray-haired, little widow who
runs a dress shop downstairs in
her home, took r. stand. She
resigned as treasurer of the
Chamber of Commerce to protest a resolution praising

Smith and his projects. She
said she was "impelled . by a
deep sense of moral obligation."
And lately it has come to
Light that Smith's projects here
—which include a seven-story
statue of Jesus and s play based on the Oberammergau passion play Ln Germany, blaming
the Jews for the death of Jesus
—soon may benefit from the
construction of a paved road
that would be paid for partly
with.Federal money. The road
would run past tht statue and
amphitheater .
TO HER SURPRISE, Mrs.
Ziffzer has received public and
private support from residents
here. And trade at her dress
shop increased since she took
her stand against Smith.
Smith , 71 years old, and his
wife Elna moved from California
in 1965 into a historic Victorian
mansion here known as Penn
Castle. He does most of the
writing here for "The Cross and
The Flag," the organ of Smith's
Christian Nationalist Crusade .
Mrs. Ziffzer says she fears
that townspeople "eventually

will be so charged with Bigotry
and racism that people who
otherwise would like to come
here for a restful vacation , .
giving them a chance to turn
back the clock so-to-speak in a
place that so far has retained
much of its tum-of-the-century
charm—those people will no
longer come."
"I think that for a person, a
public figure , who has been in
the fight all his life and is a
veteran in fending off attacks,
that it would fee an unchivalrous
thing to even comment on the
statements of the woman,"
Smith says.
He implies, however , that it
is all part of a plot by "an aggressive segment of the Jewish
community all over the world"
to stop his plan and others like
it. '

¦ . ..

DIES OF BURNS
BUFFALO, N.Y. tfl - Eugene Wiseman, 34, of Superior,
Wis., died in Emergency Hospital Friday night of burns suffered Wednesday when scalded by
steam while inspecting a defective boiler aboard his ship in
Buffalo Harbor.

Discuss place
of the white
ethnic in US.

New York Times News Service
CHICAGO — Soaring above
the expressway on Chicago's
West Side, the University of Illinois Circle Campus is a spectacular moonscape of parapets ,
ramps and elevated walkways.
Huddled in one corner is a
brick box, Jane Addam 's original Hull House, the sole reminder that thousands of South European immigrants once lived on
the site of all this prize-winning
architecture.

SO, IRONY has hung with the
rain clouds over the Circle
Campus last week as 200 specialists met here to discuss the
place of the "white ethnic" in
American society.
"I don't suppose it's much
consolation to the Italians and
Greeks who got kicked out of
here that six years later we're
getting around to them ," said
one participant In the conference.
But , perhaps , they should be
consoled . For if one thing
emerged clearly from last
week's discussions, it was that
the day of the white ethnic has
come.
THE RESURGENCE of rth.
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Jeffers on Airplane so

NEW YORK (AP ) — Jefferson Airplane soars higher each
trip, its six-man crew scanning
the horizon for artistic satisfaction to go with their commerical
success.
The Airplane, formed in 1965,
bore the San Francisco brand of
rock music to America and Europe. Two hit singles in 1967,
"Somebody to Love" and
"White Rabbit ," made it one of
the country 's b e s t - k n o w n
groups.
But times have changed for
Jefferson Airplane. Even as
they play to sold-out concerts
around the country, the Airp lane pushes hard against criteria by which rock musicians are
measured. Making money and
selling records are unimportant
now. the Airplane says.
The Airplane sings openly
now of a generation 's confrontation with convention. Its new,
sixth album, "Volunteers," was
delayed by a dispute with a
record company over the lyrics
of some songs. The Airplane
won, the "obscene " words are
clearly heard.
There are no stars in the Airplane, or six stars. They mesh
and come apart and mesh
again , each weaver working to
his own vision of what the song
should be. When it works , the
audience is. enveloped in a loud ,
lyrical web. When it's not working, onlookers are left to watch
six . struggling musicians trying
to get together.
The Airplane is Grace Slick
and Marty Balin, singing; Paul
Kantner , singing and rhythm
guitar; Jack Casady, bass guitar; Jorma Kaukonen , lead guitar , and Spencer Dryden,
drums.
On their last visit to New
York City, where they played to

m ore than 15,000 people in three
days at the Fillmore East , Paul
Kantner and Grace Slick reflected on their music and philosphy in an interview. Excerpts
follow.
Question : How do you work on
stage?

Grace: It's hard for ns to get
it together , 'cause nobody plays
the same thing twice. . So you
can 't just assume the drummer
is doing the same thin g he did
last night. We can or. some

songs, some are predictable , but
most of 'em aren't.
Paul .' You've got a vague idea
of what' s supposed to happen
and you play what you feel like
playing at the time and you sing
like you feel like singing
Sometimes during a ja m Grace
or Marty or I will sing somebody else's song, or we'll pick
up someone else's lyrics , like
Grace last night singing one of
Crosby, Stills and Nash's new
songs.
Q: Jack and Jorma play to

The collection may be the largest of its kind in the country,
says Prof. Austin McLean, chief
of special collections at the Walter Libra ry, particularly with
the addition of a large number
of "Big Little Books."
McLean says he proposed
more than a year ago that the
university establish a Center for
Research in Popular Literature ,
using the Hess collection as a
base. He said the request was
denied.
McLean said such a center
has since been established at
Bowling Green State University
in Ohio with a far less exten-

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP ) - Often at the risk of
their own lives , U.N. observers
keep a record of every shot
fired along the Suez Canal, but
often it's impossible to tell from
their reports who started the
shooting or who stopped first.
Almost daily, . the Security
Council receives accounts from
some 95 observers stationed at
lonely outposts on the Israeli
ana Egyptian sides of the waterway.

Echo. "

sive store of material.
Meanwhile, the Hess books sit
unused in a tunnel between Walter Library and Johnston
Hall on the university campus.
McLean said that Hess, a former Great Northern comptroller
was apparently himself an avid
boyhood reader of dime ,novels.
As each periodical passe'd
through his hands, Hess wrote
his signature on it. It was a
later compulsion to find a dime
novel with his name on it that
prompted many of his acquisitions. He never found one.
The Hess titles date from 1860
to abou t 1930. The Big Little
Books collection falls mostly in
the 1930s and 40s range.
McLean explained that , although there were dime novels
before I860, that was the year
when the Beadle Publishing Co.
of New York first issued titles in
series.
Despite their age , however ,
Tom and his buddies are active
as ever, cavorting with electric
rigles, aeroplanes and treasure
in a "secret cave" somewhat
less glamorous—but much more
densely populated—than their
authors lad in mind.
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That means that at 3:30 p.m.
Greenwich (England ) Time,
there was heavy shooting in the
vicinity of two observation
posts.

Winona woman
receives wings
as stewardess
Miss JoAnn Waldo was recently presented her stewardess
wings with Northwest Orient
Airlines after completing five
weeks of specialized training at the airline's t r a i n i n g
center locateo
at the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Internati on a 1
Airport.
, S h e is t h e
daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John
Waldo. Winona
Miss Waldo Rt. 3.
Miss Waldo is a graduate of
Winona Senior High and Winona
State College.
In her new career with. Northwest she will be assigned lo the
airline 's home base in Minneapolis/St. Paul,
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er we get through playing a
song there are people wandering around the stage. That's his
thing, keep it a secret until he's
ready. Sometimes two members
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It's very loose.
Q: What about the audience 9
Paul: When you're on stage, it
doesn't really matter whether
mm.
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there are four people watching fes&Jv
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us or . nobody watching us or a
million people watching us. We
sorta feel the same.
L

Paul: Well, we all dp in a
sense. Jack and Jorma probably
more than the others, but everybody still playing to everybody
else in a sense. There's no conscious direction, where it's all
focused down on the drumbeat
or anything like that. It just either works or it doesn't.
Grace ; You move around the Grace: Paul's the only one
stage for a definite reason to who knows what we're gonna
hear, to be physically close to play, and he changes it in the
imply something, The music is middle of a set. That's why aft-
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Q: Mow does the group learn
a song?
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it. Then we just start playing it,
JI
learn the chord structure, A
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change it if you want to. Usually one person has the song, or
the. basic idea of the song.
Q: Do you care about selling
records?
.
Grace: Selling records is no
problem. "You can go straight to
something, build a freeway and
go straight to it or you can travel around here: and look at stuff
on the way. Either way is all
right. There are some people
who make top 40 records;
That' s good, they go straight
through and make that record.
You know if you get on the freeway it's going to take a certain
amount of time and you're gonna see certain things and you
know where you're gonna. get.
You don't particularly know
when you ' take a side road how
you're gonna get there, or if
you 're gonna get there.
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Special election
to decide St. Paul
10 percent surta x

ST. PAUL (AP) - The question of whether St, Paul residents will pay a 10 per cent surtax on thoir state income tax to
meet a city financial crisis will
be decided in a special election
Tuesday.
Mayor Thomas R. Byrne estimates that the surtax will net
about $3 million per year, which
he says is necessary to keep the
government functioning at its
present level until the 1971 legislature can supply a permanent
solution.
The proposal has run into opposition from the St. Paul Chamber of Commerce , the Republican party and Charles McCarty, a watchdog of city government the past few years.
Ryrne , many Inbor unions and
tho Democrat ic-Fnrmer-Labor
Parl y are backing tho proposal.
LEISURE AGl" SEEN
LONDON (ffi - Edward Sliort ,
Britain 's Secretary of State for
Education , predicts that by the
end of the . HWOs most people
will be working a four-day
week , with three-day weekends ,
He nlsn forecasts that mast people will 'start work in their mid20s nnd retire in their mid-SOs.
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sible for 335 shooting incidents Sometimes tho aggressor is on the U.N. flags flying over
and the Israelis for 167.
clearly pinpointed in these re- their posts for protection. If the
ports, as in one from Outpost bullets whine too close to their
But th.e disparity in figures Pink on Nov. 15 which said in
meant little, since some inci- PART: "At 0645 intense artillery crudely constructed observation
they can dive into dugdents consisted of a single rifle and mortar fire by U.A.R. towers,
outs protected by sandbags.
shot and others marked a roll- forces, and at 065 intense rockThe observers have coming artillery barrage. Some re- et fire by Israeli forces." '.- ¦ ' "
plained that both IsTaelis and
ports spelled this out, but many
But often there are reports Egyptians take advantage of the
did not.
such
as this from Outpost Yel- neutral U.N. positions by creepThe officers and men who
serve along the canal operate in low on Nov. 6 which said : "At ing as close to theta as possible
Full Service Jewelers Since 1862
teams of two or three at 10 ob- 0652 small-arms fire by both so that the enemy cannot fire
the
obwithout
risk
of
hitting
servation posts on the Israeli parties. iSMre ceased by both
70 LEVEE PIAZA WEST
side and 9 on the Egyptian side, parties at 0747. Military Obser- servers.
Gen, Odd Bull,.U.N. truce
identified by code names.
vers could not determine which Lt.
Set up after the June 1967 party fired or ceased fire first. " supervisor, has proposed that
SHOP THE EASY WAY — READTHE ADS FIRST
neutral zones be set up around
war , the observer teams draw
their manpower from Sweden, Often as exposed as the front- the outposts to protect them
Finland, France, Ireland , Ar- line troops, the observers' rely from crossfire.
gentina, Austria and Chile. Anyone signing up must agree to
x
«.*¦ -v ~ v r~»*v—j)w^^^¦^¦ |^¦^^¦^^^^ ¦ g^pwff l^<w^';yyM''t•¦ jj»"»tn «". |« -*"<y*g* r~-"~ •^^mm- *pmm ^--w^^mv^ *'^
^
*^^^^{ %.^^3SO^IWlKKmm\m\\m\m\m\m\\m9mm ^mm ^
stay at least three months , but
he is actually expected to serve
a year.

These reports often are made
at grave personal risk by the
blue-helmeted observers, but
the Council rarely take's any action, and delegates seem to pay
little-attention to them.
' One reason is the difficulty of
drawing any ' meaningfuf conclusion from most of these reports.
A study of a . 16-day period
For long periods the observOct. :31-N"ov. 15/ 1989, showed
that the Egyptians were respon : ers had little to do but gaze at
their reflections in the canal ,
but they have often been under
fire recently..
All an observer can do when
caught in cross fire, is send a
message such as; "At 1530 GMT
heavy exchanges, of fire Were
taking place around
Violet , and
¦
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so loud and kinda strong that
you often have to use your
whole body to imply something
to a member of the group/ Like,
Spencer will play, with his head
down and you'll have to bend
down and do stuff like that to
get his attention.
Q: Who decides the program
for the night?

each other, don't they ?

U.N. observers record every
shot fired along Suez Canal

U' collection
features heroes
fro m long ago

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - What
ever happened to Tom Swift,
Deadwood Dick and Bomba the
Jungle Boy?
You'll be happy, to know that
these characters and countless
others of their kind are resting
comfortably in a tunnel storeroom at the University of Minnesota.
They're part of a collection of
some 50,000 "dime novels" donated to the university by the
estate of George H. Hess, a St.
Paul man who died in 1954.
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Wedding to delay Head campaign
ST. PAUL (AP) — Matrimony
will temporarily delay the campaign of Atty. Gen. Douglas
Head to win the 1970 Republican endorsement for the U. S.
Senate.
Head , 39, will be married Saturday to Martha Myers , former
chief clerk . in his state Capitol
office, The small family wedding will be performed in St .
Frances Cabrini Catholic Church
in southeast Minneapolis.
The couple will take a threeweek , honeymoon.
Assessing his campaign efforts Saturday, Head said he
was "reasonably well pleased"

gor carried at least a hint of
support from President Nixon.
Head said Mitchell' s support
of MacGregor was "natural,"
since both men were active in
the Nixon campaign of 1968.
"The thing I'm pleased about
is that Mr. Mitchell made it
quite clear that the President
will not take part until after
Minnesota Republicans endorse
a candidate , " Head told a . newsman.
"This is a decision for Minnesota Republicans to make,"
Head said .
The Minnesota GOP will endorse a Senate candidate next
June, with the winner most like-

ly to find himself pitted against
former Vice President Hubert
H. Humphrey;.
Sources close to Head reportedly were annoyed that MacGregor had invoked the blessing
of a cabinet member in the intraparty scuffle. At the same
time, Head sources said, there
was a feeling that the MacGregor move might cause some resentment among Minnesota GOP
delegates .
Mitchell was President Nixon's national campaign manager in 1968, while MacGregor
filled a similar role in the Midwest.

Professional
drivers await
new standards

WASHINGTON - Qualifications lor interstate truck and
bus drivers will remain unchanged for some time while
the Federal Highway Administration sifts through a raft of
industry complaints, and other
comments, Rep. Albert H. Quie
said today.
The Minnesota Congressman
said he has received a great
deal of mail indicating widespread misunderstanding .about
the efective date of new qualification standards.
A notice of proposed rule
making was published in the
Federal Register by the Federal Highway Administration 's Butransmit it to females who nev- started an immunization pro- reau of Motor Carrier Safety
er have had the disease," Krum- gram with the rubella vaccine last June 7: Closing date for
biegel said. "There is this theor- — hoping to head off or at least views and comments was Oct.
etical possibility of transmis- cut down an outbreak expected
sion , but it must be weighed within the next two months.
Due to a tremendous number
against not immunizing chilof responses, the Bureau DirecTHE
HEAD
of
the
immunizadren. The non - immunization
tor says the date when new
has ample evidence of what hap- tion program , D. H. Grant Skin- standards will be published canner
of
Madison
,
said
there
was
1
pens."
virtually no chance of a vacci- not be established at present.
He referred to epidemics of nated child passing on the
Drivers
will be given sufficient
viGerman measles—which run in rus.
time to comply with any
approximate six - year cycles
"It's the first thing they do," changes, he told Quie.
Many deformed children were he said , speaking about develop- The Bureau proposed changes
born during the last epidemic ers of new vaccinations, "they in four categories :
six years ago .
check to see if the virus is . ¦ -•¦ Requirements for t .'h o rState health officials have passed along. You don 't want ough examination of a prospeca vaccine that will make other tive driver's background , drivpeople sick,"
ing and accident record, drivHe too cited tests of the ru- er's experience and knowledge
bella vaccine. He said it was of regulations.
possible to recover and culture
• Tighter physical standards
the weakened virus from the and more frequent examinathroats of innocuiated children; tions.
"but there were no signs of in• Criteria for removal from
fection in other . children they service of drivers who . become
were with who were not vaccin- threats to public safety.
ated.!'
' •.' Broader coverage dealing
possible to know whether the Callan said the Medical So- with narcotics, amphetamines
public displays of good will are ciety approved the statewide and other drugs , and the use
Backed by any real progress to- immunization program. He said and possession of alcoholic bevward agreement on specific : most doctors were aware there erages.
points.
were possible hazards connectThe talks are supposed to be ed with the serum , but the pubworking out arrangements for lic never has been made aware
substantive negotiations on limi- of the possible danger.
tation of the two superpowers' "I don't want my remarks to
nuclear arsenals. Conference diminish the . value of this vacsources had predicted that these cine," he said. "But I'm enpreliminary talks, would end in couraging .a word of caution. It
a week or 10 days with agree- is important that the public real- MOGADISHU , Somalia (AP)
ment , to hold full-scale talks ear- ize that this is a wonderful vac- — A team of Soviet, economic
ly: in the hew year.
cine ^ but it must be controlled specialists began a month of
The last working session was so no harm results from it." studies and talks today on how
the Soviet Union can help Somaheld Friday, but the two delegalia's new revolutionary governtions saw each other Saturday QUIET FOR CABBIES
ment .
at a ball given by President
Urho Kekkonen for Finnish In- LONDON Wt — London's fa- The Soviets have been providmous upright taxis are going to ing economic aid to this nation
dependence Day.
The chief U.S. aind Soviet be silenced, but not in a way just south of the Red Sea since
delegates, Gerard Smith and the passenger will notice. For 1960.
Vladimir Semenov, chatted at years cabbies have complained After congratulating Gen. Molength and amiably with each about the noise in the driving hamed Siad Barre for his sucother, and other members of the area. Acoustics engineers who cessful coup Oct. 21, the Soviets
two delegations spent much checked into the complaints promised more aid and a 14time together at the ball and agreed with the drivers and man team arrived Thursday
seemed to be on the best of now all new taxis will be fitted night for the preliminary discuswith sound-deadening systems. sions.
terms.

Wisconsin health officials report
no danger with new measles vaccine

MILWAUKEE W) - There is
virtually no chance persons vac. cinated with the new rubella
; ahtirneasles vaccine will become carriers and spread the
disease, Wisconsin public health
. offj cials .said Sunday.
Their comments came after
the president of the Wisconsin
Medical Society, Dr. Robert Callan suggested caution in use of
the vaccine.

;. . "

with his campaign so far.
Head said he does not regard
the endorsement of his party opponent by the U.S. attorney general as political intervention by
the . White House.
Head's opponent in the endorsement bid , Rep. Clark MacGregor of the 3rd District , was
endorsed Friday night by U. S.
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell.
Head seeks the 1970 endorsement of the Minnesota Republican party for the U.S. Senate
race.
Although
Mitchell
denied
speaking for anyone but himself , his accolades for MacGre-

Wave of resignations
ripped by Asse mblyma n

"THE VACCINE is a tremen:
dous break-through and could
prevent a large number of con'¦ genital deformities," Callan said
in an interview Saturday. "But
I. do not think it's as safe as
some of the other vaccines
we've had in the past. This is
not one of those vaccines where
you line everybody up and
shoot them. The immunization
program needs a word of caution. "
The rubella serum is a weakened , live-virus vaccine aimed
at protecting against German
measles. ^ When it infects preg. nant women, the disease can
cause deformities in the unborn , child.
Callan said he was worried a
vaccinated child might shed the
virus after, innoculation — passing it on to other children or
possibly its own mother.
"Laboratory studies h a v e
shown you can recover this
virus in children after they have
been vaccinated ," said Callan ,
a general practitioner , adding
he was far from . being an expert in the field. "It is perhaps
theoretical they can transmit
the disease, but there is that
possibility, . it would seem."
"IT'S TRUE there is this
theoretical possibility-the children shed the virus after being
vaccinated ," said Milwaukee
County Health Commissioner,
Dr. E. R. Krumbiegel . "But this
is in extremely minute quantities and is not transmittable. '
''Studies of children in orphan-

ages , have shown that children
who have been vaccinated with
this attenuated virus do not
transmit the virus from one
group of children which have
been vaccinated to those who
have not been vaccinated ,"
Krumbiegel said.
He said that even if ' there
might be a chance recently innoculated children could pass
on the virus it was better than
some other alternatives .
. "If you don't immunize children, there is a chance they
would pick up; a wild virus and

Postpone 8th
SALT session
HELSINKI (AP) - The
eighth working session of the
U.S. — Soviet Strategic - Arms
Limitation Talks, scheduled for
today, was postponed at the request of the U.S. delegation.
. The. U.S. request seemed sure
to give rise to speculation thar
trouble had developed in the
talks, although an American
spokesman insisted this was not
the case. He said the session
was postponed over the weekend by mutual agreement because "we did not have the required information. "
The spokesman declined to
explain, further but said the session probably would be held tomorrow. There is "no issue, no
setback ," he insisted.
There was no public inkling of
the postponement until the U.S.
delegation failed to show up at
the Soviet embassy this morning.
The U.S. and Soviet delegations have agreed not to give
out substanti ve information
about the talks, making it im-

Soviet economic
specialists open
Somalian talks

Alf frtkX

MILWAUKEE (/Pi - An Assembly leader says politically
inspired crocodile tears may be
involved in a recent wave of
resignations by top government
officials who are complaining
about legislative treatment of
their budget requests.
State Rep. Robert T. Huber,
although he frequently criticiz-

ed some of the Republican-controlled legislature's budget reductions this year, said other
circumstances may be influeencing the resignations.
Assembly's
HUBER , t h e
Democratic minority leader ,
said he has "-no sympathy for
state department heads who are

NOW works to keep
women high, mighty

NEW ORLEANS (AP) President Nixon should send a
woman to the moon and appoint
one to the U.S. Supreme Court,
a women's rights group says.
The group , the National Organization for . Women (NOW) ,
also objects to feminine names
for hurricanes.
"Equality for women would
bring male .liberation , too, since
men also are victimized by laws
and practices which limit the
roles of individuals in modern
society," said author Betty
Friedan , president of NOW.
NOW 's board of directors concluded a three-day meeting Sunday by announcing it plans to
file formal complaints charging
discrimination against women
by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in its
training oF astronauts and also
its slection of top-level administrators.
Mrs. Friedan , who wrote
''The Feminine Mystique,''
said
about 10 psr cont ' . ¦'¦of NOW's
members — she wouldn't give
the total — are men and added
that the organization is the nation's largest working "for,full
quality for women in truly
equal partnership with men."
The NOW board voted to urge
Nixon to name "one or more of
eminently
America 's many
qualified women to fill present
and future vacancies on the Supreme Court. " Specifically mentioned by Mrs. Friedan were
federal judges Sarah Hughes of
Dallas, Tex., Constance Baker
Motley of New York, and Shirley Hufstedler of Pasadena ,
Calif., and U.S. Rep. Martha
Griffiths , D.-Mich.
As for storms, the boaid
urged the Hurricane Center at
Miami to "choose names other
than women 's names in designating unwelcome, destructive
hurricanes."
Mrs. Friedan said that future
storms "might be named after
animals , flowers or other categories."
The board also had a word or
two for Mrs. Nixon , whose
"widely publicized statement
that there is little discrimination against women in America

indicated a need for intensive
briefing," Mrs. Friedan said.
The board said it would like to
hold a private seminar for the
President's wife at the: White
House, or any location of Mrs.
Nixon 's choosing, "in which experts will explain the facts and
implications of discrimination
against women in .. . American
society. '

Claim 2 Chinese
divisions in
northern Laos
BANGKOK (AP) — Two divisions of Communist Chinese
troops in northern Laos pose a
direct threat to Thailand , the
commander-in- chief of the Thai
army said today.
The report by Gen. Prahas
Charusathien , who is also Thailand's interior minister, ties in
with recent American reports
that 7,000 Chinese engineers and
accompanying security troops
are engaged in a road-building
operation in northwest Laos.
When
construction began
more than two years ago, the
road apparently was intended to
link ,Ta-ku-chang in China's
Yunnan Province with Muong
Sai in Laos and Dieh Bien Phu
in North Vietnam. But recent
reports indicate the Chinese
have also begun a branch westward from Muong Sai. Aerial
reconnaissance shows the road
is now within 50 miles of the
Thai border.
Thai officials fear that when
completed the road will provide
an easy means of infiltrating
men and supplies to the terrorists who have been increasingly
active in northeast Thailand
during the past year.
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leaving or .who threaten to
leave if they don 't get all the
,
money they want
¦ ¦ for their departments ." ;¦ " ¦ . ' . .
"I would think that if these
department heads are really
dedicated ," he said, "they
would stay and fight for more
funds, rather than leave ."
Douglas G. Weiford , secretary
of local affairs and development , said last month he is
quitting Jan. 1 to take a job
with a planning firm in Chicago.
Weiford said he was discouraged by the Iegisfature's cuts
in his department's appeals for
funds.
Then Joseph C. Fagan , head
of the Department of Industry,
Labor and Human Relations,
disclosed he is considering another job, but declined to confirm reports he had been offered a federal post.
CLIFTON H. Lee was quoted
Saturday as saying he is quitting as administrator of the
Equal Rights Division, a branch
of Fagan's department . Lee
similarly remarked about budget cutbacks.
Weiford said Saturday he
would not have decided to leave
his job had the legislature been
more responsive to his department's request.
"No, I would not have ," he
said. "I would have had a responsibility to have implemented the program. "
Fagan and Weiford were appointed by Republican Gov.
Warren P. Knowles. The governor has said he won't run for
re-electio n next year, leaving
open the question of whether
his successor would appoint existing department heads to new
terms ,
HUBER , talking to newsmen
after attending a Democratic
meeting in Eau Claire, said he
feels Weiford "would have left
anyway, and simply took this
chance to do the administration
a favor by slapping a few legislative wrists on the way out."
Weiford's department, Huber
noted, is only two years old,
under a 1967 government reorganization.
"By the next biennium," Hu- ,
ber said , "he probably would ,
have gotten more money" for
the department.
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HEARTIEST OF WISHES

BABB BROTHERS
IMJDD STORE,Inc.
V & S HARDWARE
576 E. 4th St. Ph. 452-4007

DOUBLE Y0UR CHRISTMAS SAVINGS!
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MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, DEC 8 TO DEC. 15 ,
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Plaids/ solid,stripe. All wool,wool blends. Botany 500, Goldsmith,
Hubbard, College Town. 3-button,2-button - center or side-ventsizes 36 to 48 - short , long, regular - slacks in all colors and sizes.
. ALL AT ONE LOW PRICE

I 29.95
35.00
49.95
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SAVE NOW !
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8.00
10.00
12.95
16.95

OPEN MONDAY THRU FRI. 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
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Mood in Hue: peaceful but tense

HUE, Vietnam (AP) — The
mood is peaceful but tense,
wistful but optimistic in this ancient imperial capital nearly
two years after its ordeal in one
of the war's most savage battles.
The Tet offensive of February
1568 left the city 75 per cent destroyed in a 25-day battle. Everything here is dated from that
time. People speak of things
having happened "before Tet,'.'
or "after Tet."
Much of the old grandeur Is
smashed and overgrown with
moss. A hole still gapes in the
inner. Citadel wall, through
which South Vietnamese rangers stormed to trap the last enemy holdouts.
Tin roofs shimmer atop
houses once sheltered by rich
terra cotta. The left wing of the
imperial palace inside the Codel, damaged in the battle, is
patched with tin.

Tuition hike
approved for
Wisconsin

MADISON, Wis. .(ffl - Tuition
increases for the nine state universities, effective next summer, were approved Friday by
the system's Board of Regents.
Resident undergraduate tui>
tion
next fall would be increased $28 to $320 per academic
year. A $54 per year increase
went into effect this fall.
Non-resident u n dergraduate
tuition would increase. $24 per
academic year next fall , putting
the new rate at $1,250, a figure
' $548 higher than last year.
The non-resident undergraduate tuition is expected to coyer
all costs of instruction . '
;
Graduate tuition for resident
students will go up $26 per year,
putting the new rate at $378.
Non-resident graduate students
will pay $1,550 per year, an increase of $62 per year.
Summer session tuition for
resident undergradua tes will be
increased by one-third next summer to an $80 level.
.
Non-resident , undergraduates
would face a $126 tuition hike,
bringing the total to $312.

Gina says wedding
off until next spring
ROME (AP) - Gina Lollobrigida says she and George Kaufman, a New York businessman,
still plan to get married , but not
until next spring.
The Italian actress had previously postponed the marriage
from the original date of Dec. 18
until January.
"Everything is going full blast
between George and me, " she
said Sunday. "We shall be married as soon as I finish my.next
film."

DAUGHTER RELEASED . . . Mrs. Ray Finney holds
a picture in Bristol Saturday of her daughter , Bessie Hope
Donald, who was released from communist China after
9% months captivity. (AP Photofax)

Rock festival
leaves blanket
of litter behind

TRACY, Calif. (AP) _ A free
rock music festival that police
estimated drew 300,000 young
people to the dry brown hills
east of here left behind it a
blanket of litter, four violent
deaths, and four new babies.
The babies arrived prema-
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turely to mothers who were taken to medical-aid tents staffed
by 19 doctors and six psychiatrists. The staff also reported
treating many youths for overdoses of drugs.
Authorities said the four men
who difed were :
—Meredith Hunter , 18, of
Berkeley, Calif., stabbed in the
back and face during a scuffle
in; front of the stage, where
members of the Hells Angels
motorcycle clan- guarded the
featured British Rolling Stones
and other rock groups during
the six-hour concert.
—An unidentified youth who
toppled down a bank into a canal and drowned.
—Richard Salov, 22, of Elizabeth, N.J., and Mark Feiger, 22,
of Union, N.J., who were run
over by a car leaving the speedway site Saturday night after
the concert. The two were lying
on the ground in a group bedding down around one of the
many campfires.
Thousands of youngsters had
poured into the area near the
Altomont Speedway auto race
track on Friday, the night before the concert, and hundreds
stayed over Saturday night
rather than fight what highway
patrolmen called one of the Bay
Area's most massive traffic
jams.
The major highways into the
isolated area were blocked for
about 30 miles in the concert vicinity Saturday morning. Thousands of vehicles were parked
while their occupants walked
miles to the festival. Some 200
cars were impounded for blocking roads or being on private
property.
There was much wine drinking, pot smoking and a few instances of open nudity, but police said most in the turnout
were seeking to avoid trouble.
The Rolling Stones arrived
late, near the end ot the concert, which began about noon ,
and one fan swung at one of the
Stones as they were being escorted to the dressing tent,
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Most people, one- municipal
government official said, have
snapped out of the stupor that
followed the devastating offensive.
"They sat around and did
nothing—perhaps from shock,
perhaps from fear that whatever they built would be torn down
again," he said.

The Tet offensive was not only
the fire that nearly destroyed
Hue. It also was the crucible in
which its new character, attitudes and programs were
forged.

For most residents, it was the
dramatic turning point when
Hue's people turned from what
Col. Le Van Than, the Thua
Thien province chief , likes to
call "nonaligned" to embittered
anticommunist.
"The communists made their
biggest mistake when they tried
to lay this city low," says a
Vietnamese municipal official.
"They gave the government an
ally which it had not had. "
"Well," Said a U.S. official,
"if they don't actively support
the government , at least they're

'

¦

not openly sympathetic -with the
V.C. Now they either hate the
Viet Cong or they just don't say
anything."
A major .reason for the
change of attitude is that the
North Vietnamese and . the Viet
Cong slaughtered about 3,000
residents while they occupied .
the city. Bodies are still being ;
dug up from mass graves.
The once militant Buddhist
and student factions have adoptee! a passive stance, officials
say. Many of the people who
were passive before Tet are now
openly pro-government.
^,
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Enrollment
applications
up at SMC

:

}¦ " ¦

But across the Perfume River, in the newer part of the city,
shoppers , crowd the rebuilt
stores and a shiny new market.
With aid from Saigon, the local economy is recovering slowly. The Long . Tho lime factory
six miles west of Hue has reopened, employing more than
200. Refugees are being resettled. Offshore fishing restrictions
have been eased. More people
are working in the rice fields
and timber forests. Sawmills
are starting up. Still, tax revenues are lagging and working capital and loans are scarce.
ME^SMSsSS*^^
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wardrobe
miracles

V

It's spirited, versatile . . . your
happy find for socializing here or
jetting away. Softly styled jacket,
matching skirt and contrasting shell.
All of doubleknit acrylic that wears,
washes and packs beautifully. Injasb
colorings;

Sizes: 10 to 20

$22

f»\K OF SICVEI1AL STYLES
AVAILABLE

YOU
BETTER

RUSHFORD, Minn. — Halvor
Lacher, executive director of
the Southeastern Minnesota Citizens' Action Council, Inc.,
Rushford, attended the White
House conference on food, nutrition and health Tuesday in
Washington, B.C.
President Richard Nixon said
there was a real sense of urgency to put an end to hunger
and malnutrition in this country. He said this nation must
get resources to people who are
in need and then let them run
their own lives.
President Nixon maintained
that the next cause to support
was a reform of the present day
welfare system. He suggested
giving free food stamps to those
most in need.
He concluded by saving that
if "we knew the answers to
hunger and malnutrition I would
not have called the conference."
Lacher participated in a discussion with the panel on food
manufacturing and processing
on what this industry can do
to help the poor. He addressed the group on the need for
proper labeling of food extenders such as cereals , dyed belly
fat and water, which are sometimes sold to the consumer in
meat products.
1,700 APPRENTICES
MADISON, Wis. W> - Some
1,700 Wisconsin youths will complete apprenticeship programs
by the end of this year, the Department of Industry , Labor
and Human Relations has reported.
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Rushford man
attends meet
on food , health

Please use the fo llowing Daily & Sunday
News Telephone numbers :
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St. Mary's College has more
undergraduate applications now
than ever before in its history,
according to Michael Galkow«ki,
director of admissions.
As of Nov. 30, 1969, St. Mary 's
had received 181 applications, 30
more than the previous record
set in 1966.
One of the m?in reasons for
the increase is. the college's new
coeducational policy. This year,
for the first time, there are female undergraduate students on
the campus. Of the total applications on file, 57 are from women and 124 are from men. More
6f both are expected by the end
of January, 1970.
Academic potential of the students, as indicated by American College test scores, also is
higher than in previous years,
the college said. The average
composite score is 23.3 (of a
possible 36) for incoming freshmen, compared
with 21.3 for last
¦
yean ' ' ¦.
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Check home noise
levels befor e buying

Candy firm
to enclose
-

¦¦ '

#•

¦

loading dock

Only five building permits
were drawn lasf week according to applications oh file at the
<j ity Engineer's Office.
? Schuler Chocolates, Inc., 1000
W. 5th St., drew a permit to
. enclose a loading dock. Leon Inman is contractor for the $5,¦000 structure.
¦
-- ¦ OTHER PERMITS:
. County of Winona, $2,700, remodeling of offices at 175 and
177 Washington St., Gene Maroushek.
. . . Edward Boettcher, 1067 W.
5th St., $1,500, dismantle old garage and erect new one, George
Karsten.
¦¦• ¦¦ Mrs; Francis Miller, 719 E.
Sanborn St., $500, remod eling,
Fred Knaui
Lloyd Salisbury, 763 W. ;Mark
St., $400, remodeling.
Total valuation for permits
' drawn so far this year is $8,685,939 compared with $7,563,717
. for the same period in 1968.
Forty-five permits for new
houses have been drawn this
year compared with 36 on the
same date one year ago.

Built-in aids
ironing task
Half the headache of ironing
is the setting up. A built-in iron¦ing board is still the neatest,
' simplest solution and takes up
little space. ¦
One can be installed almost
anywhere — in the utility room,
kitchen, or sewing room if yoii
are lucky enough to have one.
Just be sure there's an electrical outlet handy .
The board itself requires very
little depth but you will want
the iron at hand, and possibly
other accouterments. These
, -may be set on shelves either
recessed behind the boaird , or
placed alongside , which requires more width but less overall depth. Either way it's only
' a matter of a few inches.
Piano hinges serve to let
board and leg brace down in a
jiffy. Concealed or decorative
door hinges and hardware may
be used.

THREE-BEDROOM RANCH has been given "sidewalk
appeal" by extensive use of stone, combined in an interesting
fashion with siding and a low concrete block fence in front

of a flagstoned terrace. Diamond-paned windows are matched
by a similar design on garage door.

House of the we ek

Family kitchen gets spotlight

cue, and on the other, a handsome fireplace. With space for
a dinette set and with an adjacent dining room, both formal
and informal meals can be conveniently served as the occasion
dem ands. Glass doors in the dining room open to a screened
porch which is neatly set behind the two-car garage. The
same room has glass doors to
the rear patio.
Altough it was necessary to
reduce the size of the living
room to permit the sizable
kitchen-family room, it nevertheless is a satisfactory 20 feet
by 13 feet 5 inches and fully
suitable for formal entertaining.
It is reached from the flagstoned foyer , has an archway to
the dining room and looks out
SET IN the center of the room over the entrance terrace
is a core that offers , on one through a bow window .
side, an oven, range and barbe- Three bedrooms are in the

By ANDY LANG
The concept of a big family
kjtchen came from our early
colonial settlers and has retained its popularity throughout the
years, When it is not embraced
by architects, builders and buyers, .it is for reasons of space
and economy.
In this attractive ranch , architect Lester Cohen has frankly sacrificed the size of other
rooms in the house to provide
a large, combined kitchen-family room that is the highlight of
the interior design. Set at the
rear of the home, the room has
two sets of sliding glass doors
leading to a patio , thus increasing the over-all size of the area
for both family and guests.

igh t wing of the house. The |by a concrete block fence,
master bedroom .has a private
By using a plan featuring the
bath , arid there is another bath- ¦; kitchen-family room in place of
room in the hall, which is di- i
rectly accessible from the en- the alternative of a big living
zone that takes much more
trance foyer.
i maintenance , the architect has
DESIGN S-22 has a full base- kept the habitable.area down to
ment. Included with the house
plans is the architect's idea of 1,794 square feet.
how the basement space should
Design S-22 is a ranch
be utilized, with provision for
with a living room, dining
laundry equipment , a lavatory, room, foyer, three bedcedar closet, snack bar and , if
rooms, a combination kitchdesired, a wine storage ar<ea. en-family room 24 feet by
But the big item, in the base- 22 feet and two bathrooms,
ment is a recreation room 28 with a total livable area cf
feet long, certain to be a popu- 1,794 square feet. A screenlar spot, especially if there are ed porch is placed behind
teen-agers in the family.
the two-car garage, which
Outside, the house is long, low has alcoves for inside and
and with a predominately stone outside access. The overfacade. In front of the covered all dimensions, which include the garage and the
entrance and extending outward
screened porch, are 78 feet
is a flagstoned terrace , set off
by 43 feet 9 inches. There
is a full basement.

. Full study, plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each: "Your Home — How to Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
Winona Daily News
Winona , Minn., 55987
Enclosed is 50 cents each for -—— baby blueprints
of Design No. S-22 . . . . : . . . . . . .............:.........:..,.
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet ................
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet .............
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City

• Oak or Birch Wood
• Special Cabinet Built
• Vanity Cabinet*
• Counte rtop*

FOR A FREE
ESTIMATE ON YOUR

GAIL'S
APPLIANCE
FLOOR PLANS : Flagstone in front of
the house is carried right through to the
foyer, which leads directly to the formal ,

informal and beYlroom areas. Combined
kitchen-family room is large , distinctively
shaped and accessible to the rear patio.
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County building
isik I permits issued
\ Sly

"he following building permits
were issuer! during the month
of November according to Vornold A. Boynton , Winonn County zoning administrator ;
Donald Hill , La Crescent Rt.
2, basement home with dwellin fi lo be built Inlw , New Hartfo rd township; Thnync Wilbright , Winona Rt. :i, trailer
house , sewer , Wilso n township;
John F. Redessem , Lamoille
lit. 1, ;m addition to house ,
Richmond township; John MurLewiston, build a breezej phy,
way nnd attached garage , Utl{ cn Townshi p; Norvnl Johnson ,
Chatfieid Rt. 3, install mobile
home, Saratoga township.

j

i POLACHEK I fl !
j ELECTRIC I fl . j
'
M
• 963 We&t Fifth St.
j| }
I 111

Building in Wino na
19(19 Dollar Volume . S8,fiR5 ,93l)
Commercial
4 ,75.0,242
Residential
1,254,398
Public (nontaxable)
2,iiG4,249
New houses ........
45
Volume same
dnte 19fih
$7,!)6,UI7
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I ^O M P i E T E j m M m S A JOB or CONTRACT WORK
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
^HPrTTTIBUIMP Our
Also Include:
I U^om- CAIL"*^ SheetServices
I.TI ^tlAAr
, Plat* and Structural
•
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UnKj HANDLES
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Will Polachok
i
.
Reside ntial • Commercial • Industrial
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GARDEN BOOK
Give a garden book for Christmas. A home gardener appreciates books on anything to do
with his hobby. A book for
Christmas on anything from
landscaping to flower culture
will give all-winter enjoyment.
How about a book on roses
and their culture? Consult your
local library, or ask your local
nurseryman
to recommend
some good books.
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JCONCRETE CajL
Formerly Carpenter Ready-Mix
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IS YOUR FURNACE
OPERATING PROPERLY?
Call For A Free Inspection
— Your Certified Lennox Dealer —

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS , Inc.

1M1 E. nrondw»y

Phon« 4*4-4414

Steal Work

• Boiler Repair Work

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.
PHONE 452-5965
143-167 Wost Front Stre«t

PHONE 454-5093
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
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"It happens every year. As soon as
the air conditioner is turned off and
the windows are closed with the approach of cold weather , we are swamped with letters from' excited home
owners who seem to think they will
be drowned in their own living room "
This is an excerpt from an article by
the building editor of a large daily.
r
Obviously, complaining about condensation-and blaming their windows
for it - is a favorite sport with some
of your customers because many of

• 6 Fln/she» or Unltnhhtd

• Phono 452 9275
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CONDENSATION

• 18 Door Stylet

; Serve You?

'^
Mil «

HAGER
CABINETS

i May We

While mechanical equipment
with low sone levels can make
for a quieter household the
manufacturers can't offer much
advice as to what you can do
about a teen-ager's blaring
transistor radio. However, Char
les Kenney, manager of ventilation products for a large manufacturer of home exhaust fans
and blowers,' says it is important to eliminate those hidden
pipelines of sound, such as air
passages between floor and
walls, and air leaks where electrical outlets are mounted backto-back without caulking,
The faulty installation of
wall, floor or ceiling panels can
also result in a built-in amplifier for sound. So, experts advise, for ultimate family comfort and protection against annoyance, check those little .
things that can later make for
loud reminders that the sone
level in your home is too high.

More detailed plans

"INSTANT" ROOMS
Now there's "instant" anterior
decorating. Department stores
are showing model rooms with
a base price that includes furniture, carpeting, drapery and
lamps, and optional extras such
as pictures, accessories and
plants . You choose from available Color schemes, and a duplicate of the whole room is
delivered to your door.

US E. 3rd St.
Phon e 452-4210

AH things appear perfect. The side, with a resulting lower sone
house is well planned, with ev- level inside the home. Top qualery modern convenience/ The ity exhaust fans of this nature
taxes are reasonable. The neigh- are the exterior mounted roof
borhood is conclusive to good and wall fans which have confamily living. And the price is trol switches that allow customers to regulate speed and
right.
But wait. Before you sign sound with a single control.
that mortgage, you'd better ask Mounting blower fans on soundthe builder about "sones," absorbing cushions further conwhich together constitute a fac- tributes to noise elimination.
tor so often overlooked by the
anxious home purchaser.
PLANT A WINDBREAK
IF YOU don't know what a "Why plant a windbreak? Prosone is, ask a friend who lives tection against winter winds
near an airport. Chances are will make the home more comhe'll know, for it's a measure- fortable and fuel requirements
ment of sound. And sound for can be cut by as much as onethis poor fellow means constant third. It is more comfortable,
annoying noise.
too, working out of doors
While in all probability you around barns and lots when
won't be house hunting in the there is a windbreak. It will
neighborhood of the municipal keep the snow from drifting
jet port, the thoughtful buyer to- around the buildings and blockday is very much concerned ing the yard. Livestock can be
with noise levels associated kept in condition on less feed
with various functional parts of when protected from cold winds,
and a windbreak permits livethe modern home.
Take for example the noise stock to be kept in the feed lots
caused by air being moved rap- when ordinarily they would
idly in a kitchen, bathroom, or have to be kept inside. A good
wherever else there is an ex- windbreak adds to the beauty
haust fan OR blower for ventilat- of your farm . Ornamental
are more
ing purposes. While builders or plants and flowers
and
useful
birds
easily
grown,
architects have determined the will be attracted. All of these
minimum amount of air , meas- things will add to the value of
ured in cubic feet per minute, your farm or your home. Your
needed for ventilation , quite of- local nurseryman can help you
ten they let it go at that.
in the selection of the right
BUT THIS movement of air trees for . such a windbreak.
need not be noisy. Technical
improvements in such equipment have resulted in lower
levels of sound or noise. Rubber mounted motors, and the
electronic balancing of blades
on fans have made for a substantial reduction of the noise
level on ventilating products/'
For the best sound levels in
ventilating equipment, the exhaust fans are installed out-
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Fotv—instance let's consider the
amount of moisture produced daily by
a t ynlcal family o( four
Breathing and perspiring wil l contribute 12 pints . A daily shower for
four will add 2 pints. Washing clothes
gives off s pints of moisture and drying the m In an (invented dryer , or
hun g indoors , 2H pints. Cooking meals
produces 5 pints and drying dishes
three times a day adds another pint .
,
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This can be Just the beginning! If
the house i.s built over an (invented
crawl space nnd humidifiers are- used ,
61 more pints can be added for a
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nii.il of 14 Miliona.
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With out ventilat ion , all this moisture has no way lo escape. The reintivc humidity soars closo to tho saturntion rx)int and the water vapor condenscs into water on every cool surface
in the house.
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colder .surfaces of window s it deposits
somo (>f i,s Will (> r vapor in the glass
whenever it. has more water vnpor than
i( c;1» hold at Ilia temperature of the
C ll,ss ' Condensation is first noticed on
windows
because they have Ihe lowest
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temperature
of any of the interior
surfaces in the house. The more moisture
in the air, the more condensation will
form.
_, . , . ..
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Obviously, the answer is to control
humidities so that little or no condensation appears on the inside surface of
the glass.
' . Ventilation is often the only effeelive means available to the householder for removing moisture.
„
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Continental flair sparks
new look for interiors

CHICAGO — Decorate your
dining room with a Continental
flair and you'll be tastefully in
tune with the trend toward more
on the home fashion
¦formality
scene. ; .
That's the word from style
consultant June Woodard , who
pointed but that traditional
styling combined with easy-tocare-for materials means carefree elegance for today 's homemaker.
, ¦ . "FOR A WHILE , the classic
lines of period styles were pushed aside by the excitement of

modern, but the timeless appeal
of traditional furnishings has
again reasserted itself all
through the house, and perhaps
nowhere as dramatically as in
dining areas," Miss Woodard
said.
One good reason for this is
the return of the formal dining
room as a place for gracious
dining. New homes being built
today are larger than those built
a few years ago, and many feature separate dining rooms instead *of simple dining L's.
"Such a room calls for traditional furnishings — the fine ta-

Commensal rodent
prefers humans

The fruits of modern civilization are generally much enjoyed by man — and just as much
by the related families of furry
four legged creatures known as
the commensal rodents.
Rodents they are — mice,
rats and squirrels primarily —
and they're called commensal
because they vastly' prefer living in close relationship with
humans, notes the National Pest
Control Association.

THESE COMMENSAL rodents
have learned with animal
shrewdness that man will unwittingly but unwillingly provide them with shelter and housing of superior quality and without any work on their part.
These creatures, points out Dr
Ralph E. Heal of NPCA , have
crossed oceans and deserts in
company with man and when
planetary travel becomes commonplace, they'll doutbless find
a way to: accompany their . longstanding hosts.
But scientists have some
ideas of their own to keep the
rodents . from completely taking
over man's habitat. Experiments are under way in using
ultra high-frequency sound as a
barrier to rats and mice. Steady
tones of 20,000 cycles per second, too high pitched for human
hearing, have been shown to
confuse arid discourage rodents.
The system has its problems,
Dr. Heal says, because of the
limited distance the sound can
carry. Also, it behaves like light
and obstacles in its path cast
shadows where the sounds do
not penetrate.
SO FAR ITS most useful func-
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tion has. been as an invisible
barrier that can be focused
across an outside door or other
opening -where a frequent opening and closing is not practical;
Another promising method
still under test is the possible
use of chemicals to sterilize either males or females of an unwanted species, thus breaking
the life cycle and curbing populations.
The chemical problem is hot
an insurmountable one, Dr.
Heal agrees, but the problems
of safe application to attack
widespread populati ons is still a
long way from solution. Some
of the compounds under study
are non-toxic steroids closely
related to those which" are used
in the 'pill' for control of human reproduction.
BUT DISTRIBUTING it over
a wide area , such as a rat-plagued city block or a mouse-infested orchard, and doing it
without hazard to humans or to
other animal species is a problem that sends the scientists
back to their laboratories.
Man , Dr. Heal says, will probably have to learn to live with
his furry neighbors for some
time to come unless he fully
utilizes sanitation, trapping and
chemical coptrols which are the
time-tested methods used by
professional pest controllers.

ANOTHER REASON for the
renaissance of the dining room
as the showplace of traditional is the development of
wrought iron as a perfectly
proper indoor dining material,
according to Miss Woodard , consultant to a manufacturer of
wrought iron furniture.
"Wrought iron has long been
regarded as a 'classical" material, associated with fine traditional architecture," she said.
"And it's known for durability,
too."'
This combination of beauty
and durability has been adapted
to indoor use in dining suites
through the addition of extension tables, a variety of "table
tips in . natural wood, plastic
laminate; or fiberglass, a n d
comfortable upholstered dining
chairs with conventional or
swivel bases.
AND TO top it off , wrought
iron dining furniture mixes perfectly with fine wood case
pieces -^ and , in fact, the beauty of wrought iron and wood is
mutually enhanced.
"If you've been wanting to
make a radical departure from
your present decor, such as introducing furniture with a period flavor into a contemporary
setting, but have hesitated because you have perfectly good
pieces of furniture you'd like
to keep, a wrought iron dining
set can be the perfect answer to
the dilemma, Miss Woodard
commented.
She explained that because
wrought iron is light in scale
and open in design, it harmonizes with almost any furniture
styling, yet adds a decided dec
orative impact of its own.
To help you with your planning and decorating, Miss Woodard has prepared a handy
"Casual Furniture Guide'' featuring wrought iron furnishings
for indoor dining and for outdoor use.

Try coat of arms
for instant status

CHICAGO (NFS ) - If there's
a skeleton in your closet, leave
it there. But if there's a family
ooat of arms in your attic, dust
it off and hang it over the
fireplace,
That's the advice of interior
design consultant Mary Ann
Wilfs, whp reports that ancestry
is the latest thing in this age
of anything - goes decorating
ideas.
"TO THE dismay of heraldic
and genealogical experts here
and abroad , mail-order coats of
arms have turned into a booming business," she reported.
"You merely send in a check,
and back comes a heraldic design that may or may not have
any direct connection with your
forebears. "
According to the experts, in
fact, ehances of receiving a
legitimate coat of arms in this
manner are exceedingly remote.
There are, for example, at least
384 different Smith family arms
on record . Without exhaustive
genealogical research , it would
be nearly impossible to connect
a present-day Smith with the
proper Smith of an earner century .
"If you 're more interested in
aesthetics than in authenticity,
however, it doesn't matter ," observed Miss Wills.
"AFTER ALL, it's the mood
that matters most in decorating, " she noted. "And if a colorful coat of arms helps to
create the mood you wnnt , why
not use it?"
Though it's been suggested
that people are turning to her-
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ble that can extend to seat 10
or .12 people, the graceful
chairs, and the richly ornamented case pieces such as the buffet; and china hutch," Miss
Woodard said. " S u c h furnishings have always been done
best in the traditional vein. "
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aldry for a sense of identity in
this era of numbers for everything, Miss Wills ; puts greater
importance on the decorative
aspect.
"Many, families couldn 't oare
less about the ancestral significance of heraldic design," she
declared. "What they do like
is the pageantry and color of a
centuries-old tradition . To some
it may represent a status symbol, but to most, it's merely a
welcome relief from the starkness of modern architecture and
possibly a reaction to modern
art forms. "
THE TRUTH of her argument
is illustrated by the lasting
popularity of . numerous Arabesque wall plaques that capture
the festive mood of medieval
heraldry without pretending to
represent anyone's ancestors.
Working with a variety of
familiar heraldic motifs and
authentic colors, but taking a
bit of artistic license here and
there , the company's designers
and woodcarvers created an entire collection of decorative
pfaques in a wide range of sizes.
Each design has been reproduced in simulated wood and
finished by hand in vivid colors
to enliven the walls of any
room

HOWES "BKTTER" NOW
Homes may be eostfier now.
but they are also bigger and
better equipped than ever. According to the U.S. Census Rureau , 30 percent of recentlybuilt single-family homes have
fou r bedrooms , 15 percent have
Vh baths , 45 percent have dishwashers, and 29 percent have
central air conditioning. The
trend toward "better " homes is
also reflected in an upgraded
quality of essential building materials , such as modern wood
windows of ponderosa pine ,
which are more durable , moro
attractive , operate easily, and
offer better weather protection ,

Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY DEED
Donald O. Dlngfelder to Holeh M. Dingfelder—Lot 4, Block 15, Fairfax.
James W. Soderberg «t ux to James
T. Robb Jr.—Lot 1, Block 28, Hamilton's Add. to Winona, ex. E. 25.4 ft.
Evelyn R. Thomas to Marvin S. Davis
et ux—Lot 15, Block 2, Johnstone's Add.
to Winona.
Lllllaii Breltlow et al to Lois J. Gernej
et al—Lot 3, Block 17, Plumer's Add.
to Winona,
James S. Cashln to Rory N. Vose et
al—Lor 5, Block 5, Cumnilngs, Vila &
Gould's Add. to Winona .
Lellanl Ann Lee to James T. Robb
Jr.-B'ly 30.7 ft. of Lot 3, Block 43, OP
Winona ; easement over W. 29.3 ft.
James W. Soderberg et ux to Leilanl
Ann Lee—Lot t, Westdale Subd.
John F. Schenk et ux to Erlckson'a,
Inc-E'ly 35.14 ft, of Lot 9, Block 30,
¦
OP Winona. ' • ' . .: '
Matilda B. Daniell et al to Eugene A.
Toepel et ux—Pari of Gov 't Lot 6, Sec.
¦ ¦.
20-105-4 . ¦
Eugene Scbeqk et ux to Michael J.
Pellowskl et ux—Lot 4, Block 1, Relnke
& Wright's Add. to Winona.
Frederick L. Walters et al to Archie
L. Callahan et al-E'ly 120 ft. of Lot 1
and of N'ly 5 ft. of Lot 2, Block 7,
Blrge 's First Add. to St. Charles.
Lloyd H. Loper et ux to Charles G.
Kroner Sr. et ux—Blocks 34 and, 35 and
part of Blocks 23 and 36, Village of East
Richmond.
Bernard A. Ellrlnger et al to Gibson
W. O'Dell et al—Part of Lot 37, Elba
¦
map.
.
.
Royc* Construction. Inc., to Lester
B. Boelter et ux-Lot 3, Block 5, Hillview subd. to Winona.
Leonard A. Slaggle et ux to Ralph
Palblckl et ux—N. 6S ft. of Lot 12, Block
5, Riverside Add. to Winona.
Royce Construction, Inc., to Cedar Valley Estates—Part of Gov 't Lot 3, Sec.
1-106-6. .
William O. Finkelnburg et ux to Cedar
Valley Estates—Part of Gov 't Lot 3,
Sec. 1-106-6.
Stephen J. Kabage et ux to Davtd A.
Hanson et ux—Lot 5 and. S. 4 ft. of
Lot 4, Block 39, OP St. Charles.
Aurellus H. Maze et ux to Robert V.
Morlarly et al—Lot 1, Block 2, Plat of
Subd. of Mlnne-o-wari Properties.
Jack C Cornwell et al to Richard
Behnke et ux—Part of Lots 6 and 7,
Plat of Burns Acres.
Anthony V. Bambenek Jr. et ux to
Robert G. Schuite er al—Lots 6 and 7,
Block I, Senator 's Subd. In Goodview.
John R. Breltlow et ux to Wesley
Larson—Lots 2 and .3, Block 3, Curtis
Add. No 4 to Winona.
. QUIT CLAIM DEED
William Dlngfelder 'to. Helen M. Dlngfelder Kowalewskl-Lot 4, Block 15, Fairfax ..
County of Winona to Lester Rahn—
RRR of W. In TO of SW'/j, Sec. 20107-9.
Raymond E. Dlngfe lder ' to. Judith F.
Dlngfelder—Part of Lot 52, Drews, Meadi
& Simpson's.
Kermlt Kahring et ux to Marilyn Dahl
et ux—Lots 3 and 6, Block 17, OP St.
Charles.¦
¦
Joffre •' PedretH et ux to Howard F.
Kramer et ux—Part of WW of SW'/« of
Sec. 36-105-5.
Howard W . Schuetr et ux to Margaret
Louisa '•. Huntington—SWA of SEVi, Sec.
32-105-10. .
Ruth Ann Tollefson to Dean Robert
Tbllefson—N'/j of SWV4 and SVa ot NWy*
Sec. 25-105-10.
TRUSTEE'5 DEED
Winona National &V Savings Bank, as
trustee , to Patricia King Merles—Part
of WW and NWV.1 of SE'A of Sec. 3-106-6.
DECREE OF DESCENT
Roy J. Dlngfeider, decedent, to William
Dlngfelder et al-Lot 4, Block 15, Fair
fax.
Constance Thomas, decedent, to Martha Collins—W% of Lot 8, Block 29, Hamilton's. Add. to Winona.:
CONTRACT FOR DEED
George A. Rublein et ux to Robert L.
Hogenson et ux—Lot 11, Block 2, Upland
Add.
Clarence W. Miller et ux to Norman
W. Mueller et ux-E'ly 30 ft. of S'ly 80.2S
ft. of Lot 10, Block 116, OP Winona.
PROBAT E DEED
Mamie L. Wels, decedent, by representative to Camera Arts School Photographers, Inc.—Part of Lot 12 of Outlot 3, Auditor's
Plat, Lewiston "East
¦
¦
Side." . - ¦
DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Theresa Eustermarin, decedent, to Albln Eystermann et al—Lot 5, Repiat of
Park Block, of Park Add. to Lewiston.
Marcella Andrze|ewskl, decedent, to
Gertrude Andrelewskl—WW of Lot 11,
Block 9. Chute 's Add.
DECREE OF CONVEYANCE
Eldon E. Gremelsbach, decedent, to
Everett J. Rowekamp et ux—NEVkj part
ol s% of NW'/.., lying S. 7 B, of Hwy.
In Sec. 34-106-9.
.
Eldon E. Gremelsbach, decedent, to
St. Charles Condensing Co.—Lot 1 and
E. 70 ft. of Lots 4, 5 and 6, Block «,
Blrge's 1st Add. to St. Charles.
DECREE OF OMITTED PROPERTY
Charles Knopp, decedent, to Amelia
Knopp—Part of NW <A of NWA of Sec.
' ¦ .
"
29-107-7. . .
.
Emllle Knopp, decedent, to Paul Knopp
el al-Part of NW'/4 of NW/4, Sec . 2910A7.
FINAL DECREE
Minnie Zessin, decedent, to Theresa
Papenfuss et al—E'/a ot NEV< of Sec.
T-10S-6, ex. triangular piece .

¦

Fewer homes rise;
wood per unit up
Single - family homes being
built today require an average
of 12,900 board feet of lumber,
highest in history, reports the
U.S. Forest Service. Previous
estimate was 10,000 board feet.
More wood is going into
decks, fences and siding, but the
main reason for the rise is that
new houses are bigger, though
fewer. Mobile homes and apartments are dominant for dwellings costing under $18,000.
APPLIANCE IDEAS
For those who think home
appliance manufacturers have
run out of new ideas, here are
a few of the latest innovations:
A range with a built-in hot
water tap; a refrigerator with
ice cube and chilled water dispensers in the outside of the
door ; a clothes washer with two
tubs in the same unit so colored
and white clothes can be washed at the same time , and a
dryer that rings when it's time
to remove the clothes.

Declare bath room truce
by his-hers compromise
CHICAGO — She likes embroidered towels; he prefers
them pfc%in. She's sold on ruffled eyelet curtains ; he'd far
rather have Venetian blinds or,
better yet, just frosted glass.
And on and on it goes, in the
perennial battle of the bathroom. It's Mrs. versus Mr. all
over the land, and neither side
ever really wins or loses.
One answer might be to provide separate "his" and "her"
bathrooms, according to Jeanne
Norwood, styling consultant to
a leading manufacturer of bath
accessories,
EVEN WITH today's trend
toward more plumbing in many
new homes and apartments, a
one - bath - per - person ratio
is about as unlikely for most
families as a vacation home on
Mars,
In any case, decorating the
bathroom that must be shared
by husband and wife should in-

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsffeatures Writer
New-fashioned wall coverings—washable flocks, fabricbacked vinyls, glittering foils
and textured fabrics—may be
hiing with a minimum of trouble
by do-it-yourselfers.
The big secret of a smooth job
is in the use of inexpensive "liner" papers that are put underneath the wall covering, . says
Jack Denst of Chicago, artist
and sculptor. He is well known
for his innovations in silkscreened wall coverings on all
types of backgrounds.

"liner pajper is very economical, and its blank white surface
is really quite pulpy, permitting
it to quickly dry and shrink.
This leaves a smooth surface
for the top paper or vinyl . The
design wallcovering will dry
more quickly on this surface,
further assuring a good appearance."
If one is employing a paper
hanger to do the job—and Denst
thinks professional services are
a" good investment—it shouldn't
be beyond one to suggest that
the liner, be used before the
wallcovering. The best interior
designers
recommend
this
method for their clients, he
points out. It may be installed in
horizontal or vertical strips with
butt seams.
You can be more daring with
the addition of liner paper than
you can be with ordinary installations of wall covering. When

\^g^

dried the layer of liner paper
stretches to give an absolutely
smooth surface, even when it is
used over other surfaces.

For example, Denst papered
over his own bathroom wall
tiles by using the liner which
stretched to give a smooth surface, he says.
He also covered a stippled
wall with a wallcovering after
using a lhrer, but he did choose
a pattern, sandstone, that could
be enhanced by the slight irregularities.
Years ago, one encountered
difficulties trying to get paper
hangers to hang burlap and the
new vinyls. They were afraid to
experiment because adhesives
were a problem and new to
them. Today, all adhesives for
walls are considered excellent,
Denst points out , and they may
be used with any of the wide
variety of wallpapers and vinyls
available.

These murals are not some?
thing a do-it-yourselfer can get
into perspective on a wall, by
standing on a kitchen ladder.
A professional. can whiz
through a job in. a few hours,
and while the investment in the
cowering is costly, it should be
worth the expense.
If one has doubts about cost,
it is a good idea to get an estimate on the entire project beWall c o v e r i n g designers fore it is ordered. A mural
weren't stopped in their tracks shouldn't be. selected unless the
by the difficulties encountered budget can stand the cost ol
with workers and . adhesives. proper application.
Denst has continued his pioneering—new coverings include
gleaming enamel inks on silver
foil. Onehandsome paper is a
black patent leather-like backt /
DIAl
ground with pumpkin colored
striations, There are needlepoint patterns.
Do-it-yoiu selfers may throw
FOR
in the sponge when they see the rV fr J
new 12-foot high murals that

W 454-5564

"n Here's the Answer agf

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures Writer
Question: Is a portable refreshment bar considered a
piece of furniture or part of the
equipment in a house? We recently signed a contract oh a
house. When the real estate broker showed us around , he pointed out that the finished basement was an excellent place for
entertaining guests.
Now that we have signed up,
the owners tell us that the bar is
not attached to the house and
that they are taking it with
them to their new place. Is
there anything we can do about
it?
Answer: This illustrates how
important it is to list everything
that goes with the house, including such things as appliances ,
window shades , rugs, etc. You
do not say whether the bar was
mentioned in the contract.
Did you have a lawyer handle
the transaction? In any case ,
without knowing every detail of
this particular situation , no one
can give you advice , except an
attorney.
Question: We stripped the fin-
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(Pub. Date Monday, Dec. 8, 1969)
City of Winona, Minnesota
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice of Hearing
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
That applications have been made tor
variations from : the. requirements of th«
Winona Zoning Ordinance, ai listed bf
low: ' • " .
1. Ralph A. Scharmer asking for a apt- '- .
clal exception in order to have twai
dwelling unlts in each of ttiree hornet
In an R-l district at 576 Wacotita
Street, 615 West Bellevlew Street and
Thl»
616 .' West Bellevlew Street.
would be a revocable permit and not
a variance.
2. Clarence Dow for permission to construct an addition to his garage S
feet from the north side lot line In- stead of the- ; required 8-foot setback
at the following described property:
Lot: 7, Westdale Addition, or .' -at. . 501 .
Westdale Avenue.
Notice Is sen-t to the applicant and
to the owners of property, affected by 1h»
application.
A hearing on Ihese petitions will b«
given In the Court Room of the City Hall,
Winona, Minnesota, at 7:30 p.m. on)
December 18, 1969, at which time, Interested, persons , may appear , either , lit.
person , In wrltl ng, or . by agent, or by
attorney, and present any reasons which)
they may have to tho granting or denying of those petitions.
They are requested to prepare their
case. In detail, and present all . evldenc*
relating to the petition at the time of
the scheduled hearing.
. Respectfully,
-.
.
.
J. G. Hoeppner, Chairman, .
Board of Zoning Appeals.
. (First Pub. Alpnday, Dec. 1, 1969)
STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF WINONA
IN J U V E N I L E COURT
ORDER FOR SERVICE BT
PUBLICATION
In the Matter of the Petition of
Bernard J. Sen ott and Judy Rae Scholf
to Adopt Klmborly Sue Head
The. attorney -for the Petitioners having
filed a petition for hearing and an afff- ..
davit that Oarrel Edward Head, natural
parent of. Klmborly Sue Head, cannot
.
be served personally;
IT IS ORDE-RED, That hearing on
the adoption of Kimberly Sue Head bt
had on Decem ber 29th, 1969, at 11:15 .
A.M. before this Court In the Probate
Court Room In the Court House In Winona,. Minnesota, and that notice hereof . :
be given by publication of this order
in.the Winona Dally News and by mallei
notice as provided by law .
Dated November 28th, 19«9.
S. A. SAWYER .
S. A. Sawyer, Probate Judgt.
Peterson i, Challeen, Ltd.,
Attorneys for Petitioners.
(First Pub. /Monday, Nov..«, 1969)
State ot Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) in Probate Court
No. 16,312
In Re Estate of
Martha B. Macemon, also knOwn i
i
Mar*ha Breece Macemon, and tt
Martha Maceman, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Amended final
Account and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having filed Its Amended final
account and petition for settlement and
allowance thereof and for distribution ¦
fo the persons thereunlo entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the heerlnflr
Ihercof be h.id on December 17, 1949,
at 11:00 o'clock A.M.,. before this Court ,
in tho probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota , and that ' . notice hereof bo given by publication
of this order In the Winona Dally New*
and by mailed notice as provided by
law .
Dated November 21, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate JVidge,
(Probate Courl Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Altornoy lor Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. U, 1969)

ELECTRIC, INC.

"Look

When selecting gift plants
choose plants appropriate to the
interests of the recipients. Almost anyone anywhere can enjoy philodendron or grape ivy.
Present one of these with a
cast iron or brass basket to
hang up high so the plant will
trail. Or, how about the Kalan*
choes with rubbery leaves and
small, coral clustered flowers.
They grow well in any light window and will give up to threa
months of delightful blooms.
They like a climate of 50 to
60 degrees in a location with
full sun. Poinsettias, which like
it warmer , are also good; Place
both in pebble-filled trays with
water to increase humidity.

STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF WINONA
IN DISTRICT COURT
T H I R D JUDICIAL DISTRICT
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ish off an old bureau and discovered a beautifully grained wood
underneath. We applied a coat
of shellac , but are not satisfied
with the result. There seems to
be a rather uneven surface ,
which is especially evident
when you rub your fingers over
it. Do I have to take off the shellac in order to put on varnish?
Answer: No. Using a fine
grade of sandpaper, sand down
the finish until it i.s smooth to
the touch. Brush off all grit and
then go ahead with your varnishing.

454-3136

• Formica Topi
• Kitchen Cililnelt
• Tuppan Appliance!
• Wardrobn
• Stnrt Flxlurei • Desks * Vanlllel

sweep across 20 feet of wall
space. They should. The octopodan feat of hanging it is best
done by professionals. David
Winfield Willson of San Francisco, designer of these new spectaculars, as he calls them, sees
them as the answer to large foyers and high ceiling rooms in
houses and apartments.
In his own home, he has made
a narrow room seem much wider by repeating a 9 ft. wide, 12
ft. high wall mural on the ceiling.
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Bellevlew
Phone

FOR year-round harmony,
she suggested the following
short checklist for the distaff
side:
• Keep your own counter
clutter under control. Use a
pretty tray to hold all those bottles, jars, and tubes and make
them look organized , even when
they're not.
• After doing your own face,
always grab a tissue and clear
the sink of powder and stray
hairs. It's 10 seconds well
spent.
• Make sure your 'drip-dryables' are no longer there when
he's ready for a shower or bath.
• Replace soap, toothpaste,
towels, and burned - out light
bulbs (if you can reach ) before
he has a chance to miss them.
• Don 't nag about his dirty
socks on the floor ; just pick
them up¦ and pretend he's perfect. ' '

Modern walI coverings
for do-it-yourselfers
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wife's responsibility," Miss Norwood cautioned.

Here's how

}

The Inter-American Geodetic
Survey runs n cartograp hic
school at Fort Clayton in the
Panama Canal Zone Some 1.(500
students from 17 Central nnd
South American nations have
been taught surveying, nstonomy and mnp reproduction.
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volve a degree of compromise,
the consultant observed.
As adviser to Norwood Mills,
Inc., of Janesville, Wis., she described the ideal "neutral" decorating scheme as one that manages to be luxurious and yet
practical, elegant and yet utilitarian.
"Discover the magic of color
and texture," she advised homemakerS; referring to the two
main ingredients of today's popular deep-pile bath accessories
and matching rugs. ;
"Even the man who thinks he
craves the simple life -—/white
duck for a shower curtain and
bare tiles for the floor — is
apt to back down when his
bare toes first savor the velvety
softness" of a pretty new rug
and perhaps a matching cover
for the bathroom scales," she
predicted,
"Remember, however, that
decorating the bathroom to
please is only part of a good
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S 'J M M O N S
Andrew J. Fr le nnd Belly H. Frle,
Plalnllffa,
•vs. Nollle Rossln, Arthur E. Rossln,
Sam McCown. Richard
F. Haws,
Doris M. Haws, Charles Rockwell,
Charles SchotKlon, Bertha Scholldon,
Allco Rockwell, Lee Rockwell, Winona County Welfare Board, Fidelity
Savings, & Loan Association, Herbcrtn S . Horlon, Dunald A. Stewart, Karl P. Grnbner, Sophia R.
Grnbner, Donnlcl Rackow , Nellie J,
Rnckow, also the unknown heirs of
Iho above defendants deceased nnd
nil olhor person s unknown claiming
any rlghl, title , estate , Interest , or
lien In the real estnto described In
the Complaint heroin.
Defendants
THE STATF OF MINNFSOTA TO TUB
AHOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
You nro hnrrby summoned and required to serve upon plaintiff' s attorney] nn nnswrr tn tlm Complaint which
Is herewith served upon some of you
nnd whkh Is also on f I to In the ofllca
nf the Clerk of the ntmve named Court
within twenty (201 day, after service
of lhl r. Summnn*. upon ynu, exclusive ot
If you fall to do
Ilia dny ot service .
so (udnmenf hy default will be taken
against yen for the relief demanded In
tho Complaint
This ncllnn Involves, nflccts or brings
Into question real properly situate In
the County nf Wlnnnn , State of Minnesota, described fls follows:
Commencing at the Southeast corntr
' ol Lot 1, f\lock 6, fielmont Addition
tn the City ot 'Vlnonn; Ihonco westerly nlono the southerly lino of Lott
1, 7 and 3, nf said Rlock 6 lo the
southwest corner ot said Lot 3 for
the point of beginning) thence at
n deflection nnnlo to tho right of
90' 10' ind along the westerly line
ol I o|s :t and . nf snld Bloc k 6, e
rilstiince ol 99 (eel) thence nt n deflect Ion nnnlo to the leff of 35* 44'
nnd nlonci Iho w est line of Lots 4,
i nnd I,, nt snld Block 4, a dls.
tnnce ot l<7 leet lo tho northwest
corner of sold Lot 4; thonce at e
rietlertlon angle to left of 89* 07',
n -tlstance ' nf SO 9(1 feel: thence at t
deflection nncilo to the led of 90" 29' ,
n dKlancB o| 76 (eeti thence at e
deflection angle lo Ihe right of 13'
3.V, n distance nf U frol; thence at
n deflecllnn ingle to the right of &•
10' , a distance of 80 feet to the
northerly lino of Jth Street; thence
al n (letlectlen nnglc. to tho left of
It ' IV nnd easterl y along tho northerly line of 511) St reet, a distance
of 41 fori to tho southwest corner
ot Lot 3, lilock 6, Belmont Addition
nnd the point of heglnnlng.
Tho oh|cct ol this action is to dntermlne that tho defendants hnvo no right,
title, estate,
Interest or lion in the
premises ahovo described, and to quiet
title to the ahovo doscllbcd premises In
Iho plaintiffs.
No personnl claim Is made against
any of Iho nhovo defendants .
S T R F A T R R . MURPHY,
I1ROSNAHAN 4. LANGFORD,
Hv Julius E . Gornos ,
A'lnrnoys for Plaintiffs ,
t,r l-' nst Fourth Street,
W inonn, Minnesota
55987

Ram dream of perfect season crushed by Vikings

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
question today : If Los Angeles
couldn't beat Minnesota in sunny, 70-degree Ram weather, can
they do it in Viking weather
Dec. 27? .
That's when and where these
two National Football League
powers will decide the Western
Conference title and the right
to meet either Dallas or Cleveland , the Eastern finalists, for
the NFL chamDionshiD.

The Rams lost their renown
as pro football's only unbeaten
team to Minnesota Sunday, 2013. Down the drain went the
dream of a perfect season.
Los Angeles had won 11
straight. The Vikes now have
won 11 in a row. Coastal and
Central Division winners, each
team is ; now 11-1.
Sunday's combat had no essential significance since each
team had its division locked up.

WESTWARD JAUNT ... Minnesota Vikings'
Charlie 'West , a defensive safety, races back to
the Viking 30 yard line with a Rams' field
goal attempt in the teams' NFL game in
Los Angeles yesterday. Viking cornerback

But a season Ram record
crowd of 80,430 jammed Memorial Coliseum for the live action
and a national television audience was tuned in.
Attending in person were Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew, who
sat on the Ram side of the
field , and former Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey, a former
U.S. senator from Minnesota ,
who sat—guess which side?
Viking Charlie West , a two-

Ed Sharockman heads for Ram defender
at left, with a trail of Rams on ground at
right. The three-point try fell far short.
Minnesota gave Rams their first defeat,
20-13; (AP Photofax)

West kickoff return
started Vikes rolling
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
An early happening in Los Angeles helped shatter the Rams'
dreams of an unbeaten season
and left them thinking about a
Dec. 27 date in the Minnesota
northland when a lot more than
pride will he at stake.
"That kickoff return was
something that just happened ,"
Minnesota Coach Bud . Grant
said Sunday after the Vikings
handed the Rams their first defeat of the season after 11
straight victories.
What happened on the return
of the kickoff—the opening one
of the game—was a 78-yard run
by Charlie West to the Los Angeles 22 to set up Dave Osborn's
four-yard touchdown run that
gave the Vikings a lead they
never lost.
It was the 11th straight victory after a season-opening loss
for the Central Division champion Vikings , who will play the
Coastal
Division
champion
Rams for the Western Conference title Dec. 27 in Minnesota.
Dallas , . 9-2-1, s t r u g g l e d
through the rain and snow in
Pittsburgh to edge the Steelers,
1-10, and clinch the Capitol Division and the right to meet Century Division winner Cleveland
for the Eastern Conference

championship.
In other NFL action Sunday,
Washington , 6-4-2, outlasted
Philadelphia , 4-7-1, 34-29; the
New York Giants,. 4-8, smashed
St. Louis, 4-8-1, 49-6; Cleveland,
9-2-1, topped Green Bay, 6-6, 207; Atlanta, 4-8, drubbed New Orleans, 4-8, 45-18, and Detroit , 74-1, tied Baltimore, 7-4-1, 17-17.
San Francisco 3-7-2, walloped
Chicago, 1-11, 42-21 Saturday.
Dallas bujlt a 10-0 halftime
lead on Mike Clark's 32-yard
field goal and quarterback
Craig Morton 's 12-yard touchdown run, then held off Pittsburgh the fourth quarter . The
Steelers ' touchdown came on a
29-yard pass from Dick Shiner
to Jon Henderson.

Fakler second
at La Crosse

LA CROSSE , Wis. -Winona bowler Gordie Fakler
placed second in the TriState Match here over the
weekend. He carried! an avernge of 21G Saturday and
217 Sunday.
Fakler won a trophy and
$125 for placing second, Hog
Wiemer of La Crosse placed
first. He averaged 220.
Third-place finisher was Hill
Zierke of Onalaska,
The tournament began
Nov. 2!) with 100 howlers
competing.
In match play this weekend , eight bowlers competed. Fakler 's scries counts
were 6011, 692 , 627 and (124,
Five 700 series counts
wore rolled in Ihe tournament, A 2!>0 game was also
rolled.

Larry Cedar , llB-pt/under won
one of three matches. He lost by
one point to Steve Lnmpi , wrestler who placed fourth in the
NCAA tourney. Larry Cyrus ,
l lB-poundcr dropped all three .
Hob Kucn , 12(i-pounder , lost the
first two nnd then suffered an
injury.
Jim Bagniewski and D;ivc
Olnml turned in sparkling performances. Oland lost, in the
semis after lending 4-0 , He won
two of three. Bagniiewski lost
his first mutch nnd then won
two in wrestIebacks .
Mike Doody, 142-pounder won
two of three nnd Pete Edwa rds
won one of throe. Edwards lost
nn overtime mutch . Dun finhlo
of Iow a State who had three
fulls is the must. outstanding
wrestler in the United .States,
MeCarm said.
In the ISO-pound class, Pete
Sandberg lost his first match to
an Iowa Stater :i-2 but he t hen
won Ihe next two. Captain Jim
Tanniehill wdn two of thvee at
151!, losing in the semif-finals .
Hill Hiliesman , 167-pounder , won
his first match 12-2, then met
the NCAA runner-up and lost
(i t) , He won his third match ,
John Iiedtkc , 177-pound sophomore, wrestling for the first time
on the varsity , won two ol
three. He lc/st by one point to
tho eventual champ on a penalty point. In the ,190-pounil class
Leo Eekermiin won two of three
and Craig Hnlvorson picked up
one win in three mutches.
HcHvyweipht Ron Moon lost
3-1 to an Iowa State grnppler
and lost again lo Ihe sarnie
heavy 2-1 He defeated the
Drake heavyweight 2-1.

and later Brown's replacement ,
We lost to a better team. We
Oscar Reed, accounted for 177 didn't play as emotional a game
as in the past," said Allen, the
yards rushing.
disconsolate Ram boss.
Minnesota's defensive unit,
with middle linebacker Lonnie Kapp heaped praise oh the
Warwick particularly outstand- Minnesota defensive and blocking, limited the Ram rushing to ing efforts, arid was modest
about an 18-yard run in the sec61 yards.
ond period when he leaped over
Ram defensive back Rich Petibon to get a first down on the
Los Angeles 31 and eventually
set up the second TD.
"I had a lot of time to throw
the ball," said Kapp, "and on
our running plays, the blocking
was fantastic . You can't say
enough about the play of our defense, either."

VIKING F A N . . . Former
vice president Hubert Humphrey sits among other
Minnesota Viking fans as
his favorite professional
team handed the Rams their
first defeat, at Los Angeles
Sunday. Score was 20-13.
(AP Photofax)

The 89-yard inarch put the Vikings in front 14-0 when Brown
plunged the final yard. Kapp 's
28-yard pass to John Henderson
gave the Vikings a first at the
one.
Bruce Gossett booted a 37yard field goal later in the period, but Fred Cox came back
with a 39-yard field goal — set
up by Brown 's 30-yard run down
the sidelines — to send the Vikings into the dressing room
with a 17-3 halftime margin .
Gossett kicked a 27-yard field
goal and Cox connected from 13
yards for the only scoring in the
third period. Reed helped set up
the field goal with a 22-yard
run.
The Vikings churned out 177

yards rushing. Reed led the way ter without allowing a touchwith 52 yards in eight carries. down.
Brown had 51 in 10 trips, Osborn A3 in 18 and Kapp 31 in Minnesota cornerback Earsell
Mackbee turned in the game's
five,
only interception in the second
It was the first time In four half with a one-handed catch.
games that the Vikings scored Mackbee said he was just trya touchdown against the Rams, ing to knock the ball down but
and West took care of that with it "just stuck to me," he said.
his long kickoff return to set up The Vikings return to snowy
Osborn's run.
Minnesota this week to prepare
"Jim Lindsey was leading me for next Sunday 's regular seaand he tried to knock down the son home finale against the San
last Ram defender," said West. Francisco 49ers at Metropolitan
"I made a move inside but he Stadium. The regular season
refused to go for it and. he ends Dec. 21 at Atlanta against
knocked me down. If I had gone the Falcons, coached by former
outside, I might have gone all Viking boss Norm VanBrocklin.
the way."
Then , it's Dec. 27 and the reRon Smith was the last man match against the Rams. Tho
conditions will be different ,
who refused to yield.
The game was patterned af- probably by about 50 degrees or
ter almost every other Vikings' more.
victory this season — take the While the Vikings were on the
lead and control the ball. The West Coast, the Twin Cities reVikings now have outscored the ceived more than 12 inches of
opposition 81-6 in the first quar- snow.
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York past St. Louis, snapping
the Giants' losing streak at seven games. Morrison caught six
passes for 96 yards and two
touchdowns and ran 36 yards for
another score. Tarkenton connected on 19 if 31 passes for 252
yards and four touchdowns.
Leroy Kelly turned in the best
individual rushing performance of the season, rambling for
151 yards in Cleveland's victory
over Green Bay. It was the 20th
time in his career he has gained
more than loo yards in a game.
Bill Nelsen passed for one
Cleveland touchdown and Ernie
Kellerrnan ran 40 yards with an
interception for another. Don
Horn threw for Green Bay 's
score.
Vince Lwnbardi, in his first Running back Harmon Wages
season as Washington coach , and quarterback Bob Berry
was assured of at least a .500 were the big guns in Atlanta's
season when the Redskins got trouncing of New Orelans.
past Philadelphia. Trailing 16-13 Wages scored on an 88-yard
at halftime, Washington came pass from Berry , ran 66 yards
back as rookie defensive end for a touchdown and passed for
John Hoffmn recovered a another. Berry also passed for
Norm Snead fumble for a touch- two other touchdowns. Bill Kildown , Sonny Jurgensen fired his mer passed for a touchdown and
second scoring strike and Larry Ernie Wheelright ran for one for
Brown scored from one yard the Saints who had a threeout. Snead passed for two Phila- game winning streak stopped.
delphia touchdowns.
Errol Mann , who missed four
Veterans Joe Morrison and previous attempts, kicked a 12Fran Tarkenton . sparked New yard field goal late in the game
to give Detroit its tie with Baltimore. Detroit built up a 14-3
lead on Bill Triplett's 22-yard
touchdown run and J o h n
Wright' s 26-yard scoring trip
with a recovered fumble. Baltimore came back on two touchdown passes by Earl Morrall, [
[

McCan n pleased
with performan ce
AMES , Iowa — "The confidence is there and I was really
proud of the boys, ' ' said Winona
State wrestling coach Fran McCann after watching his matmen compete here over the
weekend in the Iowa State Invitational ,
Each Warrior wrestler wrestled three times . "We met Iowa
State , last year 's NCAA champion , 10 times in the firs t two
rounds but our boy.s really
wrestled well. " McCnii n said.

year NFL 190-pounder from
Texas at El Paso, raced the
opening kickoff back 78 yards
to the Rams' 22. Five plays
later Dave Osborn bulled over
from the 4.
It was a "Viking afternoon
from then on until the Rams,
trailing 20-6, a-wakened to score
a touchdown with 2 minutes 59
seconds remaining and pose a
momentary threat to tie it up
in the final 50 seconds.
It was not to be. The violent
Vikings ended the threat in midfield.
Ram Coach George Allen
would have no part of a theory
that perhaps the pressure as an
unbeaten team might be relieved.
"Losing, " said Allen , "never
relieves pressure. People who
don't want pressure deserve to
be buried."
"This game," said the Vikes'
coach, Bud Grant, "furthered
the respect we have for each
other."
Minnesota quarterback Joe
Kapp completed 8 of. 16 passes
for 72 yards but emphasized his
rushing attack in the second
half. Ram quarterback Roman
Gabriel completed 31 of 37 for
186 yards, most of them during
a hot final quarter .
Minnesota's bruising running
backs, Bill Brown and Osborn,
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Osseo, Blair
chalk up wins
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Osseo-Fairchild and Blair both
came up winners in Dairyland
Conference action Saturday
mLWLWLWLWLWLMmmWmMLV^^
night. Osseo's Chieftains defeated Augusta 95-74 and Blair
bombarded Independence 67-29.
The Chiefluins had five men
in double figures . They were:
Gayle Johnson 25, Mike Nelson
Id , Ron Johnson 16, Greg Lntifenlwrg U and Steve Rogness 10,
Greg Frase led the losers , with
22 points. Wayne Slanek and I
Dick Dickinson each had 13
B
points nnd John Dickinson added
11.
The Chieft a ins Ted 26-18 after
tlii! first quarter and 47-32 at
halftime.
Jim Heim led the Hlair win
with 15 poinls . He was followed hy Terry Gnlstnd nnd Mark
Westingen who had 12 and 11
points ,
respectivel y.
Bruce
Brandcnberg was tops for the
losers with ei^hl.
In the H game Hlair won 5126.

'

FAVORITES
20 CHRISTMAS
W
Wnnw inMW rmvnilW
The Happiest
•Twelve Daya
'The Secret of
o( Christmas-The First Noel-O Come All Ye Faithful - God Rest
Christmas
ChildrenYe Merry Gentlemen • Hark!
The Herald Angels
Sing • Good
King Wenceslas • It Came Upon A Midnight Clear • In Dulcl
Jubllo-OHolyNight-SllentNight-WinterWonderland-Skate r 's
Waltz•OSanctissima
• O Little Town of Bethlehem • Panis Angellcus • Jingle
Bells
-A
Tale tor
Ave Maria
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Booster club meeting
set Tuesday night
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An organi/nlional meeting of
a boosters club for Winonn High
School athlet ics will be hold
IFourth and
beginning at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the Winonn High auditorium,
The public i.s invited to attend.
..
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Lamonica , Stenerud spark
assault on pro grid marks

The Oakland Raiders and
Kansas . City Chiefs promise to
show up for their Blue Cross
Bowl showdown next Saturday...
and they'll be wearing football
uniforms, not hospital pajamas:. . . . : ¦'
Daryle Lamonica and Jan
Stenerud, two of the healthiest
outpatients around, s p a r k e d
their respective teams to victory Sunday and set up the forthcoming battle for the American
Football League's Western Division title.
. Lamonica got out of a hospital
bed and . threw three touchdown
passes as the Raiders avenged

their only defeat of the season
— they have an 11-1-1 record —
by defeating the Cincinnati Bengals 37-17.
The Chief, 11-2, kept pace,
edging the Buffalo Bills 22-19 on
the flu-ridden Stenerud's fifth
field goal of the game, a 25yarder with two minutes left.
Elsewhere, San Diego beat
Boston 28-18 and Miami downed
Denver 27-24. The New York
Jets clinched the Eastern Division crown Saturday with a 3426 triumph over Houston.
Earlier this season, Lamonica was hospitalized with the flu
the night before a game against

Bush garners
618 series

Three 600 counts highlighted
local pin action over the weekend with the Guys and Dolls
loop at Westgate Bowl leading
PROTSMAN SWEEPS . . . Steve Protsman (54) of Wi- the way. Stan Bush of the LCove Bar popped 618 and
¦ Bill
nona State College sweeps a hook shot despite ' the outGlowczewski, Glowczeski¦ - Modstretched arms of Everett Bellamy (25 ) of Chicago State jeski, tumbled 268 to join four
College in a game at Memorial Ban Saturday night. The
other city bowlers in a tie for
fifth place on the season.
Warriors won 61-45. ( Dairy News photo)
In the same league, Leona Lubinski scattered 19f>~511. Douglas-Neitzke and L-Cove Bar shared team honors with 800 and 2,191 respectively.
Bob and Lyle Jacobson swept
the Fath er and Son circuit at
Westgate Edwl Sunday. Son Bob
shot 231-T488 while Lyle was
A hot night from the field and but our defense also took some- blasting 239—612. Their team,
Jacobson and Jacobson, dumped
¦
hounding man to man defense thing out of them."
when put together usually spell The: Warriors return to action 453—,1,196.
victory and .that's exactly what in a 7:30 game Wednesday
Winona State College did in night hosting Lea College of Albowling over Chicago State 61- bert Lea at Memorial Hall.
45 Saturday night at Memorial "They have some new boys in
Hall.
the lineup this season and they
The Warriors shot 56 'percent just haven't jelled yet. We must
from the field while the Col- play good defense and not let
onels shot only 40 percent. "Our them run."
St. Mary 's College will atdefense looked the best it has Chicago ' (45)' . '
tempt to step back on the winWinona (41)
all year," said Warrior coach
fg ft pftp
fg ft pf tp ning side tonight when the RedHenry
2 1 1 5 Ochs
J 1 3 7 men trek to Loras College at
Ron Ekker.
Agee
1 t i t Carrier
1 2 '.!-." 4
1 0 l J Protsman 5 1 in Dubuque, Iowa for a 7:30 p.m.
Don Besonen , a 6-2 junior for- B|ork
' '¦' ¦ ¦ ' ¦
Klaae
7 5 0 1» Jabroski
l o 1 2 game.
;. - "
ward , led the attack with 26 Chavers
. 2 2 2 4 BesonenV H O 3 26
The Redmen lost their first
points, "We have been real Coleman 3 1 1 7 Bay
o o 0 o
Branlgan 0 0 1 • Gibbs
2 1 2 5 game of the season Saturday
tickled that different boys have Griffin
0 1 0 0 Jungblut
0 0 0 0
been excelling in different ball Bellamy ,1 0 1 2 Ross
0 0 0 0 night at Stevens Point 92-66.
Hauser
o 0 3 o Wilke
i i 0 4 "We were right with them ungames and this just proves that Vaickgs
l 0 0 2 Walker
0 0 0 0
til the last seven minutes of the
they are all capable of leading
— — Bernstorf 0 0 0 0
the team on a particular night," Totals II 916 45 Beckley¦¦ ' ¦.1 0 1 2 game when they outscored us
Molt
- . • .O .Q t | 25-1," said St. Mary 's coach
Ekker said.
Totals
38 511 41 Ken Wiltgen. "I was there and
"We had the good shots and
. . . 1 7 21—45 I still can 't understand it," he
we were taking them and Chi- CHICAGO STATE
cago State couldn't get, started WINONA STAT E . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 3*-4l said in a puzzled voice.
Starting for , the Redmen towith their fast-break type of ofnight will be Mike Woll , 6-3
fense because we were not misssophomore and Joe Keenan , 6-4
ing many for them to break Holmen powders
junior at forward; Mike Halfrom ," Ekker pointed out.
loran, 6-7 senior at center and
lor
74-59
Tay
Examining Chicago State's
Mike Servais, 5-10 sophomore
performance,
Ekker
said ,
and Jim Long, 6-2 junior at
TAYLOR,
Wis.
A
balanced
"They had a game the night beguards.
scoring
attack
powered
Holmen
fore and the trip might have
Stevens Point (92)
taken something out of them to a 74-59 triumph over Taylor SI. Mary 's f g(Ml
fg /f pf tp
ftpftp
in a nonconferenoe contest here
Woll
0 0 1 0 T.Rthaler 4 3 115
Saturday night.
J.Keenan II 3 5 25 K.Rthalcr 2 1 1 5
Leading scorers for Holmen Halloran 1 0 3 2 Wcstphal 2 5 2 »
9 4 122
1 4 4 4 Hennlng
were: Erick Haug 23, Joel Bul- K.Keenan
I 1 4 17 VdHeuvel 9 2 2 2 0
skemper, Brad Price 17 and Long
10 12
Servais
0 0 0 0 , Olsen
Steve Mulder 16. Bill' Hulett led YViltgcn 7 0 214 Amonson . 4 I 2 13
NcKcon
10 12
Mallon
1 2 0 4
Taylor with 33 points on 14 field
Escbaugh 1 0 0 2
goals and five free throws.
Tolalt
it 130 46
Total«
37 IB 11 92
In the B game Holmen won ST: MARY'S
35 31—«&
55-27.
STEVENS POINT
...34
58— 92

Hounding defense
pleases Ekker

Redmen cagers
play at Loras

Family Plan
Life
Insurance
You can Insure yourself ,
your wife and children —
and build a cash retirement fund af the same time
— with Metropolitan 's new
Family Endowment policy.
For all the details , call mo
today.

»•-

HAL-ROD LANES: Bonnie
and Clyde — Cookie Rayfield
took the women's individual lead
in the league by slapping 189—
513 for Jet Sets. Ralph Hardtke
bagged 202 for Deuces Wild and
Jack Keer , the Good Guys trimmed 578. Keer's team toppled
Etbauer
819—2,391. . Dennis
dumped the 4-7-9 spit.
High School Girls — Deb Bambenek and Char Kragon led the
way for the Actions by cracking 156 and 411 respectively. It
was the Alley Gators, though,
that took team honors by dropping 737—2,012.
High School Boys — Greg
Maliszewslri of Hauns Humpers
toppled 218—507 and the Slop
Shots' Greg Zabrowski tripped
536. The Slop Shots totaled 8482,439.
W ESTGATE BOWL : j acks
and Jills — Don McManus fired
the first 600 series of his career
last Sunday by smashing 232—
607 for McManus-Rowland. Jan
Wieczorek of Stachowitz .-.'¦'.Wieczorek led the league's ladies
by socking 203—541. Her team
finished with 771—2,264.
Kings and Queens — Carrol
Bakken of the RBJ 's slammed
213—583. Bonnie Schmoker , the
Alley Cats, hit 180 arid the Wild
Ones' Kathie Laumb shot 455.
The Silver Taps had 767 and the
Wild Ones 2 226.
^
Juniors — The Pythons mopped up in the league, totaling
640-1,191. Kristi Grant of the
same team sacked 188—309 over
the' two-game series.
High School Boys —The Barracuda Beavers' Dan Sherman
tipped 192 arid Bruce Brokaw
felled 490 fdr the Retries. The
Barracuda Beavers slammed
744-2,080.
¦
'¦ ¦

¦
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TENNESSEE TO HONOR
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Five former athletes who have
brought fame to Tennessee will
be inducted into the Tennessee
Sports Hall of Fame at the annual banquet here Feb. 20,
They are Nash Buckingham ,
Carl Hinkle, Ray Morrison and
Bob Suffridge, all former football players, and Ralph Boston,
an ex-Olympic track and field
star.

San Diego but got up long
enough to pass well as the Raiders won.
This time, he had a pain under his shoulder blade and received heat pad treatment during the game after spending the
night in a hospital .

"We were just having a slight
drill,1 ' said Lamonica, after
raising his season total to 33
touchdown passes, three short
of the pro record. "I went back
to throw and got this bad pain.
I couldn't believe it.
"This is the first week I've
really felt sound all season and
then this had to happen. I must
not be living righ t or something."
Lamonica was passing right,
though, completing 11 of 22 for
199 and hitting Warren Wells for
touchdowns of 5 and 6 yards
and Fred Biletnikoff for 6.
Teammate George Blanda,
who shares the mark of 36 scoring passes with Y;A . Tittle,
kicked three field goals and four
**mmmm*yi *m*4*>^**'m+mfS r*m»>^^^f
mr^^ *^m1Smrmm**m+^m**m^m^t
m^^>

[ Pro Grid
Standings
;NFL

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Cenfury Division
W. L.. T. Pet. PT
Cleveland ." ... . ' » J 1 . .818 110
SK LOUil
4 7 1 .364 265'
New York ... 4 $ 0 .333 21*
Pittsburgh
.. 1.11 ft .083 177
Capitol Division
IV. L. T. Pet. PT
Dallas
. . . 9 2 1 .811 322
Washington ... « 4 2 .600 270
Philadelphia .. 4 7 1 .364 273
.133 170
New Orleans . 4 1 0

CLEVELAND, Ohio Iff) —
"They just don't have any
weaknesses," Green Bay
Coach Phil Bengtson said
Sunday after the Cleveland
Browns beat the Packers,
20-7, behind a strong defense and Leroy Kelly 's running.
"Kelly is a great runner ,"
Bengtson said after Kelly
turned in the National Football League's best individual performance of the season with 151 yards in 22
carries.
"No, make that a great

football player ," Bengtson
continued . "He runs , catches passes and blocks . We've
faced afl the good ones,
Sayers and the rest , and
Kelly ranks with the best."
Kelly, who gained lift of
his yards in 14 first-half
carries to help the Century
Division champions (9-2-1 )
to a 33-0 halftime lead , said ,
"Our philosophy is get us
past the line of scrimmage
and we can do the rest."
Kelly ran four times for
48 yards to set up a 20-yard
field goal by Dock Cockroft

early in the second period.
He then ran three times for
59 yards to set up a 30-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback Bill Nefsen to Paul
Warfield.
"Paul gave me an outside
move, then cut for the post,
and when he cut in , I lost
my footing and never got
untracked ," said defender
Bob Jeter.
Nelsen then passed the
Browns downfield and Cockroft made a 45-yard field
goal, his longest of the season , in the closing seconds

EASTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet. PT
New York . . . . . ' 4 0 .692 32*
Houston
. . . . . 5 * 2 .455 251
Buffalo . . . . . . 4 9 0 .308 217
Boston
. . 4 9 0 .308 243
Miami
. ..
3 9 1 .250 224
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pel. PT
Oakland
. . . 11 1 1 .in 367
Kansas City
11 2 0 .846 351
San Diego . . . . 7 * 0 .538 238
Cincinnati . . . 4 8 1 .333 265
Denver ..
4 • 1 ,333 270
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
New York 34, Houston 26.
SUNDAY'S RESULT*
Kansas City 22/ Buffalo 19.
San Diego 28, Boston 18.
Oakland 37, Cincinnati 17.
Miami 37, Denver 24.
SATURDAY'S SCHEDULB
Kansas City at Oakland .
SUNDAY'S SCHEDULB
Boston af Houston.
Buffalo at San Diego.
Cincinnati at Denver.
New York at Miami.

OP
260
256
314
289
305

<
11

•
7

.454-3216
k Dav« Morrison , . .
Kormlt Seiko
. . . . 4 5 3 - 49 M
*
454-1979
k Ralph Donatio* .
452-44VO

SATURDAY'S RBSULTl

452-4992

UCLA 71, Minnoiol* 71 (OT).
SI. Cloud 10, SI, John's t).
MIcMoan Toch fl, Norlhltnd (Wis.) It
Wlnont 41, Chlugo Stat* 41.
MorrH it, Btlhil 51,
Augtburg 74. AuguiUnt (S. D. ) «].
Concordia 71, North Dakol* Stair 7t.
St. OHI 44, Ouitavui 41.
L»kuh««d (Onl.) 40, Hamllna 51
SUvrm Point (Wl». ) M, SI. Maiy ' t »4
Loyola (Chicago) II, St. Thomai 40,
Norm Dakota ¦;, Mankato 4S.
Lea II, MldwMltrn (Iowa) 41,

Metropolitan Life

l
.

¦

'

FALLING STAR . . , Minnesot a North
Stars Danny Grant takes a hCndtsr after
being checked al the blue line by Boston

l -MMMSMMOTMiamVBMaV '. '

Bruins Don Awry in the first period of their
game at Boston Garden Sundny night . The
North Stars tied Boston 2-2 , (AP Photofax )

|

ed the Mankato sophomores by
a 68-28 count. Dave Hoffman
was credited with performing
"extra-well" in the individual
medley by coach Luke and Make
Magin's .1:07.7 effect in the 100yard butterfly would have been
good enough for a second place
in the varsity water .
Luke commented, "All the
boys' times dropped and much
progress is being made."

Winona High's tankers now
stand 1-1 in the conference with
fte same mark over-all. Their
next meet will be against Rochester Mayo in the John Marshall pool on December 19.

WINONA 78. MANKATO 17
200- Yard Medley Relays 1. Winona
(Ferdinandsen,
Uungkull,'
Robinson.
Hoyt); T—liSUl.
200-Yard Freestyle: 1. Taylor (W>; J.
Murphy (W); 3. Schulti (M)l T—2:02.4.
2O0f ard Individual Medley: 1. Siaven
(W); 2. Taylor (VW* 3. VonDrasek <M);
T—2:16.0.
M-Yard Fraeityla: 1. Hohmeister (W)i
2. ' Heabariln¦ ' (M)> J. Groen (W);. T—
0:25.0.
Diving: 1. Wlsted (W)i 2. Plctia (W)»
1. lies' .(M); ' 123.5 points. :
100-Yard Butterfly: 1. Robinson (W);
J. Reed (WW 3. Taylor (Mil T—1:02.5.
100-Yard Freestyle: l. Green (W); 2.
Heabcrlin (M)) 3. Scherer (W); T—
0:57.4.
100-Yard Backstroke: 1. Balbach (M)l
2. Ferdinandsen (WW 3. Gonia (W)(
T—1:07.3.
400-Yard Freestyle: 1. Taylor (W); J.
Murphy (W); 3. Schulti (M); T—4:33.3.
100-Yard Breaslstroke:
1. Uungkull
(W); 2. Martin <W); 3. Stevens ( M lt T
—1 :08.1,400-Yard . 'Free 'sryle Relay: 1. Winona
(Hohmeister , Hinds, Hartort, Sic'vere);
T—3:49.«. '
WINONA "B" «8, MANKATO "B" 28.
2«0-Yard Medley Relay: 1. Winona
(Gonia, Martin, Reed, Hinds); 2. Mankali!- .. T—1:56.2. '
20OYard Freestyle: 1, Hagberg (W);
2. Tweedy (W); 3. Hoffman (M); T—
5:21.3.
500-Yard Individual Modloy: 1. Hoffman
(Ml; 2. Robinson (M); 3. Stollnian (W);
T—2:34.9.
50-Yard Freestyle: 1. Lynn (W)| .
I
Fensko (W)i 3. Gatf (M); T-:27.S.
Diving: 1. Mag in (W); 2. Janes (M)»
117.0 points.
100-Yard Bulterlly: 1. Magin (W)) 2.
Robinson (M); 3. Smith (Ml; T—1 :07.7.
lOfrYard Frceslylc: 1. Harlerf (W)j 2.
Ooll (M); 3. McOutrc (W); T—:S9.3.
100-Yard Backstroke: 1. Hotfrnan (W)#
1. Craig (M); 3. Zlltel (W); T—1:14.8.
400-Yard Freestyle: 1. Hagberg (W)|
2. Hoffman (M); 3. Sheohan <W); T—
5:1D.5.
100-Yard Breaslstroke: 1. Miller (W)»
2. Uoland (M); 3. Swanson (M); T—
W16.0.
400-Yard Freestyle Relay: 1. Winona
(Colclugh, Tweedy, Lynn, McSulroli L
Minkato; T—4:22.*.

JEFF SIEVERS

» ¦ ¦ » » » » » «. » » ¦ ».».- m. m, ¦
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Basketball
Scores
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IRREGULAR?
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
TRY

"
¦

m&p fi ALL-BRAN"

TODD TAYLOR .

Give a friend a shot
of Grande Canadian for

^^LmmmmmmmmmSf rWtSSSLWt^LW^Ml
111?
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7-7
a-10

452-9573
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Winona High faced Mankato in
a swim meet at the Mankato
pool Friday night and hardly
even had to get wet to come up
with a 78-17 dual meet win over
the Scarlets.
Winona capture all but one
first place in the meet and Todd
Taylor finished a double winner. Taylor took the 200-and 400yard versions of the freestyle
competition.
The only number one placing
to elude the Winhawks came in
the 100-yard backstroke in
which Mankato's Balback grabbed the top spot.
Winona coach Lloyd Luke noted "much improvement'' in all
events on the part of his team.
A-squad winners included the
200-yard medley relay team composed of Lee Ferdinandsen, Joel
Ljungkull, Tom Robinson and
Tony Hoyt; Todd Taylor in the
200-yard . freestyle; Jeff Sievers
in the 200-yard individual medley ; Kurt Hohmeister in the 50yard freestyle; Jeff Wisted in
divingTom Robinson in the 100-yard
butterfly; Tom Green in the 100yard freestyle; Todd Taylor in
the 400-yard freestyle; Joel
Ljungkull in the 100-yard freestroke ; and the 400-yard freestyle relay squad consisting of
Kurt Hohmeister , Chip Hinds,
Jim Harter t and Jeff Sievers.
Winona also wrapped' up the
B-squad meet with relative
ease. The little Hawks swamp-

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Winona Stale 41, Chicago State 45.
LOCAL SCHOOLSWinona Stat* 61, Chicago State 45.
Stevens Point (Wis.) 92. St. Mary's
«J.
NONCONFERENCE—
Rochester Mayo 66, Mpls. South it.
Owatonna 46, Mpls, Patrick Henry 65.
Cresco (Iowa) 73, Spring Valley 53.
Holmon 74, Taylor 59.
Eau Claire Regis 41, La Crosse
Aquinas S4.
DAIRYLAND—
Osseo-Falrchlld 95, Augusta 74.
Blair 47, Independence 3*.

College basketball

. 457-9053

WHOA . . . Oakland Raiders Hewitt Dixon hits a ston«
wall defense as he tries to go around end in game With
Cincinnati Bengals Sunday. Behind Dixon is Bengal's Royce
Berry while waiting to stop him is Bobby Hunt (20). Oakland downed the Bengals 37-17. (AP Photofax)

Hawk swimmers win

¦

of the half .
Cockroft had made only
eight of. 19 previous attempts, but said , "I wasn 't
nervous. I've been kicking
the ball all year. I've been
missing by just a little
bit. "
Ernie Kellermann 's 40yard pass interception return for a touchdown , the
fourth touchdown for a
Browns' defender this season, gave Cleveland a 20-0
lead in the third quarter.
The Packers (6-6) got on
the scoreboard with 1:46 left
to play on Don Horn 's 29yard touchdown pass to
Dave Hampton .
"They 're getting old and
going downhill ," Browns'
center Fred Honglin said of
the Packers, "They 've slowed down n bit . We were
able to get to thorn and
trap some holes in their
line. No, they aren 't, as
strong ,as they Used to be,
either . There's no pass rush
from their tnckles nnd they
aren 't getting across the
line as fast. "
•
•

Stenerud battled the stomach
flu for two days before putting
on a record-setting show of his
own. His five field goals gave
him 6 in a row over a six-game
stretch, erasing the pro standard of 12 by Clevland's Lou
Groza in 1953.
Buffalo, trailing by 10 points
much of the game, caught up at
19-all with eight minutes left
when O.J. Simpson reeled off
his longest run as a pro, circling
left end for 32 yards and a
touchdown.
The winner of. next Saturday's
showdown goes into the playoffs
against Houston, which clinched
second place in the East when
Boston and Buffalo both lost.
The loser tackles the defending
Super Bowl champion New York
Jets.

OP
236
167
270
340
321

Cl«—FO: cochrofl Jo ,
Cle—Warfield (30 , pun (rem Nnlun).
PAT—CocVrell (Kick).
Cle—FO: Cockrolt 41,
Cl»—Kallarman (40, put inlorcepllon ),
TAT—Cockroft (kick).
OB—Himpton (J», put from Horn).
PAT—Lutlog (kick).
A—tl,117.

Phone 454-3489

N.w York, N, V.

OP
203
285
33*
352

Kelly spells doom for Pack

Randy Eddy

k LeRoy Ciemimkl
k J. Sokollk , Mgr.

OP
252
317
267
356

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W. L..T. Pet. PT OP
MINNESOTA .11 1 0 .»17 31* 11*
Detroit
. . . . . . 7 4 1 .636 211 285
GREEN BAY * * 0 .500 203 200
Chicago
. . . . Ill 0 .083 «4 291
Coastal Division
VV.-L; T. Pel. PT OP
LosAngeles v.ll 1 0 . .*17 313 202
Baltimore
.... 7 4 1 .636 256 234
.333 23* 262
Atlanta .;. ., 4 8 0
San Francisco
3 7 2 .300 254 2M
SATURDAY'S RESULT
San Francisco 42, Chicago 31.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
MINNESOTA 20, Los Angeles 1J.
Cleveland 20, GREEN BAY.7.
Dallas 10, Pittsburgh 7.
Detroit 17, Baltimore 17 (tlel.
Atlanta 45, New Orleans 17.
New York 49, SI. Louis 6.
Washington 34, Philadelphia 1».
SATURDAY'S SCHEDULE
Baltimore at Dallas,
SUNDAY'S SCHEDULE
San Francisco at MINNESOTA.
GREEN BAY at Chicago.
Atlanta at Philadelphia.
Ctiveland at St. Louis.
Los Angeles at Detroit.
New Orleans at Washington.
New York at Pittsburgh.

OREEN BAY
CLHVBLAND

TV Dan Sullivan
k Richard Brown

¦
.'

extra points, giving him an AFL
record 53 consecutive conversions. His passing late in the
game also enabled him to pass
the 20,000 career mark, another
AFL record.

};( HH 1 idea to let him try it first.

H^i^iaiaBI W

you're prepared ro give him a buttle,
li^lny Prouf. (CiOisnde Canadian Imports Co., Mew Yorl , N.Y.
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tHE WIZARD OF ID

By Parker and Hart
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Coca Cola jo lts
Park Plaza 22-21
MIDGET
w L - - : :-

;

I I TV Signal
»' . .•. . Redmen

Elks
UCT

through the net for American
w L Legion while Dave Evenson of
1 2
8 1 the Paint Depot collected five.

TJCT tripped the Redmen 39SO and Elks stopped TV Signal
45-28 in weekend activity. The
win kept UCT in sole possession
of the league's top spot.
Euss Hamernik hit 21 of
UCT's points anu Jim Vogel
had 14 for the Redmen . Mike
Smith of the Elks also drilled
21 points through the hoop. Bob
Richardson counted eight for
TV Signal.
BANTAM

Peerless
Bub's
Cert. Meth.

WL
3 8
3 •
' .1 »

Redmen
Sunbeam
Athletic Clui

W
1
V
•

L
1
J
1

Bub's and Peerless continued
bn the route of victory ¦while
Sunbea m got its first taste of
triumph on the season. Bub's
stopped the Eedmen 17-15
while Peerless dumped Central
Methodist 28-17. Sunbeam skimmed past Athletic Club 32-30 in
overtime.
Drew Hamerhilc of Sunbeam
had 21 points and. Athletic
Club's John Miller tallied 14.
Bob Conrad accounted for 13
of Bub 's 17 points while Redman Dave Luebbe picked up
five. Peerless' Brad Hitt bagged 15 points while Steve Flak
was Central Methodist's high
point man with six.
PEE WEE NATIONAL
Amier. Legion
McKinley M.
Park Plaia

" WL.
3 0 Coca-Cola
3 1 Sunbeam
3 1 Palm Depot

W
1
1
«

L
2
2
3

Coca-Cola won its first game
of the season, upsetting previously undefeated Park Plaza by
a point , 22-21. American Legion
won its game with Paint Depot 20-11, leaving it on top of
the heap. In the other game ,
McKinley Methodist blasted
Sunbeam Bread 38-11.
Tom Holubar had 10 points
for Coca-Cola and Mike Wise
led Park Plaza with 10. Tom
Van Deinse hit 15 points for
McKinley and Sunbeam 's Brian Barker tallied six. Tom
Freehan slipped 10 points

Pirate wrestlers
win th ree times

COCHRANE, Wis. - Cochrane-Fountain City swept three
wins in a quadrangular meet
here Saturday with ;West Salem,
Tiempealeavi and Sparta .
Scores of the meets were West
Salem 39, Trempealeau 10;
Sparta 31, Trempealeau 13;
CFC 34, Sparta 16; CFC 45,
West Salem 5; CFC 46, Trempealeau 5, and Sparta 28, West
Salem 23.
Tony Schmidtknecht , heavyweight for CFC, won all three
-matches , two by pins and one
by forfeit. He pinned Mike L.asko of Sparta in 2:40 and Tom
Jacobs of West Salem in 1:31.
Another impressive CFC wrestler was Al Krumm , 115-pounder. He decisioned Don Carlin
of Trempealeau 8-0; decisioned
Mike Tryggestad of: West Salem
and pinned Lynn Isensee of
Sparta in 5:41.
The Pirates are now 4-1 in
dua l meets this season.

PEE
WEE
AMERICAN
¦
¦
¦

' '
Westgate
Blong's .

¦ '

W L- . -• - ' .
3 0 Kol ter'j
2 1 Emil's

:
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Cobbers depart
Tuesday for
Champ bowl

MOORHEAD , Minn . (AP) —
The Concordia Cobbers prepared today to leave for Texas
and the NAIA football championship game Saturday in Kingsville against the Texas AM Javelinas.
The Cobbers are to depart
Tuesday for their second Champion Bowl appearance. They tied
Sam Houston, Tex., State 7-7 in
the 1964 championship.
Texas 'A&I won the title in
1959 and lost 43-35 in last year 's
final against Troy State of Alabama.
'
Concordia , under first-year
Coach Jim Christopherson , have
swept Oirough 10 straight opponents without a loss, including
the Nov . 29, 27-0 rout of Hillsdale, Mich., in the semifinal.
The Javelinas edged New
Mexico Highlands 28-23 in their
semifinal and take a 10-1 record
into the game. Texas A&I's only
loss was by one point to Sul
Ross, Tex.
Gil Steinke, A&I coach , says
the Cobbers "present problems
to our defense because they
keep you honest with a b alanced attack. Concordia looks
tough on defense. They remind
me of Arkansas, a lanky, bunch
with good later pursuit and a
rugged middle guard (Bob Westrum).'V
Christopherson has said "we
are sure that they are just plain
excellent in all phases of the
game. They are probably the
quickest team we have ever
faced."
A crowd of 11,000 is expected
for the 1:30.p.m. kickoff in Javelina Stadium.
¦

.

Want Ads
Sta rt Here
N O T I C I
This newspaper will bt responsible
tor only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement publishKJ In Ihe Want Ad section. Check
your ad and call .452-3331 If a «orr»elion must be made.

NEW . YORK (AP) - Stock
market prices continued to slip
UNCALLED FOR—
downward at noon today, with BLIND ADS
declining stocks stretching their D-2, 3, 19, 37,; St.
lead over declines by 805 to 343
in moderate trading.
4
Lbit and Found
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials — a blue-chip stock
FREE FOUN D AD4
indicator—was off 4.49 at 788.54
to eur readert,
AS
A
PUBLIC
alter moving lower from the free found adsSERVICE
will be published when
outset.
a person finding an article calls the
-, '

"* L
1 2
0 3

TIGER

By Bud Blak«

Westgate topped Emil's 19-14
and Blong's sneaked ahead of
Kolter 's 24-22. .
Joe Nett hit 10 points for
Blong's and Butch Lilla of Kolter's collected six. In the other
game, "Westgate's Bill Nelson
canned seven points while Rollie Tust of Emil's had six.

. ¦¦

Market prices
continue to
slip lower

¦¦

Plan children's
gift campaign in

¦i . l l - t m

L

'

.
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Winona Daily & Sunday News Classified

DENNIS THE MENACE

GRIN AND BEAR IT

Dept., 452-3321 . An 18-word notice will
Analysts predicted the market be
published free for 2 days In an effort
would" move lower in the near to bring finder and loser logelher.
term, in the absence of news to LOST—black card case with license and
lrft investor spirits over contin- other Important papers. R eward I Tel ..
Mrs. Darrell Page at rSB9-2780 Or 454ued tight money policies.
2920.
Glamor stocks, some of which
have been . at their lowest lev- Personals
7
els in about 15 years were . mixCharlie,
we
nay
use
you
MEMO TO 3.C.:
ed- .
again . . . you did such a line iob
was so happy
Trading in Litton Industries Sunday night, everyone Innkeeper
. ..:. .
with you.. Ray Meyer,
was halted on the Big Board .due WILLIAMS
HOTEL.
to an influx of orders. The last
NOTICE: Memorial Club Board
trade was off 8 at 40% on an ac- SPECIAL
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. Be therel
'
tive turnover including a 25,000 LEGION CLUB.
share block. The company re- YOUR SERVICEMAN would appreciate •
ported lower October quarter Christmas Gift Subscription to the Winona Daily 8< Sunday News . Tel. 454earnings. :
2961 or stop at cur office.
Declining prices embraced
SAFE and fast with GoBest
such major categories as mo- REDUCE
tablets and E-Vap "water pills".. Your
tors, mail order-retail, air- nearest Ted' . . Maier - Drug , Store .
crafts , . utilities, chemicals, FOR belter cleaning, to keep colors
Lustre carpet cleanrails, and oils. Steels and tobac- gleaming, use Blueshampooer
JI. R. D,
er. Rent electric
¦
cos were higher.
Cone Co. " '. .

Of the 20 mostr-active stocks
on the Big Board, 17 declined, 2
were unchanged, and Gulf Oil
was the ¦lone winner
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ at 28%,
¦ ¦ up
vi. ¦,/ ¦ - :. ' . ' :¦ ' • ¦:¦: ¦ .-. . •
On the American Stock Exchange, 9 of the 20 most-active
issues declined, 6 advanced , and
5 were unchanged.

1 p.m . New York
stock prices

'OlDYA EVER FIGURE OUTTHATIFyAOIlKr SERVESOAVWy

North Stars whip
Canadians 4-3 ,
tie Boston 2-2

BOSTON (AP ) - The Minnesota North Stars' pressbook says
of Bob Barlow :
"After a good many years as
one of the most prolific goalscorers in hockey 's minor
leagues, Bob Barlow this season
has a chance to display his inborn talent for putting . the puck
in the net on the National
League stage."
Chance is the key word. Barlow is a 34-year-old rookie , eldest in ihe NHL, and said afteT
his first game this season he
knew he had to come through
if he ever got the chance.

"We've relaxed our standards a bit Mac..**

Minnesota drivers
dominate major
snowmobile races
WEST YELLOWSTONE, Wyo.
(AP) — Snowmobilers from
Minnesota dominated the victory platform Sunday following
the first major snowmobile races of the season in West Yellowstone.
Race officials said up to 400
persons from all major snowmobile manufacturers were represented in the two-day events.
The Minnesota winners were:
Class D: Larry Colton , Thief
River
Falls, Minn.;
Dave
Thompson , Thief River Falls.
Class C: Greg Grahan , Roseau, Minn.; Leroy Lindblad ,
Roseau
Class B: Bob Eastman , Roseau; Dwight Ortloff , Thief River Falls.
Class A: Greg Grahan , Roseau; Tony Burkel , Greenbush,
Minn.

the E ast. The club won only
four games all last season
against the older division.
And the 8-9-6 over-all record
is considerably improved over a
year ago when the North Stars
were floundering through a
streak of eight straight games
WHI TEHALL, Wis. (Special)
without a victory in December.
— Again this year the TremDansy Grant scored his 12th
pealeau County Department of
goal of the season against the
Social Services is conducting a
Bruins in the first period as the
campaign for Christmas gifts
North Stars took a 1-0 lead. Ken
for children in low income famHodge and Dallas Smith got the
ilies .
Boston markers in the second
State freshmen
Last year with the help of
and third periods.
, banks, service clubs
The North Stars erupted for
fall to La Crosse churches
and individual contributors , the
The Winona State College department , centered at WhiteBarlow actually scored the three goals Saturday night to
freshman basketball team drop- hall , was able to> provide gifts first time he ever touched the remain unbeaten in three games
ped its second game ot the sea- for 101 children .
puck in his first NHL game against the defending Stanley
son 56-43 to La Crosse Saturday This year the department has back in October. Since, he has Cup champion Canadiens. Cullen, Bill Goldsworthy and Dannight.
a list . of .103 children to re- added five goals and has made ny O'Shiea got the goals
which
the
team
after
spending
15
Tad Bothwell, Scott Fenther- mcmlxr , and last year 's conrubbed out Montreal' s 3-1 lead.
stone and Ron Evjcn each scor- tributors have said they will years in the minors.
Barlow , one of the top clutch Claude Larose had three ased 10 points for the Warrior help again .
players
this season for the North sists.
freshman. The freshmen are With the recent cuts in Aid
Minnesota goalies Fern Rivnow 1-2 on the season.
to Families with Dependent Stars , came through again Sat- ard , against Montreal
, and Ce- WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
Winonn (43)
La Crosse (56)
urday
and
Sunday
nights
as
lg ft pf tp
fg ft pf lp Children (AFDC) and other proMinnesota whipped Montre aL 4-',! sare Maningo , against Boston , — Trempealeau County highBnlhwcll
4 2 4 10 Zoni
0 0 1 0 grams , it will be more difficult
drew praise for their work way patrolmen "were busy over
Fnathstne 5 O 010 Leyczow
10 2 2
than ever for Ihose families to and tied Boston 2-2.
Urhach
around the nets.
3 1 5 5 Engcl
4 0 5 8
Barlow
figured
in
two
historic
the weekend investigating acW.igncr
0 0 1 O Schrolber
4 4 4 1 3 find money for gifts , points out
games.
The
North
Stars
never
Melon*
1 0 2 4 Stclnasel 2 i 1 10 Duane
cidents due to slippery highMichelson
,
direct
or
of
Ev|i-n
3 * 2 10 Sellio
7 5 0 19
won in Montreal and never
ways. No injuries were involvthe social services department, had
S.inlnrl
0 0 5 O Miller
O l t l
had taken a point out of Has ton, Stockton Council ed.
Pnllerson 1 O 4 4 Alb-crj
1 1 1 5
Under
AFDC
there
is
no
alSaturday night , Barlow fed
Decker
0 O 1 O
At 1 a.m. Saturday, a car
Totals
19 19 17 54 lowance for such gifts as funds Hay Cullcn a picture pass on
votes to limit
driven by Steven W. Fjelstad ,
Toub 17 5> 35 43
received are only for the basic two-on-onc break on the Montre-a
WINONA
15 38—43
21, Strum , Wis. Rt. 1, was inLA CROSSE
34 32—54 needs of food , clothing, fuel and al goal . Cullcn slnpped it. easily vehicle weight
volved in a one-car accident
utilities.
hy the Montreal goalie , who had
'Ilie Christmas gift campaign come out to stop Barlow. The STOCKTON, Minn. - The on a town road 11 miles east of
is not limited to low income tie-breaking goal came nt lft .tr> . Stockton Village Council , at its Strum.
Gop hers resume families
with which tho departmeeting Friday night , adopted At 4:30 p.m. Saturday, a twoThen with Koston leading 2-1 a resolution stating that no ve- car crash occurred on Ihe interment is involved. Any low inaction at Ames
come famil y .that lias difficulty Sunday night , Bill Collins st art- hicular traffic will be permit- sectio n of State 53 and County
MINNEAPOLI S (AP)-Coach provid
gifts for ils children ed Ihe winning play with a pass ted on residential streets in ex- Trunk D abou t a quarter mile
Bill Pitch , summing up the first due to>ing
lack
of funds may con- to CullxMi , who fed Harlow, The cess of five, tons per axle load north of Whitehall between cars
week of the I'Kifl-70 basketball tact the department
directly. experienced rookie , just as the without a special permit from driven by Donald L. Rice , 63,
season , says his Minnesota GoWhitehall , and John Bochm , 17,
Those
who
know
of
families
in pressbook said lie could , shov- the council .
phers almost crossed nn ocean
eled it. into the nels from point
Whitehall.
Ray Reck , Whitehall ,
need
of
gifts
also
arc
asked
lo
in a rowbont.
The resolution does not ap- was a passenger in the Rico
blank range lo give Minnesota
The Gophers lost to Noire notif y tin ; depurl incut .
ply lo state or county construct- car. None of the occupants
Anyone wanting ; to conlrihuU ' the lie at 1-1 :57.
Dame (14-75 , heat North Dakota
ed or maintained highways,
The
North
Stars
have
now
fj
were injured ,
should
wrap
it
ift
attach
,
,
n
.
B!>-7 1 and hell to mighty UCLA
gone
through
four
stra
ight
The council al.so passed a res- At »:45 p.m. Saturday, a twoslip of paper indicating age and
72-71 in overtime Saturday.
games withou t n loss and re- olution that all costs of
car crash occurred 3'/t> miles
"Against Notre Dame and sex of the child , nnd deliver or gained sole possession of second village street construction future
in ei- north of Independence at the
mail
it
lo
the
soc
ial
services
ofUCLA we fished in troubled \vnplace in (he Nllf/s
t<irn ," Fitch snld. "Short boats fice in the cmirtboiise al White- sion with 22 points , West Divi- ther platted or unplatt ed a reus junction of E and state highwill he assessed or otherwise way 93, The cars involved were
hall.
should stay close to shore . Hut
Pittsburgh'
s
Penguins
,
who
charged to the property abut- driven by Gerald A. Iverson ,
Such
tf ifts .should he received have ' played one
our kids didn 't know that unci
game ting upon or benefited by such 22 , and Ignatz J. Rombnlski ,
almost crossed tho ocean in a by Dec . 17 so I here will be than Minnesot a , is inmore
third place construction.
ample lime for distribution with il
lift , Strum Rt. 2,
rowboal. '
St
points.
iMiis
.
Ihe village atto rney was inSunday at V.'ZQ a .m ., Roy A ,
Before fulling to Will ranked prior lo Christ inas . lVrsons the division with 2JI points loads
.
Nol re Dame , the Gophers nulled with questions may contar l the
I lie Nort h Stars return to Ihe struct ed to draw up an ordi- Anderson , IS , Blair , demolished
nance in regard to building his tani car on State Highway
to williin one tminl late In the Dcpnrinicnl of Social .Services, Twin ( !ities lo meet
the Chicago within the village
«¦*»
ai
Rami' before 't he Irish spurted
. The ordi- 53 south of the- Whitehall city
Black Hawks Wednesday night
aw;iv. And against UCLA , the THAILAND WINS 1YIKDAI,
nance will require , buildi ng per- limits,
al
tin
*
Metropolitan
Sports
CenCiophcrs led by seven points
mits and provide for the dis- At 10:20 p.m. Sunday, a twoter in their sixth
with six minutes to piny only to
RANGOON (AP) - Thailand against the East. straight game tance buildings should be set car crush occurred at Ridge
]<wi> !n the overtime.
I winy won the p,o ld medal in die
back from village streets .
Ave. and 71 b St. , Galesville , beI lie Gophers , 1-2, resume play Soap ' ndics tennis (cam I'limpeBill the Stars are finding «liey The council also voted n $1<)(1 tween aulos driven hy l*comird
Tuesday night at Ames , Town tition , capturing lioll i singles are loing holler againsl the conlri billion to the Oakland O , Guerlle , 70 , Galesville , and
nguinst Iowa Slide, which re- mutches and (he doubles. Bur- Fast (ban I hey ever have and Cemetery AssocIn lion.
Norman F, Pickeri ng, 32, Galesturned nil of ils .starters from a ma look Ihe .silver medal for belter Ihan any West Divisi on A special council meeting vv;is ville , The Pickering car , a l!>li5
tt-'iiin (hat beat Minnesota 57-4H second! nnd Alalay.sia wis I (• .¦mi this season. The North set. for Friday nt K p.m , (1| (he model , was tola lied , lie receivlast yenr .
awarded the bronze for I bir d.
Slurs have a 'l- ,'l-f> record nguinst illage school.
ed a bruised knee.

Trempealeau Go.

.1. —

Trempealeau Co.
officials check
several crashes

Police check
vandalism,
several thefts

Police are investigating a burglary, a theft and two incidents
of vandalism.
Loretta Bronk, 706 E. Sth St.,
told police Friday that four
two-pound cans of coffee, two
cans of lard , 10 cans of fruit
and 20 pounds of potatoes were
taken from the basement of her
home between 11:45 p.m. Wednesday and 10:30 a.m. Thursday. Police said she was not
home at the time of the burglary and that method of entry
has not been determined. Value of the stolen items was not
given.
Steven Dean , Winona State
College student , reported Sunday that the top of his convertible was slashed as the car was
parked near Lucas Hall on the
WSC campus Saturday night .
Damage was $75.
A battery taken from his car
which was parked in front of
his home was reported to police
by Norman Hoover , 722 W. King
St. Hoover told police it was
taken between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Saturday night. He valued the
battery at $27.
A window on the east side of
the Zesto Drive-in , 602 E. 3rd
St., was found by police to have
been broken early this morning. Value of the window was
$3. The building had not been
entered,
¦

Rigney to be among
guests at dinner
MINNEAPOLIS W> - The
eighth annual midwinter baseball dinner will be held Jan. 19
in St. Paul , the Twin Cities chapter of the Baseball Writers Association of America announced
Saturday.
Many members of the Minnesota Twins ' .I960 West Division
championship team and other
national baseball personalities
will attend the dinner at the Hilton Hotel.
New Manager Billy Rignuy
will be among honored guests.
Other head table personalities
will be announced later.
¦

Lea College matmen
win Doane Invitational
CRETE , Neb. (AP ) - Lea
College, of Minnesota won six
first places and the Doane Collego Invitational Wrestling Tournnmont Saturday. Ixia winnerc
were Ihiry Billy, KM pounds;
Hny Ktockdale , Ml!; John Lucia ,
150; Dave Ventreske , I(i7 , Joe
McAndrcw 177, and Jerry Anderson , HK».

Allied Ch
Allis Chal
Amerada
Am Brad
Am Can .
Am Mtr
AT&T
Anconda
Arch Dn
Armco Sl
Armour
Avco Cp
Beth Stl
Boeing
Boise Cas
Brunswk
Catpillar

26% Honeywl
24% Inland Stl
31% I B Mach
36% Intl Harv
44% Intl Paper
S% Jns & L
50% Jostens
28% Kencott
54 , Kraft Co
26% Loew's
43% Marcor
23% Minn MM
27% Minn P L
30 Mobil Oil
77 . Mn Chm
17% Mctot Dak
40% N Am E

Ch MSPP - N N G a s
Ch RIRR
—Nor Pac
Chrysler 35% No St Pw
Cities Svc 40 %Nw Air
Com Ed 36% Nw Banc
ComSat 59% Penney
Con Ed 25% Pepsi
Cont Can 75% Pips Dge
Cont Oil 24% Phillips
Cntl Data 115% Polaroid
Dart Ind 49% RCA
Deere
40 Rep Stl
Dow Cm 67% Rey Tb
du Pont 10434 Sears R
East Kod 73 %Shell Oil
Firestone 50 Sinclair
Ford Mtr 41% Sp Rand
Gen Elec 78% St Brands
Gen Fodd 80% St Oil Cal
Gen Mills 34% St Oil Ind
Gen Mtr 69% St Oil NJ
Gen Tel 30% Swift
Gillette 48% Texaco
Goodrich 30% Txas Ins
Goodyar 28% Union Oil
Gt No Ry 40% Un Pac
Greyhnd 16% U S Steel
Gulf Oil 28% Wesg El
Homestk 17% Wlworth

'
•TIS : A - REASON to be lolly . . . W.
: Betsiriger,.227 E. 4th remodels suits to
¦fit your frame.
TIRED from shopping, chilled to the .
bone? . Drop in to sec us before you
start home! Coffee that' s steaming, a
sandwich or two. A bow l of . hoi chill
will do wonders for you. RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd S-t., downtown
. Winona. Open 24 hours every day ex¦ cept Mon.
•SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS to family and
friend s Dec. 23rd wllh a Classified
Greeting. 18 words $1.25 CASH. Name,
address and payment must be Included
¦ with orders. Mail to.Greetings , Box .7(1,. ..
Winona, or stop at our office.

142
27%
357%
25% LADIES: If you want to drink that'i
38% YOUR business; If you DON'T want to
that's . OUR BUSINESS. Contact
18% drink,
Women's AA for private, confidential
34% . Help with your drinking problem. Call
437/s .154-4410 evenings 7-10. ,
39%
8
34% Transporf-afion
48% INDEPENDENT TOURS-we are making
111% a 17-day trip to Mexico . Travel, lodg- .
Ing and meals furnished . Leaving Dec.
19
18, returning Jan . 5. For more In44% . formation, Tel.. 687-4762;
37%
27% Auto Service, Repairing 10
24%
GAMBLE with your IIf e 1 Have
42% DON'T
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
38% rebuild your brakes. Price , $29.95, most
23% ears. Tel. 452-2772.
27% WHEELS SHAKE, heed alignment, "ComSee Don at
34% plete suspension repair.
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet. 43 *
49% ¦; 6i.
52%
47% Auto Storage, Parking
11
34%
STORAG E space for boats,
129% WINTER
trailers, etc. Tel. 454-2138.
35%
35 Business Services
14
44%
SHOP,
415
BARBER
».
65% YAROLIMEK'S
3rd. Tel. 452-3709.
443/4
SHOP would like iob lot machine
— SMALL
and/or assembly work . Write Orna42% mental Iron Co., Holmen,
Wis. 54636.
48%
SAW FILING, grinding, (OunamtnBr n"
49% toothing. 655 W. 4th St. Tel. 4753.
46%
TREES, TREES - trimming,
62% TREES,
stump removal, spraylno, etc. Free
27% estimates. Blong's Tree Jervlce, Wi28% nona. Tel, 454-5311.
123% Plumbing, Roofing
21
36%
KENWA Y
44%
Sewer Cleaning Service
34%
Residential Commercial Industrial
Licensed & Bonded Operators
55%
Tel. 452-9394
37*& 827 E. 4th

Winona markets
Bay Stat* Milling Company

Elevator A Grain Prices
One hundred ^ushcls ol grain will bi
Ihe minimum loads accepted al Ilia «l»
valors.
No . I northern spring wheat . .. . 1.68
No. 2 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.0 6
No. 3 northern spring wheat , , , , 1,6.
No . 4 norlhern spring wheat , , , . 1.5B
No. 1 hard winter w heat
1.51
No. 2 hard winter Wheat ,.,
1,49
No, 3 hard winter w heat
1,45
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1,41
No. 1 rye
l.io

No . 2 rye

NOTICE:.:We will not ba responsible for
anyone who does not have a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year. InDepartment,
MERstallment
Loan
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK. '

],jo

li' i-flfdtci't Mall Corporation

Hours: 0 a.m. lo 4 P.m.
Submit sample before loadlno.
Barley purchased at prices sub|ect
market

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clooged sewers and drains .

CALL SYL KUKOWSK1

Tel. 452-9509 or 452-6436 1-year. ' guarantee
A FAMOUS MAN with whiskers recommends this gift!
Ao
In-Sink-Erator
Stainless Sleol Garbage Disposer, Iho
Number 1 Disposer on the market. It
grinds fasler, takes things you 'd be
afraid to put Into other disposers , has
reversing action which mokes It practically |am proof, runs quietly and Is
still great alter yoors and years. Ask
about th«m nt

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMDING A, HEATING
761 E. 6th
Tel. 452-6340

Female — Jobs of Int. — 26
to

Armour & Co.

These quotations apply to hogn
delivered lo the Winona Stat ion Irorn
8 a.m. lo 4 p.m, Market Is established
by
r,'30
a.rn.
Monday
through Friday.
Hog Market
liulchcrs, 200.230 lbr>. . . , $26,50
Sows , 270-300 Ih'. . sleady at 123,00

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST, PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (ffl-(USDA)
— Ciitllo 4,0CO| calves <S00; trading on
slnuuhler sleors nnd heifers actlvoi
steers 25 cents htgltari heiltrs 25-50 cents
higher,' cows fairly active, strong to so
cents hlnhori bu'ls , vealfiri and , slaughter calves fully steady) limited sales ol
(friers fully sleady; high cholco around
1,200 lb slaughter steers 28 .50; choice
9500,250 lbs 27.25-20.25; mixed high good
and choice 27. 00-28 .50; high choice around
925 lb slaughter hollers 27.75; cholci B501,050 'bs 26.50-27.50; mixed high flood
and cholco 74 .0O-26 .50) utility and commwclnl slaughter cows !P.50-20.50[ cannor and culler 17.50 19.50; utility And
commercial slaughter bulls 24.00-3il.50)
cutlor 21. 50-?I .OO| choice venlcrs 36 ,00.
39. 00; flood 34 ,0036 .00) choice slaughter
calves 27.00-38,00 ) good 21 .00-37 .00; choice
570 Ih short ycnrllng fot-dor hull calves
31. 00; good «0u-9DD lb feeder steers 24.50.
29. 50,
Hog s 5,000: barrows and gills rood,
eratnly ncllvni prices steady to 25 cents
hloheri weights undor 230 lbs showing
full extent nl atlviinco; demand good )
1-3 190-230 ll) i 27.75 20 ,50; 1-1 320-340 lbs
27.50-28 .00) 2-3 190-220 lbs 27,50-28,00) 2-3
220240 lbs 27.1)0-27.75j 2-4 740-740 Ihs 5d.CC
lo 27.00 : 3-4 7(10-3(10 Ihs 25.00-3o .00i sow s
slr-Ady tn slrongj 1-3 2BO-.130 lbs 32 .752.1 25; 1- .1 .13M0O lbs ??, 0fl-23,OO| 2-3 -f00600 lbs 21, 00.22.351 fecrirr Pigs limited ,
supply steady) 1 3 120-ldO lbs 34.00-75.1)0;
boars steady,
Sheep 1,500; slaughte r lambs aclive,
50 cents lo 11 higher; reduced receipts
sllrrmlatln n f a c t o r / slaughter ewes And
fer-der Iambi slendy; choice and pr ime
H5 110 Ih wooled slau ' hter Inmbs 77 ,50311 10 hirflely 311 .00 tint nnod and rhnko
13H
IDs
77. no-3n .0fli -.hlpmenl mostly
35.00 ; utility and flood slaughter owes
7 ,00 9. 00) choice to fancy 60H5 lb Inedars 28.00-39 .M) 15-95 lb» 27,00 3».00.

WOMAN,
BETWEEN ntjes 25-50, aa
housekeeper and child dire worker In
Catholic children' s honu' Prefer woman who can live In children 's homo .
Wrllo Children ' s Homo Director, Dox
580, Winonn, Minn,, giving oxperlenct
and relerences or Tel, Winona 454-22/0,
WANTED: Girls to learn ticauty culture ,
Harding Beauty School, 76 W, 3rd.

WAITRESS
STEVE'S LOUNGE

PRODUCE
CHICAGO CAP) - Butler
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 9:i score AA G8>/i ; 02
A fit) '/, ; 90 B (itl '/i.
Eggs steady ; wholesale buying prices unchange d ; HO per
cent or bolter gratis A whiles
fit; mediums !>«; standards 52;
checks 44,
¦

LIVESTOCK
CMICAOO
CHICAGO Ml - ( I J M )A ) - - llorjs ^,S00|
bulchnhrs 25-SO o-nli hlnher; 1-2 JOO. JJS
lb bulcliws 2ll.Jfl.2V .25j 1,1 200-235 111
*
2ll.0O-2B .50j 2-3 500-2.10 ||)., 37.5O-20 00, ].«
260-21)0 |bi 2S ,74-!6 .7ij 3-4 2(10.300 lbs.
24.75-2it .75; sows slr-mly to is ccnu hlnhori 1-3 325-401) II)-, 22, 50 23 .25; 2-3 500550)
lbs 21.00-11 ./5.
Caltli) 10 ,00(1; c.lives nnnoi Mnh cliolcn
«n<l prlnm S IHUIJ IH IT '.linn sliwly in 25
conh Invicr;
•.Uiiihk'r
rMlori. tutly
slciulyi pnme 1,1/5 1,(50 lb s slmiohlor
hollcrj yield ur<>n> 3 m«l t 29.50 30 .00,hloh choice .mil nrlmi» 1,100-1,400 Ih*
39.25-59 .75i
Cholco
9.10-1, 375
Ihs
yield
or«l« 2 lo 4 3lU5.29 .75 i mlK,l good nnd
choice 3IU0 7IU5; hloh rholo! nnd prlm»
nlmiohlrr Imllori 9001,010 lb:, yield nrmln
3 nnd 4 2n .25.2n.50i clinlo) 850 1,025 Ilia
ylidd nrn'l 'i 2 In 4 3/ .i:i.jfl , 35i mined
Oood nnd choice 27 ,0027 ,.10,
Sheo|i :iMl| sl.tiinlil ' 1 | mh ,, ,„„, vw%
mcxtornMy
slc.vws
wn ,|,.,|
,|„ip(ihirr
Inmbs mmi'il flood rind thou (, 90.1011 |h-s
26 .0O 28.0O i prim,. .,h.,,.„|,. |,,„| ot)0( ,
ma
choice 90 Ih wooh-d Mnufjhte r
Inmba
wllh No . 1 pens 211.00.

.

Female — Jobs of Int. — 26 Business Opportunities
WAITRESS-part-time. Apply In person,
Snack Shop.
WAITRESS—full or part-time. Apply Manager, Park Plaia. ,
BEAUTICIAN—for full or part-time. Apply
J S, R. Beauty Shop, 201 N. Elm, La
Crescent, M\lnn.
GO GO DANCERS and exotic danceri,
will teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Winona.

Assistant
Women's Editor

MERF'S MARKET on W. Sarnia. This
Is an Ideal Man and Wile operation.
Can show a nood proflr . Priced for
Quick Salo. TOWN & COUNTRY REALTOR. Tel, 454-3741 or 454-1476.
SERVICE STATION—have a terrific business opportunity for the man who
wants to own his own business and
make better than average Income. Be a
Texaco dealer with this modern station
well located on U.S. Hwy. 61 In Winona.
Tel. 452-7743.

Money fo Loan

40

Quick Money . . .
on any article of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

Starting about
Jan. 1

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

COON DOG for ;ale. Silent trailer guarantee. Call Carlos Dorn, Arcadia, Wis.,
Tel. 323-3937 between 5:30 and 6:30.

Part-time, hours
flexible, mornings.
preferred.

POODLES—Black Miniatures, AKC registered . Excellent show or breeding quality. M5. Tel La Crosse 60B-7B8-5933.

Training or experience
helpful.

Winona Daily &
Sunday News
Gary Evans, Tel. 452-3324
Male — Jobs of Interest—27
MAN WANTED on modern deiry farm,
married or single. Charles Schell, Mlnnelska, A/Mnn. Tel. Roltinastona 68?2620.
JANITOR—part-time
hours, good for
college student. Apply In person, Snack
Shop.
FARM AIDB 'or specialist. Farm background ind experience needed . Work
¦
with farmers and service , agencies In
training program; Application blanks
available at Western Dairyland E.O.C.,
CourthoUi*. Whitehall, Wis, Tel. 538'
4336.
COULD YOU WORK from « a.m. to 12
noon dally or from 1 p.m. lo 5 p.m.?
We could use 2 part-time employees In
our Home? -Furnishings Department to
assist with hardware Installation and
hanging of draperies, curtains and
shades. If Interested contact Mr. A. H.
Office, H. CHOATE &
¦ Krieger, .Main
¦¦
CO...
112,500 COMMISSIONS W E R E BELOW
AVERAGE for our full time men last
year. We need man over 30 to handle
tales of lubricants, industrial cleaners and fuel additives in Winona area.
Write D. A. Byers, Sales Manager,
Texas Refinery Corp., Box 711, Fort
Worth, Texas,
EXPERIENCED GROCERY man wanled
full-time to work In local grocery store.
Paid Insurance time and a half after
•40 hours, paid , holidays, plus other
fringe benefits. Apply in person al
Corn's Family Food Center.
AMBITIOUS MARRIED man, age 34,
wants to live and work In Winona area.
Have college degree In Biological Science rtelated field. Wil l give serious
¦
consideration to any . position offe r including non-professional work that wilt
provide a moderate salary. Write or
Inquire B -59 Dally . News .

Immediate Opening
for married man interested
in sales and service. This
is steady, interesting work
starting at $140 per week
with excellent opportunity
for advancement. Please
write D-61 Daily News giving past experience.

Graphic
Arts

An immediate opening is
how avaifable in our Art Department. Applicant should
have -a background in mechanical drafting or art .
As a recognized leader in
our field, we offer complete
fringe benefits and an excellent opportunity for advancement in a new modern
plant. Salary commensurate
with .qualifications and experience .
Reply in confidence to:

ART DIRECTOR

Flexible Products Div
1200 W. Gale, Galesville, Wis.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Daily

Help—Mala or Female

37 Articles for Sale

FOUR CUTE puppies, pari Dachshund,
6 weeks old. Free for a good home.
Tel. 452-9585.
POLLED HEREFORD steers, 7, good
club calves. Eating good. 350-500 lbs.
Chimney Rock Farm, Eugene Kammerer, Minnesota City. Tel. Rolling. stone 689-2160. .

Horses, Cattle/ Stock

43

HEREFORD
FEEDER calves.
Warnke, Minnesota City.

Alvln

TWO : HOLSTEIN springing heifers, about
1300 lbs. Allan Aldinger, Rt. 3, Winona, (Wltoka). ' ' ; ¦ ' •
TWO HOLSTEIN breeding bulls, 2 yeert
old. Charles Chapel Jr., Rt. 1, Houston,
:
Minn; Tel, 896-3424.
40 HEAD of Black Angus bred to purebred registered Charolals bull, vaccinated and pregnancy checked. Tel. 4529002 after 6.
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boars and
open gills, carcass data on litfermates,
200 lbs. 136 days. Priced for commercial
men. Mllo Wills, La Crescent. 1V4 miles
S.E;, Nodlne.
REGISTERED QUARTER horse Gelding,
trophy winner In AQHA and open shows
In English and Western . Good lumper.
Contact John Woodworth or Big Valley
Ranch, Winona. .
PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars of all
ages. All boars guaranteed 100%. Will
deliver, Lyle Sell, Rt. v.Strum, Wis.
Tel. evenings. 878-4277.
PUREBRED DUROC boars. Clifford Hoff,
Lanesboro, Minn. Tel, Peterson 875-6125.
FOR LEASE, top quality gilts on a feeder pig contract. No cash outlay. Gel
started In the. hog business now. Tel.
AC 507-B!6:2891 collect,
PUREBRED
SPOTTED
Poland China
boars, new bloodline. Lowell Babcock ,
Utlca, Minn. Tel. St. Charles 932-3437.

FEEDER CATTLE

AUCTION
WED., DEC 10

. 12:30 P.M. SHARP
K.F.I.L U060 on your Radio
Dial) will Broadcast Early
Listings oh Sale Day at 5:307:30-8:30-9:30 A.M.
No Veal or Slaughter
Catfle at this Sale

44

BABY
CHICKS:
DeKalb,
California
White, White Leghorn and our famous
Beefer Chicks; also DeKalb 20-week-old
pullets. Send for our free price list now
and get hatch date you want for next
spring. SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY,
Rollingstone , Minn. Tel. 689-2311.

46

CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING and processing. Lewiston Locker Plant, Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 3331. We render lard and
cure and smoke.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on nsnrt ell
week. Livestock bouoht every day.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurj., ! p.m.
Tel. Lewiston 2667 or Winona 452-7814.

Farm Implements

48

AMERICAN DRYER for ear corn, burns
furnace oil) also 46' corn and bale
elevator. Zabel Seed, Plainview. Tel.
534-2487,
ALLIS CHALMERS BD 3 motor grader ,
tahdom drive, GMC dlesel powered .
Fran-is Husser,. Mlnnelska. Tel. Rollingstone 689-2184.
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent or.portable
Ed's Refrigeration & Oalrv Supplies
555 E. 4th
Tot. 452-5532

28 Articles for Sale
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ROOM CLERK—Apply Mflr., Park Plata.

SET OF BUNK BEDS. Tol. 452-3901.

Situations Wanted-—Male 30

MANGERS for Christmas, made of wood
Tel. 4620 after 5.

EXPERIENCED SHIPPING clerk wanls
work. Day shift. Write or Inquire D-«S2
Dally Mews .
BOB'S TRANSFER SERVICE
Tel. 452-3901 al 7 a.m., noon or alter 3.

Instruction Classes

33

ORGAN INSTRUCTION by certified Hammond organ Instructor, Mrs. Scoll /viaaon, Tel. 454-4703.

MOTEL
MANAGEMENT

MEN-WOMEN-COUPLES
I^earn Motel Operation with
our short course at home
followed by two weeks Resident training in a motel
operated by us. A RC no burner. Free rtntioirw idfi placement assistance upon completion. Easy terms available ,
For Personal Interview ,
Write Giviii R Address mid
Phon e Number to:
Executi ve Training Division
Ambassador Motels
Incorporat ed
7(155 W. Colfax
Depl D
Denver , Colorudo , (10215

VA APPROVED

Business Opportunities

Business Opportunity*
Man or Woman
Rrll.ihlo peno" Iron' thh irrn lo
srrvlrr and cnlkcl from milnmrilk
dispensers , No nxporlrn fft nertrd . , .
Wo Minhllsh account!, for you. Cnr,
references and MM to *U»5 cash
capital necessary. < lo U hour-, wrclcly nuts excellent monthly Inrome , lull
lime more, fo r tncnl ifilfrvinv . wrllr.
Include- lolephonr.- numWir In
INOUSTRIf. S i INr • ms
EAOI. E
l' " rh"
l- rlli '
Olvd , 51.
Excel - , inr
I ,
Minnesota 55-116.
.

...

.

Si1 ,1
1/

OIL OR GAS heaters. Safes, service
RANGE OIL BURNER CO.. 90? E 5th
Tel. 452-7479, Adblph Mlchalowskl ,

TRAMPOLtNES-get your order In now
for Christmas tor a new trampoline. Inquire 14B Mankato Ave.' Tel. 8-2192. •

Typewriters

G.E. REFRIGERATOR freezer combination, 6 years old, excellent condition.
S90. Tel. , 45,1-1152.
NEW BARBIE doll clothes, 50c, 75c, JI.
¦Many to choose from. Tel . 452-6854.
-473 W. Howard.
SORRY SAL Is now a merry gal. She
used Blue Lustre rug and upholstery
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer $1.
H, Choate & Co.
HEAVY DUTY walking snow plow, ideal
for filling station or large driveway;
two 5.25x18; china
dishes, service
for 8. Tel. 452-6488.
PHILCO REFRIGERATOR-Frost free,
medium size , perfect condition, $60.
Tel .. 454-4768.
PHILCO PORTABLE TV, 4-speed automatic phonograph, 60 power telescope
with tripod. All in good lo excellent
condition. Reasonable. Tel. Rushford
, 864-9579.' .
CELEBRATING J years In business —
SPECIALS all week, all kinds, all
prices. CADY'S, on W. 5th . :
FLUFFY soft and bright! as new, that's
what clearing rugs will do when you
use Blue Lustre ! Rent electric shampooer $1. Robb Bros, Store.
HANDKNIT AFGHANS for Christmas for
that special one; also will knit your
choice... Tel . 454-5884.
\
IARGE OFFICE desk, $35; 6 benches
for rec room, S5 each; RCA color TV,
console model, 350. Albrecht'j Fairway, Miracle Mall Shopping Center.
TOLEDO electric meal itlcer , excellent
condition, SIOO . 12 electric motors of
va rious horsepower. 836 W. 7th.
TWELVE PAIR Greyhound type reclining
coach seats, fine condition . Usable for
replacement in campers, trailers; ice
houses, etc. $20 pair. 836 W. 7th.
FOUR AND EIGHT track stereo ' tape
player, 2 speakers, $50; tape cartridg: es, $3 each, . 1066 W. 10th St .
GIVE HER the perfect gift for Christmas,
a G.E. portable dishwasher, only. $148.
B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
LARGHUfiE MAHOGANY credenza, beige
barrel back chair, end table, laundry
tub, large ice cream freeze. 1223 W.
5lh. Tel. 452-7942.
CHRISTMAS TREES-Boughs and birch
logs, 50c & up. Apel's Apartments, 8th
J, Humboldt; Apel's Acres, Hermann
St., Buffalo City, Wis..
LARGE PRESSED glass punchbowl! platform rocker; upholstered chain black
and white floor model TV; small radio;
full slie mattress; lamp, light fixture ;
dishes; ladles .clothing. Call this week,
10:30 a.m. • 5 p.m,,: 1114 W. Broadway.
MODERNIZE YOUR Kitchen NOW. See
our displays, choose from our entire
line ol top quality Dura-Supreme Kitchen Cabinets. Save on any style or finish ' you choose. Free estimates at
" Standard Lumber.Co., 350 W. 3rd Tel.
3373. .' .

Building Materials
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PREF1NISHED —: wood panelling, J2.W
each; bathroom sinks. $3.95 each. Open
7 days a week and evenings until 9.
5 & H Sales, behind Goodview ball
park.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

63

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
the comfort ot automatic personal care .
Keep full service - complete burner
care and furnace cleaning. Budget.service. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
6 OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. 452-3402.

64

MOTOROLA 23" color TV, solid walnut
case, 1449 w.f .t Gibson M cu. ft refrlnemlor-lreezer, sol) detrost, $219,95
w .t. SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671 W.
Jth.
ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
New & Used lea Skates
Koller Bicycle Shop, 400 Mankato

AAAPLE HEYWOOD WAKEFIELD chair,
rocker and matching sfeptable; 2 brass
lamps; Berker-Lounger; Permalux construction cahlr. Excellent condition. 'Tel.
Fountain City 687-4461.
LINOLEUM RUGS-9xl2, pretty patterns,
good selection for any room S5.99. each.
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 454-3389.
SPECIAL1 3 table grouping, 2 step, 1
cocktail. $19.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FUR: NITURE7 302 Mankato Ave. Open evenings 'til Christmas.

Good Things to Eat
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RUSSET
POTATOES. 100 lbs. S2.98;
Christmas nuts, candy, fruit boxes and
boskets; apples $1.50 bu. Winona Potato
Market.

Schick Electric
Lather Shave
Gift Set

As Advertised on TV

$I!).fl5

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown fc Miracle Mall

IIOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
New Christmas Specials
Used Saws
Also I Super XL
POWER MAINTENANCE «. SUPPLY CO
2nd J, Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
WOOL SPECIAL
Wool Fabrics
Values to S3.98 yd.
NOW J1.97 a yd.
C I N D E R E L L A 5HOPPES
9lh and Mankato
or 46 on Ihe Plaze W.

D A I L Y NEWS
Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
WILL

BE, T A K E N

81

Wanted to Buy

PIANO WANTED-ln
good condition. Tel.
¦ ¦
. 452-2714. ; -'
PAYING 21 % over lace value for U.S.
silver coins dated 1964 and before.' Paying a premium , for all old coins. Dick
Drury, Pleasant Valley Road. Tel. 454-2274. :
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & /METAL
. CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturday*
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 4SM067'
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap iron, metals, rags, hides.
raw furs and wooll

Sam Weisman & Sons

INCORPORATED
450 W,. 3rd
Tel. 452-5847 .
WE BUY coon, red fox, muskralj.
will take them on the carcass,
better prices! Dick's Sport Shop,
Rose 5t., La Crosse, Wis. Tel,
4402. ; .

We
0»ef
110
7B4-

Rooms Without Meals
SLEEPING
¦ 8-2853. .
..

ROOM

for

86

student.

Apartments, Flats

Tel.

jfPPlk

LOVELY
2-bedroom
apartment, 71 8V2
Main St., view of lake and park from
den and living room. Tel. 452-3822 for
appointment.
NEWLY REDECORATED large efficiency, centrally located. Stove, refrioerator, heat, water, electricity furnish ed.
No unmarried students. Tel. 9287 for
appointment. .
IN FOUNTAIN CITY—first and second
floor apartment, available at once. Tel.
Fountain City 687-3503.
RUSHFORD—2 rooms , and bath, pjartially furnished, available now, S55.
Tel. Winona 9287 or Rushford 8U-9337 .

LARGE HOUSEKEEPING cottage, partly furnished. Will accommodate family
wilh 2 children. Has stove and relrigerator, etc. May be seen any morning
until 1-:-p.m. ' 'except Sat. or Sun. Tel.
. -452-4859 or contact Emherst. Rooms.

Apartments, Furnished
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NEWLY COMPLETELY carpeted apartment for 5 at 520 E. King; 2 girls to
share apartment; 1 male to share new
apartment With WSC students. Tel. 4523341 or 452-3778.
FURNISHED APT. for girls, now available. All utilities paid. Tel. 452-3044 or
. 454-476B.
.
TWO BEDROOMS, for 2 working girls,
all furnished . Available Jan. 1. 476 Centar St. -

Business Places for Rent 92
MODERN GROUND floor suite on the
Plaia. Various size offices available on
the Plaza. Stlrneman-Selover Co., ' Tel .
452-6066, . 452-4347 or 452-2349.
BUILDING
452-6790..

for

rent,

1054 W. «!h. Tel.

GARAGE at ' 16 Otis St. 12x24', cemenl
floor. $6. Tel, 454-5091.

Houses for Rent-
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THREE-BEDROOM house, W. location,
completely redecorated. Tel. 452-5541
for appointment.
SMALL — .2 Bedrooms , living room and
kitchen. Carpeted, 'No pets. Mrs . Joe
Miner, Lamoille, Minn. Tel. Dakota
643-6759.

Farms, Land for Sale

MCDONALD'S
Machinery and Tools

69

FOR D E T A I L E D Information on Ihe laraor.t selection of pianos and organs In
S.E, Minn. Tel. Scott Mason 454-4703 ,
Winona area representative tor Bodlne 's
Hammond Oroan A Piano Studios of
Rochesler, dealer fnr Hammond and
Rodo ers organi , Mason anil Hamlin,
Yamaha , Knaho, Geo, Stick, Kimball
and Bodlne pianos ,

NEEDLES

IF YOU ARE In Iho market (or n farm
or home, or an planning to sell real
estale ot any lype, contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY
Real
Estato Brokers. Independence, Wis , or
Eldbn W. Berg, Rea l Estato Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350 .

Television Service

Sowing Machines

73

NEW HOWE portable sewing machines ,
cnnreonlrnllivl, ilg ;ng. on sale . $139. 50.
WINONA SEWING CO., 91.1 W. 5th St.

Stoves , Furnncos, Parti

75

MONOGRAM Oil HEATrm, all »l;e>,
ono-n-nni
lo itviT, roomi. Liberal
lernu una trado allowances. G A I l' S
APPLIANCE, 315 E . 3rd . Tel, 452-4110,

V Vi

EIGHTrROOM home at 553 E. 9th. May
be used for,2 apartments. Tel. 452-7814.
IN GALESVILLE—nearly new 2-bedroom
¦ house, under $18,000. Carpeted. Attached
¦
garage . Financing available! Tel. 4542842 after 3 p.m.
PROMPT Real Estate Sales
, And Financing

Frank West Agency

' . 175 Lafayette
Teh 452-5240 Or 452-4400 after hours.

Wanted—Real Estate
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1 K 2nd

154 51
^P FI> " ^
TO

>^STrRf|/

Ready salesman
Right way to do it
Real Savings when you
list with Winona Realty :

4 door Hardtop, white with
black- vinyl top, matching
black interior , power steering, power brakes, power
windows , p o w e r seats,
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING , white sidewall
tires, driven only 35,000
miles, previous owner 's .
name on request. Immaculate in every respect.

' 4 door sedan , copper in color with black interior , 289
V-8 engine , power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater,
white sidewall tires. A nice :
running car.

GO ¦ONE BETTER . . .
•• Gel Ski-Dool
DICK'S MARINE
Latscti Island, Winona
Tel. 452-3809
WESTGATE GARDENS
Wheelhorse,. AMF, Trades, Sales 4,
Service, Accessories, Clothing. :

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108
TWO USED 1-ton Ford trucks, 12' van
type Olson aluminum curb-side bodies,
in excellent condition. May be inspected at Federal Sunbeam Bakery, 101
Plaza E., Winona. See Gordon Fossen
or E. L. Hostettler. Tel. 454-2901.
.
SCOUT—1965 with 4-v/heel drive, lock-out
hubs, plow, 4-8 ply tires, buckit seats.
Tel. 454-2138.
WANTE-0 — Ford pickup, '54-'60,. must
have good body, prefer without motor
and transmission. Te|. 896-3''55 or write
Kenneth Konkel, Rt. 1, Houston, Minn.
55943.

TRUCK BARGAINS
1967 DODGE
Vi-Ton Pickup
8 ft. wide side box , 3-speed
transmission , slant-six engine, snow tires, 20,000 ACTUAL miles. This is a nice
truck. See and drive this
one today.

ONLY $1295
1966 FORD F-100
1/2 -Ton Pickup
6 cylinder engine , standard
transmission , c u stom cab
CAMPER COVER , s n o w
tires. Driven ONLY 24,000
miles. Red and white in color. VERY VERY CLEAN.

ONLY $1500

WALZ

Huick - Olds - GMC
Open Friday Night

1 ,433 ACRES
of land in Winonn Comity,
2 sets of buildings , aboul 6O0
acres tillable , lots of pasture . Will trade in smaller
farm or a business.

PAUL J. KIEFFER

Realtor

Alturn , Minn.
Tel. 6721

Houses for Sale

99

HEIGHTS BLVD. 151 8-new 2-story house,
4 bedrooms, Ismlly room wllh fireplace, double allached garane , air conditioned and landscaped Hllke Homes.
Inc., Tel, 432-4127 for appointment.

IT'S STILL

We have listings in nil s ize
and price ranges.

I A

BOB

MOBILE HOME— 1969; on
Tel. 8-2186 after 6 p.m.

12'xSOV

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 452-3321
for an Ad Taker

>

WA LZ
PRICED TO
SELL
1968 PONTIAC
Bonneville
Convertible

FREDDY FRICKSON
: Auctioneer
Will handle til sizes . and Kinds of
Tel. Dakota 443-6143
auctions.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and state licensed and bonded, Rt. 3. Wlnoni. Tel.
452^980.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner
¦
Winona. Tel. 452-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel , &43-2W2
DEC. 1— Tues. 7 p.m. Brite Spot Restaurant, 34 S. Walnut, La Crescent, Minn.
John ¦ 'Halverson> owner; R. L. Morrii,
auctioneer: Thorp Sales Corp.,- clerk.
-o—Tues. 11:30 a.m. 3 miles N.W..... '
of Eau Galle, Wis. Carl Hartung, owner; Leon Scliroeder,, auctioneer; Gate. .
way Credit, clerk.
,.

D EC.

9—Tues. 12 noon. 1 mile W. of
• Hlxton on Hwy. 95, then V mile N.W.
on blacktop road. Dudley Hanson Estate, owners ; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer*
Northern Inv. Co., clerk. " ¦
D EC.

DEC. 12—Fri. 1 p.m. Farm /Vlachlnery
Auction, iunclion of Hwys; lS3 and 35,
. lust W. of Pepin, Wis. Pepin Implement Co.', owner; Francis Werlain, aue' tloneer; 1 Gateway Credit, clerk . .
DEC. 13—Sat. 11 a.m. 6 miles S. of Arcadia, Wis. on 95, then .5 miles W. on
E. William Boland, 'owner; Werlein &
1
Kohner, auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp.,
¦
, clerk.
DEC. 13—Sat. 12 noon. 9 ; miles N.W . of
Pepin on Stale Hwy. 1B3 to Lund, then
¦M mile W. Cart Barnes, owner; Leon
' Schoeder, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., '
clerk. . ¦ • ¦. - .

SAVE THE DEPRECIATION -. V

V-8 engine (Regular gas)
Automatic transmission
Power steerin g
Bucket, seats
Center Arm Rest
De Luxe Wheel covers
Front & Rear bumper
guards
• Many More Factory
Extras
• Driven ONLY M , 00(l miles
Gel. Your

CHRISTMAS GII'T

Buy Your Christmas Tree From Y's Men's Club

V

Light Blue finish with Black
nylon top. Interior is blue
vinyl . Locally Owned and
-driven 25 ,945 miles and is
equipped with the following
accessories:
¦fr Automatic transmission
•fr Power Steering
¦fr Power Brakes
¦fr Electric Windows
it Electric Seat
•fc Radio
¦£ Power Antenna
£ Whitewan Tires

|
Your ¦"Country Style" Ford-Mercury-Linconi Dealer
¦
MIRACLE MALL
V '. - ' . ' " '
Open Mon .-Wedi -Fri. Evenings
}

"Smallest New Cnr
dealer in town,"

3rd nnd Washington
Tel. 454-59M
Open Moil. -Wod .-Fri, Nitj hl s

/

j
/
>i
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SAVE AT

FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
Located at the junction of Highways 183 and 35, just
'\ west of Pepin, Wisconsin, on

[-,

l[123illli
*}

FRIDAY , DEC. 12

i'

Sale starts at -1:00 Sharp
Lunch Will Be Served
y
^
%
wysjii
iti
^°
TRACTORS: John Deere 3010 diesel tractor; John
^
i^^^
^^M^irSspt^w^r^^BBHHIBBB ,\
H *
^4*
3r *
^l 'rl
ifn f
"t*
^^fJF^iTW^^^Pi
Deere 3010 gas tractor; John Deere 720 diesel tractor ;
John
Deere 70 diesel tractor; John Deere 70 LP gas
\
i tractor; 2 Jr>hn Deere Model "A" tractors; 2 John Deere
V Model "B" tractors ; Allis Chalmers Model "C" tractor. Open Friday Evenings
S
TILLAGE EQUIPMENT : John Deere 620-H 4-bottom
,, 14 ' inch hyd. plow ; John Deere 55 4-bottorn 14 inch hyd.
J plow ; John Deere 13 ft. wheel disc; Case 9-ft . double
disc; John Deere Model 620-H 3-bottom 16 inch hyd. prow;
John Deere 55 3-bottom 16 inch hyd . plow ; Case 3 bottom
16 inch hyd. plow ; Oliver 3 bottom 14 inch 3-point hitch
plow .
HAY EQUIPMENT: New Holland Model 270 baler
Telephone Your Want Ads < with thrower; New Holland Model 67 baler ; three John
Deere 14-T balers ; two Meyers mower conditioners; two
New Holland Model 404 conditioner ; 3 Cunningham conto The Winona Dail y News
ditioners; John Deere conditioner ; John Deere No . 10
side mounted mower. Arso Spreaders ; Choppers and
^ Swnther; Corn Pickers: 1964 Chovrolet Pickup Truck and
Dial 452-3321
Other Items. Many small items too numerous to mention
All items listed are subject to prior sale and many items
for an Ad Taker
< may be added. Mr. Olson must cut. down on inventory.
>
Gateway Credit Auction Terms available , see the
' crerks. All property to be settled for on day of sale .
PEPIN IMPLEMENT CO., OWNER
Clerked by Gateway Credit Inc.
Eau Claire , Wis.
Francis N, Werlein , Auctioneer ,

I '"*- ''^aB
R

SANTA CLAUS AUTO SALES
an ripun irtlar lo you:
we wuh
•v ^r Inr

tn make
ynul

this

chrl'.lmi' . thi

merrlMt

hnw would you like In drive * hrand new nr
exceptions My ctnan used r.nr to church nn chrhtma^ and have up tn 1150.00 In casti 10 help you
rnsvbe you
with your chrl'.lmm shipping?
v,oulrt rattier hove a color H-li'vhion sot or ¦
new camere so that yov can relive Ihli chrlilmi*. Inr ye/irs tn come.
• vf .' ry vrhlrle al wlnnna nulo snlc, hfl'. n oitt
or It?, equivalent In r.n^h wnllinn lor you . won 't
you hrlp u> mnko thh your merries t rfirlstrn/i i
ever?
ter

, , wi ere the p//od 'guysI

tlncerely,

i

on this( Car

/
$2895 V
)
$3295 /
\
$4295
J ¦
/
$L895 V
)
$2295 7

/ 100% Bonded Warranty on '66 & Newer A

2 DOOR HARDTOP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tet. 452-4274

Auction Safes

V 1969 MERCURY MONTEREY . ;
9,700 miles . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
^ 1969 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
[
I
Low-Low Mileage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 1968 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
/
2 door LIKE NEW, 33,000 miles . . .
V ¦1968
FORD MUSTANG 2 door Hardtop
')¦ "-. ' ¦¦ A Real Sharpie . . .; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I ¦1968 FORD- LTD 2 door Hardtop
29,000 miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : .. . .
V -

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Fri . Night .

lot,

Many homes to choose from at
COULEB MOBILE HOME SALES

Hwy. U-41 E., Winona

EXCEPTIONAL
1967 DODGE
Monaco 500

~

Iw&fo**'
I ii REALTOR
1120 CENTER-

109

F. ;A. KRA USE CO.

..

NOW $1595

107 A

See our Units in stock
or let us order the one .
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU.
Your COACHMAN CORSAIR - MALLARD
& TRAVELMASTER
Dealer. Also LIFETIME :¦
Motor Home - MOBILE
• TOP Trucker Campers.
INDOOR SHOWROOM
BREEZY ACRES
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona

$2595

POLARIS — . 1969, Playmate Snowmobile
with 4 hours. Cheap, to clear floor for
motorcycles. ROBB MOTORS, INC,
578 E- 4th .

111

THIS CHRISTMAS
Give your Famil y
Fun & Togetherness
with a
TRAVELTRAILER

1967 CHRYSLER
New Yorker

Was $1795

Mobile Homes, Trailers

1% Miles S. of City Limits
on Hwy. 14
Ly]e Norskog - Hollis Norskog
Tel, La Crosse 4-8554

CHOICE
VALUES ;'.' . .

107

Red Hot RUPP Snow-Spo rt
5 Models on Display
Complete Sales &• Service
Headquarters
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP CO.
. 54-56 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 452-5065

R O L LO H O M E

DUNE BUGGY

GIVE A MOTORCYCLE for Christmas.
1968 Yamaha 250 , Enduro, like new,
under 4000 miles. Tel. Fountain ' City
687-7239. :

Snowmobiles

L? Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used

New snow tires, lop and all extras.
Ready to go . $1,250. Tel. 454-2181 .

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

Motorcycles, Bicycles

HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
MARSHFIELO
SCHULT
J.A.K. 's MOBILE HOMES, INC.
NELSON. VMS.

CHEVROLET—1964 2-door hardtop. Super
Sport.. . 4-speed manual transmission.
Contact Installment Loan Oept,, First
National Bank.

1967 FORD
Galaxie 500

Used Cars

To move in before Christmas and Mart owning your
own home.

WE OFFER prompt, courteous service
on all makes . Wr specialize In color
TV, repair WINONA I'- m v . t, POWER
EQUIP. CO., 54-56 E. 2nd S|, Te l. 452.5065

THREE-BEDROOM house at Dakota,
with garage . Vacant. $8,000. For sale
or rent, new 3-bedroom home at Pickwick. .Family room, double garage. Vacant. BILL CORNFORTH, La Crescent,
Minn. Tel. 895-2106.

Allure, Minn.

116-118 E 3rd

71

MX. EXCELLENT NEW listing. Suitable
for income property. Located near college and downtow n area. Owner has
purchased home and wants to move 1his
property at once. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
159 Walnut St. Tel.
¦ ¦ 454-4365 or alter
hours -452-3184. . • • .

PAUL J. KIEFFER

POSSIBLE

Radios, Television

BY OWMER. 3 or 4-bedroom rambler al
651 W. Bellevlew , close to schools. Low
:
$20,000. Tel. BT2177.

WANTED-Fnrm listings In S.E. Minn .
Need two Gradt A farms tor spring
possession.

For All Mnkei
Ol Record Plnyer«

Hardt 's Music Store

CHEVROLET—1959 4-doo r sedan, 6 with
slick. Del Board, Tel. Rollingstone 689' 2727.
\

98

the

Lately? At

FOUR-BEDROOM home on edge ol city.
Less than 15 years old. Carpelcd living
room, 2 baths , 2-car garage. Large lot.
TOWN & COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel.
454-3741 , 454-1 i76 or 454-5809.

TWO BEDROOMS, west central location , TWO SNOW TIRES, 7:50x14," on wheels.
first floor , carpeted, recently decorated ,
Tel. 452-3944. .
Heat and water furnished. *135. Tel;
8-2438.

FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo , Wis
Tel. Olllce 59A3659
Res. 695-3157
We buy, wo sell , we trade

"BIG MAC"

MGB—1967, 25,000 miles, new top, new
tires, excellent condition. S190O. Tel.
454-1701 after 6.
.

E. CENTRAL — modern 8-room house,
large garage. Rent terms to reliable
party. C. SHANK, 5S2 E. . 3ra.

WINONA DAILY NEWS " .¦»j j
Winona , Minnesota
'"
MONDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1969

109 TAobilo Homes, Trailers
lli

ONE-BEDROOM home . at 25 Oils St
Only $5,900 . TOWN & COUNTRY REALTOR. Tel. 454-3741, 454-1476 or 454-5809 .

ALL MODERN lower 4-room apartment
and bath. Stove and refrigerator, Hot
and cold water furnished . Will be . available Jan. 1. Inquire 563 Olmslead St.
or Tel. 452-3941.

Have

^9
9

fl!9 Used Cars

SM)

SEVEN MILES W. of Caledonia , 117 acres
with 75,tillable. 168 acres within valley
with modern house, 45 acres tillable.
Choice lor 521,000- Also farms
and
homes In Sprino Grove area. BILL
CORNFORTH, La Crescent, Minn. Tel .
895-2106.

PAINT DEPOT

TELEPHON E ORDERI

TYPEWRITERS and eddlng machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See: us lor al I your office sup
plies, desks, files or office chairs
LUND TYPEWRITER.
CO., Tel. 452¦ ¦
5222. -. :. ¦

SPECIALl From our Ready-lo-Finish Wan-fed to Rent
96
Furniture Department. This week only,
on any piece of furniture.
save 20^
MATURE, DEPENDABLE couple need
Chests, benches, chairs, cabinets, stools,
1 bedroom furnished , apartment Jan,
desks, picture frames, etc., and the fin1. No children. Interested In tareishing materials such as antiquing kits,
taker position. . No lease. Tel. collect
stains, varnishes , etc. A savings of 2091
507-465-326B.
on all wood products and finishing
needs. Take advantage of this tremenWORKING
WIDOW
needs
2-bedroom
dous offer at Sherw/in-Willlami, Westaround floor unfurnished apartment, nol
gate Shopping Center.
on snow emergency route . Tel. 454-58M
alter 5.

WVELROE BOBCATS
LARGE SELECTION of Zenllh stereos. NEW, used and reconditioned
for sale or
Come In and look them over . , , get
rent
by
Iho hour, day or week Your
one tor Christmas. FRA NK LILIA t,
Bobcat
Dcoler-Dflkota
Hoavy
EquipSONS, 761 E. flth, Open evenings,
ment Sales Comp.iny, 4 mllos west of
Dakota on County Road 12 al Nodlne .
THE ARTIST on your Christmas list
Tol. 643-6290.
would love a Grumbncher Gainsbornuoh
Oil Color Sol. Conlnlni famous Grumbflchor economical oil colors, Grum- Musical
Merchandise
70
bacher palntlno mediums and brushes ,
slep-hy-stcp
Instruction booklet. ApWILL
PAY
cash
tor
Leslie
speakers
or
proved by artists and Instructors.
organ
speakers, Tol. Tom Daniels ,
8-2929, extension 7.
167 Center SI.
LOWREY ORC.AN DEALER
Now A Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gnhrlno 's Electronic 6. Music, Inc.
Lowlston.Mlnn. Tel. 5481,

NO

77

HOLIDAY CLOSE-OUTl $34.95 walnut fin- BUILDING FOR RENT—warehouse and
ish, textured, plastic top end table,
office, 170 E. 3rd, available Dec. 1.
$26. 527.95 matching cocktail
S20.
Tel. 452-6067.
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd 8,
Franklin. Open every evening until 9.
Garages for Rent
94
Park behind the store. - . - . . .

LANESBORO SALES
COMMISSION ;
Tel. Collect 467-2192

Wanted—Livestock

75 Houses for Sale

ADULT WESTERN saddle $100; small
pony saddle S25. Tol. Rollingstone 6892391. . ' .
. ,

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

Regular Sales Every
Fri. — 12 Noon

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

57 Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
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By Roy Cran.

BUZZ SAWYER

¦

I

By Mort Walke r

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
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By Gordon Bess
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By Fred Laswell
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BRUSHED PIGSKIN CASUAL SHOES

; «

: By Dal Curtis '

REX MORGAN, M.D.
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OXFORDS or SLIPONS or CKUKKAS 1

Let him piclt a pair from tne w 'de range of Hush "JR
Puppies styles and colors. He'll enjoy their solid V

comfort the year 'round! Each shoe is a feather- ,«

By Ernie Bushmiller
1 i-—¦

_____

._*
i_r

MARY WORTH

J

BAKER'S SHOES ;*»w^^
I TAKECHRISTMAS
fit Hush Pwppies 1
U
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BRWIHIN'

By Alex Korzky
, „

'

BARNEY GOOGLE xnd SNUFFY SMITH
__ ____ J

APARTMENT 3-0
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:

STEVE CANYON

m' m^i j ^

_ ,

By Chester Goulds

DICK TRACY

REDEYE

^

By Saunders and Ernst
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WORK BOOTS
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Wellingtons
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Plione 452-7078 $

